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ABSTRACT
The spectacular success of Edmond Rostand's dramas
at the turn of the nineteenth century poses the question as
to what facets of the plays are responsible for their suc
cess.

This investigation proposes to examine Rostand's

dramaturgy through a study of the structure of the plays.
The frame of reference used is the six constituent elements
which Aristotle deemed requisite for tragedy:

plot, charac

ter, thought, diction, i.e., language and dialogue, music
and spectacle.
The total study reveals that Rostand, like Aristotle
placed primary emphasis on plot construction.

Examination

of the plots of the plays reveals that the playwright care
fully, logically, and artistically arranged their structure
according to both story and form.
Skillful character creations support the prominence
and convey the impact of the plot.
portrayal of the hero.

Rostand's forte is the

This study proposes that each hero

reflects a magnification of a certain phase in life; one
might then interpret this proposal to indicate that the
heroes, taken in chronological order, represent the psycho
logical maturation process in man.

Moreover, merging the

collective heroes, one finds that each represents an

exaggerated facet of man; together they comprise the total
man.

This study does not support the general allegation

that the feminine characters in Rostand's plays are weak,
for when the heroines' actions have direct bearing on the
outcome of the plays, they are well drawn.
Six universal themes which are found consistently in
Rostand's plays are discussed:

love; idealism;

optimism;

death and the significance of life as revealed in death;
the concept of illusion versus reality, including disillu
sionment;

and courage, including the concept of le panache.

These universal themes are individualized by the episodes of
the plot.
The playwright's use of language is a tribute to his
dramatic and poetic skill.

The dialogue is usually refined,

poetic, aristocratic, and for the most part appropriate for
the personages.

The plays are written primarily in alexan

drine couplets.

Innovations within the lines inject move

ment; deviations into other syllable counts and rhyme schemes
provide variety and create different moods.

Rostand has

chosen words to convey precise meaning and then embellished
the language to create mood and establish tone.

In Chante-

cler he selected words for their sound qualities as well.
He relies heavily on images of nature and the universe.
Total theatrical effect is achieved with music and
spectacle.
degrees.

Rostand employed music in each play in varying
It serves as a natural accompaniment to action
v

and to create moods.

Spectacle is discussed in terms of

decor and coups de theatre.

Its effectiveness is evident

in that the decor either completely or partially assists in
giving information, in aiding characterization, in estab
lishing the level of probability,
atmosphere.

and in creating mood and

Obviously the playwright exploits spectacle in

order to complement the action of his dramas.
Throughout his plays Rostand skillfully substantiates
his dramaturgical, artistic, and poetic prowess.

His innate

sense of the dramatic as well as his precision 'in composi
tion results in technically sound artistic creations, and
thus accounts in large measure for their success.
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INTRODUCTION
The dramatic works of Edmond Rostand may be likened
to a brilliant star which appeared suddenly on the Parisian
'theatrical horizon, blazed incandescently for a short time,
then with the mortality of a spectacular comet fell quickly
into darkness.

Except for occasional sparks consisting of

performances of Cyrano de Bergerac, the glittering poetic
evocations live only in the memories of those fortunate to
have witnessed the spectacles and in the hearts of eternal
romantics.
The verve and enthusiasm evident in the lively, color
ful work of the poet-dramatist are sometimes attributed to
His Provencal temperament.

Born in Marseille, April 1, 1868,

Rostand spent his early youth in an atmosphere of cultural
activities and economic comfort.1

Jules Haraszti, in Edmond

Rostand, says, "Malgre quelques rares nuages fugitufs, le
ciel bleu de la Mediterranee ne cessera de briller avec toute
..sa splendeur au-dessus de cet enfant gate de la fortune. "2
At the Marseille lycee he won prizes in history and French.3
From Marseilles he went to Paris at the age of sixteen, where
he studied at the college Stanislas.

After the baccalau-

reat, he continued studies in law while devoting most of his
time to reading and to writing verse.4
In 1887 Rostand received public literary recognition
1

V.

for his essay, "Deux romanciers de Provence, Honore d'Urfe
et Emile Zola," winning the Marechal de Villars prize in
the competition at the Academie de Marseille.
Jean Suberville in Le Theatre d'Edmond Rostand dis
cusses the milieu in which the young Rostand found himself
in Paris and comments, "le nouveau Parisien au regard ardent
et melancolique, entre dans un monde qui ne ressemble pas a
son ame."^

Leaning toward les heros and art, he found that

Naturalism, dilettantism and devotion to beauty of form had
replaced idealism and patriotism.

"Dieu, la Patrie, l.’ame,

l ’ldealisme s'en vont.... On n'aspire plus a vivre: on subit
la v i e . . . Suberville concludes:

"Ainsi, par un instinct

atavique, corroborant l'impulsion de sa propre nature,
obeissant a l'appel des heros qui voulaient naxtre de lui,
Rostand s'est evade de sa generation sceptique, et s ’est
tourne vers la jeunesse qui suivait la siepne et dont il a
pressenti le grand destin."^
In 1890 Rostand published Les Musardies, a collection
of poems which Emile Faguet in "La Vie et l'oeuvre d ’Edmond
Rostand," Avant propos du Tome ler des Oeuvres completes
illustrees d'Edmond Rostand describes as "vers gais , riants,
alertes, simples, verdissants,...poemes tres ingenieux, la
plupart exquis deja de prestesse, de desinvolture et d'une
sentimentalite legere, mousseuse et capiteuse.''^
This same year he married Rosemonde Gerard, who, ac
cording to Paul Faure in Vingt ans d'intimite avec Edmond
Ros tand,9 was the inspiration, the comforting, understanding

source of gravity for the fragile star that was this poet.
Haraszti describes her in these terms:

"c'etait une beaute

digne de Watteau: cheveux d'or clair, yeux bleus et .reveurs;
figure en ovale, rose et delicate; taille svelte et souple,
--la grace incarnee dans toute la fr.axcheur et avec une ele
gance aussi distinguee que naturelle."10

It was to her that

Rostand dedicated his first successful play, Les Romanesques,
which was performed at the Comedie Franqaise May 21, 1894.
Faguet notes that with Les Romanesques Rostand demon
strates his skill as a dramatist:
II avait l'instinct d'une fable ingenieuse, curieuse,
originale, a amuser 1 ’imagination. II avait le don du
mouvement, de l'action vive sans etre precipitee, ne
s'arretant jamais et se renouvelant par elle-meme.
II
avait l ’instinct du mot exterieur, jaillissant, aile,
passant la r a m p e . H
Andre Antoine’s entry in his journal May 22, 1894,
indicates the lustrous glitter of theatrical success Rostand
savored for a flashing instant:

"Les Romanesques d'Edmond

Rostand sont un tres grand succes a la Comedie Franqaise, du
reste, c'est une bien jolie chose.
Pierre Apesteguy in La Vie Profonde d'Edmond Rostand
points out that Rostand's fascination with the twelfth cen
tury legend of Joffroy Rudel and his relating the idea for
the play to Sarah Bernhardt resulted in her interest in the
role of Melissinde and Rostand's composition of La Princesse
lointaine.-*-3

April 5 , 1895 , Sarah Bernhardt incarnated

Melissinde at the Theatre de la Renaissance.

Faguet empha

sizes the philosophical idea in La Princesse lointaine:

4

la vie entiere se passe a poursuivre l'ideal et qu'on
meurt, du reste content et ravie de l'avoir senti un
instant.... II [Rostand] nous donne le plaisir de voir
tres clairement une grande idee philosophique a travers
le voile d'une fiction ingenieuse;„etj l'idee est belle
et le voile est d'une richesse admirable,^
Haraszti states that "la presse presque entiere extermina
l'oeuvre et en fit un
further affirm,

q u a s i - f o u r .

Lautier and Keller

"la presse ne montra aucune sympathie en-

vers l'oeuvre et les articles feroces qui etoufferent 1'effort lyrique du poete sont plus injustes qu'adroits."-*-^
f

Sarah Bernhardt also created the-~role of Photine in
the premiere of Rostand's third play, La Samaritaine, le
mercredi saint, April 14, 1897.
evangile en trois tableaux.

Rostand called it an

J. W. Grieve in L 'Oeuvre

dramatique d'Edmond Rostand attests that "comme 'evangile'
en tableaux, elle est admirablement composee: c'est une
etude d'attitude et de gestes d'a me ." ^

Lautier and Keller

note that La Samaritaine was more successful than La Prin
cesse lointaine.
Cyrano de Bergerac, Rostand's undisputed chefd 'oeuvre. was performed December 28, 1897, at the Theatre de
la Porte Saint-Martin.

Faguet's appraisal is that:

ce fut comme un coup de tonnere.,.. C'etait la piece a
grands sentiments et a grands coups d 'epee et a grandes
tirades eloquentes, du reste admirablement composee,
commenqant comme une comedie, continuant comme une
tragedie romanesque, poursuivant comme un drame de cape
et d'epee, s'achevant comme une elegie dans un atmos
phere d'automne et de crepuscule.19
The public was ecstatic; Lautier and Keller attribute its
favorable reception to fatigue from exotic, Scandinavian,

German, and Naturalistic dramas^® while Faguet says, "sans
doute on attendait quelque chose; mais on u'etait etouffe
par rien."21

Faguet credits the success of the play to its

own merits and the fact that it revived the romanticism
implicitly latent in Frenchmen.

Modern critics such as John

Gassner in Masters of the Drama recognize Rostand's "galvanic dramaturgy" in his successful tapping of "all his reW . p

.

an,
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Cassner

says that Cyrano de Bergerac "became one of the staples of
the theatre because it was wholly of the

t h e a t r e .

"23

Rostand's next play, L 1Aiglon. was performed for the
first time March 15, 1900, with Sarah Bernhardt playing the
role of Napoleon I's son, the Due de Reichstadt.

Faguet's

opinion is that "en sa composition la piece est magnifique,
comme toutes les pieces de Rostand,
genie architectural."24

II a en perfection le4'

Joseph Chiari

in The Contemporary

French Theatre avers that:
L 'Aiglon... is, after Cyrano, the most accomplished drama
of Rostand.
Here he has once more moved away from that
Vsvmixture of realism and idealism, sentiment and irony,
bravado and heroism, which characterizes Cyrano and we
are once more faced with a very romantic theme, that of
the hero condemned to f a i l u r e . 25
Gassner agrees in part with Chiari, saying "here Rostand's
besetting sin of sentimentality is not alleviated by either
wit or

b r a v u r a .

"26

The fact that, according to Cornelia

Otis Skinner in Madame Sarah, "L'Aiglon always played to
thundering

a p p l a u s e " 2 7

may

due to the popularity of the

Napoleonic legends and of Sarah Bernhardt,

Skinner reports

that from the opening night:
the slim figure of the young Due de Reichstadt--the
’White Hamlet’ as some called it--in the ti:ghtf itting
uniform of pure white relieved by colorful medals and
black stockings, topped by /th'e delicate head with its
unruly gold mop of hair, established itself as an al
most universal image of Sarah Bernhardt, and there is
no doubt that she was superb in the r o l e . 28
Rostand's astounding theatrical .successes were re✓ ■'
warded by his election to the Academie Frahqaise in 1902.
He was received into that venerable society June 4, 1903.
A ten-year interim between L ’Aiglon and Rostand's
next play, Chantecler, resulted from Rostand’s severe ill
ness in 1900, which forced him to leave Paris.

He chose the

village of Cambo in the Basses Pyrenees for his slow conV.
valescence and grew to enjoy the milieu to the extent that
he bought property there and designed a charming villa.
His poor health prevented exhausting efforts in any direc
tion.

As he became stronger the proposed villa, which he

named Arnaga, absorbed his attentions.

Once it was com

pleted, it proved to be just as much an artistic expression
of Edmond Rostand as were his poetry and drama.

Lautier

and Keller affirm that "Arnaga est un poeme de pierre et de
gazon."29
His next theatrical contribution was eagerly antici
pated by French audiences, but Rostand, removed from the
competitive and creative pressures of Paris, gave rein to
his poetic introspection and to his artistic polishing and
perfecting of writing techniques.

The results yielded
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Chante cler.

Lautier and Keller describe it as "quatre

decors splendides, le principal role tenu par un excellent
acteur, une mise en scene impeccable, des vers tels que la
scene frangaise en entendit bien peu, tel fut Chantecler."3 0
The premiere of Chantecler took place on February 7, 1910.
Faure relates that "le succes dans l'ensemble, fut grand,
sans atteindre celui de Cyrano et de 1 *Aiglon.

II fut, dans

une certaine mesure, soutenu par la curiosite.,L3T^VTheater\ '
i
goers were stunned by the play and in truth, disappointed.
Paul Faure defensively explain^ ^hat the advance publicity
for three years prior to the premiere had teased the pub
lic's whetted appetite for the play; secondly, other drama
tists and men of letters were jealous of the attention
Rostand was getting, even though it was unsolicited;

thirdly,

■»

the public understood nothing of Chantecler and did not com
prehend the symbolism; finally, the performance was de
p

l

o

r

a

b

l

e

.

^

por the most part, critics seem to recognize

the play's merits as well as its weak points.
The last dramatic work of Rostand's career is La
Derniere nuit de Don Juan, which he did not finish.

Three

years after his death this play was performed at the
Theatre de la Porte Saint-Martin, March 10, 1922.

Gassner

points out that this work is "sufficiently complete to in
dicate a capacity for growth which might have increased
Rostand's stature by

c u b i t s .

"33

From 1910 to his death on December 3, 1918, Rostand
wrote two volumes of poetry, Le Vol de la Marseillaise and

8

Le Cantlque de l TAile.

Individual poems appeared regularly,

but his later poetic effort does not seem to have received
the attention that was lavished on Les Musardies.
Reviewing Rostand's career, it is apparent that his
tremendous popularity and success gathered momentum be
ginning with the performances of Les Romanesques, and that
partial success was virtually assured by the appearance of
Sarah Bernhardt as Melissinde in La Princesse lointaine,
as Photine in La Samaritaine and as the Due de Reichstadt
in L 'Aiglon.

In addition to the merits of Cyrano de BerN.

,

gerac, the leading role was performed by one of the most
talented and popular actors in Paris, Constant Coquelin,
and, as has been intimated earlier, the tenor of public
taste was, at this historical moment, receptive to the wave
of idealism and to the revival of the perennial romanticism
inherent in the French nature.

Another factor contributing

to the general brilliance of Rostand's dramatic reputation
is the simutaneous occurrence of the 1900 World Exposition
in Paris and the performances of Sarah Bernhardt in
l'Aiglon .
It goes without saying that Rostand's works received
more than adequate attention in the reviews of his day, and
as early as 1898 he was included in a general survey of
dramatic literature by Augustin Filon in De Dumas a Rostand.
Esquisse du mouvement dramatique contemporain.34

xD date

at least six major studies have been made of Rostand's

9

works, treating them chronologically and incorporating the
events of his life.
The earliest of these was in 1910 when Louis Haugmard
published a short synthesis of RostandTs work through
Chantecler entitled Edmond Rostand.35

He comments on the

writers by whom he believes Rostand was influenced and on
the nature of the construction of the dramas and of the
characters; here and there he points out technical aspects
such as the language or a particularly striking scene.

He

concludes with general remarks on the dramatic technique,
mentioning Rostand’s idea of the theatre, his idealism,
fantasy, dramatic form, lyricism, the lack of philosophical
and psychological depth, and he emphasizes a positive af
firmation of Rostand's art.
In 1913 Jules Haraszti published Edmond Rostand, ^
which was an augmentation of six lectures he had given at
the University Extension of Budapest.

He sketches Rostand's

biography and briefly discusses his poetry.

The salient

part of the work concentrates on the dramatic production.
He calls Les Romanesques, La Princesse lointaine and La
Samaritaine "les premiers grands essals" and Cyrano de
Bergerac, L 'Aiglon and Chantecler "les chefs-d'oeuvre".
He devotes much attention to the characters' emergence as
personalities rather than to the dramatist's devices for
developing the characters, and comments briefly on dra
matic structure.

In his conclusion Haraszti discusses
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Rostand as a thinker and as an artist.

He notes the some

times abstract framework for the general subjects and sees
Rostand as a serious dramatist who is rather moralistic and
very idealistic.

His forte is painting etats d'ame and his

primary device is le panache.

If Rostand is not a profound

thinker, he is, according to Haraszti, a very fine artist
and poet.

Haraszti points out Rostand's artistic creation

of characters, his facility with language and verse, and
his dramatic technique in creating moving scenes.
Le Theatre d'Edmond Rostand.
published by Jean Suberville in 1919.

Etude critique^

was

He discusses all of

the plays through Chantecler, mentioning plot and charac
ters, and deals primarily with the special problems of each
play.

For example, in connection with La Samaritaine he

discusses the delicacy of a religiious subject, divinity as
a dramatic character, the juxtaposition of human and divine
love, and the transformation and religious conversion of
Photine.

After examining the works Suberville turns his

attention to Rostand's poetic and dramatic skills.

He takes

cognizance of the influence of romanticism on Rostand's
work and at the same time points out the classical element.
He explains his own interpretation of classic:

"II est

temps de declarer classique ce qui est, a la fois, eternellement humain et exprime en une langue puissante."38

it

is in this context that he calls Rostand's work classical.
Andre Lautier and Fernand Keller did a study

entitled Edmond Rostand. Son oeuvre^

in 1924,

These

scholars give a picture of Rostand's life in relation to
his work, then place him in the dramatic milieu of his day.
They discuss some of his themes and ideas and his poetry
as well as the poetic qualities of the plays.

Lautier and

Keller strongly defend Rostand’s enthusiasm and virtuosity
in artistic drama in the face of whatever criticism his
works may provoke.
L'Oeuvre dramatique d ’Edmond Rostand by J. W.
G r i e v e ,

^0 1931, seems to be patterned after the work of

Haraszti, but it is more detailed.

For each' play Grieve

gives the plot summary, examines the more important charac
ters and comments on certain technical aspects; sometimes
it is the language, at other times it is ideas or inter
pretations.

He supports his assertions by frequent quota

tions from the texts of the plays.

Generally speaking, he

seems to interpret the idealism of Rostand as le reve and
his enthusiasm as le geste.

He also recognizes the element

of preciosite in the plays.
Three biographical works on Edmond Rostand have also
appeared.

In 1928 Paul Faure published Vingt ans d ’intimite

avec Edmond Rostand. ^ which is an intimate account of their
friendship from 1900 through 1918.

He reports primarily

their experiences enriched by a number of anecdotes.

This

work intends only to reveal the personality and temperament
of Edmond Rostand as seen through the eyes of a close
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friend.

Pierre Apesteguy published La Vie profonde d'Edmond

Rostand42 in 1929 ; this is a biography only.

These two

books made timely appearances because several of Rostand's
/

dramas were revived on stage in 1928.

In 1935 Rostand’s

wife, Rosemonde Gerard, published a book entitled Edmond
Rostand43 which^ is. a collection of personal experiences of
her husband and contains some of his poetry.

Generally

speaking, these biographies add very few critical evalua
tions to the already existing studies.
The most recent comprehensive study of Edmond Rostand
was done in 1933 by M. J. Prems ela^

In his book, Edmond

Rostand,44 Premsela has synthesized the previous critical
studies of Rostand's work and added his own interpretations.
His point of view is that:
L ’oeuvre de Rostand est fondee sur ces deux principes moraux; la joie de vivre et 1 ’idealisme (lequel,
afin d'eviter tout equivoque et par souci de la plus
grande exactitude, sera designe dans la suite par le
terme d 'illusionnisme) . La joie de vivre et cet illusionnisme seront les deux caracteristiques du fond
de l'oeuvre rostandienne, 1 ’une de son temperament, la
seconde de son esprit, et reliees d ’ailleurs entre
elles comme l'effet a la cause, et donnant naissance,
dans leur evolution simultanee, enchevetree, a une
sensualite sans exces morbide, a une vive aptitude a
1'enthousiasme d'une part, et de l ’autre, a une belle
conception du devoir humain, a l ’exaltation du sacri
fice, du don de soi et du renoncement utile.45
Premsela's contributions to the analysis and interpreta
tion of Rostand's work are the application of Freudian
theories of wit and its relation to the subconscious to
Rostand's work and the indication of the relationship of
Rostand's precieux personages

to historically famous
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precieux.

Premsela has also included a seemingly exhaus

tive bibliography of Rostandian studies up to 1933.
Since that time a few articles and brief mentions in
histories of literature and drama anthologies have primarily
constituted the critical attention given to Rostand's work.
The notable exception is the chapter "Edmond Rostand" in '
Joseph Chiari's The Contemporary French Theatre:
from Naturalism. ^

The Flight

Chiari gives' his general assessment of

Rostand as follows:
Edmond Rostand is not a major writer, yet somehow he
is an important one.
His importance lies in the fact
that he is not only a kind of reaction to idealism and
realism--which at the end of the nineteenth century
were contending for pre-eminence, and also the repre
sentative of a great tradition in French poetry, the
tradition of rhetorical poetry.
Rostand's romanticism
is counteracted by his rationalism and trust in reality,
and these two contending tendencies assume,, in turn, the
mastery of his creative mind, or blend harmoniously in
order to produce his best writings.^7
Chiari's evaluation is interesting because it critically
appraises Rostand's work some fifty to sixty years after
it was created; his estimates obviously reflect contemporary
views, and he judges Rostand's dramas in terms of current
appreciation of their merits and their flaws.
By 1968 standards Rostand is admittedly a minor
dramatist.

This does not tarnish the fact that in 1903

Henry LeDaum states that Edmond Rostand is "at present the
leading dramatist of France,"48

Premsela points out that

the lasting success of a work is not the only criterion
for its importance.

He declares:
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Rostand, meme si la posterite devait le rejeter a
jamais (ce qui est inconcevable) meme si les siecles a
venir lui fermaient les portes des theatres et des
ecoles , et les coeurs amoureux de poesie, aura ete un
ecrivain ext.remement important dans son temps,
II
fait partie integrante de son epoque.
II aura ete
un poete lu, applaudi par toute une generation; c'est
un fait historique desormais etabli.^9
The above mentioned critical studies of Rostand’s
sensationally successful theatrical compositions seem to
focus on content, ideas, characterization, sporadic tech
nical comments and an occasional attempt to place him within
the framework of his dramatic milieu, and the scholar's
personal interpretations of the works.

A systematic and

consistent exploration of Rostand's artistic skill as re
vealed through the structure of the plays does not appear
to have been made.

This study proposes to investigate

the dramaturgy of Edmond Rostand by examining the structure
of the plays.
Darnell Roaten in Structural Forms in the French
Theatre 1500-1700 defines structural forms in literature
as "the configurations that the various parts assume when
they are put together to create a unified

When

whole'.'^O

applying structural forms to the theatre, he states:
"More specifically, form in the theater is the character
istic way in which the plot, the personages, and the lan
guage are organized in order to create the work of

a r t .

"53.

The basis selected for considering the structure of
Rostand's dramas is Aristotle's statement of the necessary
constituent elements.

Aristotle states:

"every tragedy
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must necessarily have six elements according to which the
the quality of the tragedy is determined:
(2) character indicants,

(3) thought,

(1) plot,

(4) spectacle,

(5) diction, and (6) music, "52
Francis Fergusson in The Idea of a Theater states
that "Aristotle made the most ambitious effort to describe
the nature of the dramatic art."53

He affirms that parts

of the Poetics have limited value for later dramatic forms,
but Aristotle's "most general descriptions of the art of
drama, and the principles of his investigation, are still
the best we have and may be used with caution to bring out
the analogies between various forms of drama."54
Aristotle is not universally accepted as an authori
tative critic of drama.

Henry Popkin's essay, "The Drama,"

in Contemporary Literary Scholarship points out that John
Crowe Ransom denies the validity of Aristotle's criteria
for evaluating modern literature and that F. R. Leavis re
jects Aristotle completely.

He affirms that the Univer-sity

of Chicago Neo-Aristotelians have strongly defended their
mentor, and he notes that Aristotle's place among drama
students is still relatively high even in view of some
modern disparagement.55
Although Aristotle is dealing with tragedy when he
proposes the constituent elements, their nature is such that
they can be applied to dramas other than tragedy.

Aris-

totle's precepts, however, were obviously established for
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the ancient Greek drama rather than nineteenth century
French drama; yet the general concepts and standards which
he enunciated have continued to guide dramatists as well
as critics up to and including modern times.

Nevertheless,

the evolution of drama has wrought such changes that, even
though one uses Aristotle’s Poetics as a basis, it is neces
sary to supplement his precepts with modern theories.

This

is necessary for the sake of clarity as well as to account
for innovations which have occurred since Aristotle's time.
Therefore, dramatic

theories of present day critics will

be used to interpret and to supplement Aristotle's explana
tions of his six constituent elements of tragedy.
Rostand's dramas easily lend themselves to Aristote
lian analysis.

The purpose of this study, however, is not

to relate Rostand to Aristotle but simply to examine the
technical aspects of Rostand's dramatic compositions in the
light of Aristotle's statements regarding the basic elements necessary for successful dramatic structure.
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CHAPTER I

THE ARRANGEMENT OF PLOT

An investigation of the dramaturgy of Edmond Rostand
within the framework of Aristotle's six requirements for
tragedy begins with the prerequisite which Aristotle con
siders most important:

the plot.

He states that "the most

important of these is the arrangement of the incidents of
the plot; for tragedy is not the portrayal of men [as such],
but of action, of life.... Dramatists do not employ action
in order to achieve character portrayal, but they include
character because of its relation to action.

Therefore, the

incidents and plot constitute the end of tragedy."!

In

summary he affirms that "the first principle and, as it
were, the soul of tragedy is the plot."^
Next he considers the kind of arrangement of inci
dents a tragedy must have, recalling an earlier thought
that "tragedy is an imitation of an action which is whole,
complete, and of a certain magnitude."3

He defines whole

as "that which has a beginning, a middle, and an end,
and he explains the magnitude of an action as "that amount
of magnitude in which events proceeding in succession ac
cording to probability and necessity veer around from bad
to good fortune or from good to bad."5
20

in conclusion
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Aristotle avers that "plot in tragedy, since it is an imi
tation of an action, must deal with that action and with the
whole of it; and the different parts of the action must be
so related to each other that if any part is changed or
taken away the whole will be altered and disturbed.

For

anything whose presence or absence makes no discernible
difference is no essential part of the

w h o l e .

"6

Subsequently, Aristotle discusses two types of plot:
simple and complex.

He says, "by a 'simple action' I mean

one which is single and continuous,

...whose change of for

tune comes about without a reversal or recognition scene.
By a 'complex' action I mean one whose change of fortune is
brought about by a reversal or a recognition scene, or
both."7

In a later statement he adds a third element to

complex plot, the tragic experience.

For clarity he

elaborates on the three aspects of the latter type, assert
ing that "a reversal is a change of the type described
above by which the action veers around in the opposite
direction;

...recognition is a change by which those marked

[by the plot] for good or for bad fortune pass from a state
of ignorance into a state of knowledge which disposes them
either to friendship or enmity towards each other; the
tragic experience is:

destructive or painful actions such

as deaths in plain view, extreme pains, wounds, and the
like."8
Modern theorists of the drama have probed Aristotle's
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statements to determine the components of plot.

In explain

ing the nature of plot, G. B. Tennyson in An Introduction
to Drama reveals two aspects:
the structure of the plot.

the story of the plot and

Regarding the story of the

plot, he says that "plot enters when the narrative is
shaped and arranged to show connection, relation, cause
and e f f e c t , w h i l e

indicating that plot structure is es

sentially the "buildup and release of tension generated by
the rise and fall of e v e n t s O s c a r
Theatre:

G. Brockett in The

An Introduction further analyses the idea of the

story of the plot.

Using Aristotle's requirement of a be

ginning, middle and end he includes in beginning the expo
sition, revealing the necessary background information;
point of attack, the moment at which the story starts;

the

inciting incident, which sets the main action in motion;
and the major dramatic question, which holds events to
gether.

"The middle of a play," Brockett states, "is

composed of a series of complications.

A complication is

any element introduced into a play which serves to alter
the direction of the action."12

The complications result

in discoveries up to the climax; the climax is the point
at which "the alternatives have been so reduced that the
next discovery will answer the major dramatic question."13
The end contains the obligatory scene, which "answers the
question:
vealed?"^

What will happen when all of the facts are re
The resolution or denouement brings the situa

tion back to an equilibrium.15
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In the actual structure of the plot Tennyson notes
that "the cause and effect pattern of plot also has a rise
and fall which, in most plays, can be outlined by acts; by
act is meant a major formal division of a play which marks
out a clear unified portion of the total action."16

These

larger units of the play are usually divided into scenes.
In the past, "scene" has been used to show a change of
time, place, or character; in modern times it is often ap
plied to any unit of action disregarding associations with
a single physical setting . ^

Tennyson reports that "since

scenes are the smaller units of the acts and of the play
as a whole, theorists have seen them as recapitulating the
larger structure of the play in smaller compass.

Every

scene therefore has a rise and fall, just as the play as a
whole does.

Scenes, so conceived, are episodes with a

unity of action."-'-®
This study, therefore, proposes to consider the
dramas of Edmond Rostand according to the story and the
structure of the plot.

In

examining the

story of the plot

the beginning, middle, and

end with their constituent parts

will be noted; in the plot

structure the act division and

scene construction will be

observed.

The plot story of Les Romanesques, Rostand's first
successful drama, meets Aristotle's requirements of being
whole, complete, and of a certain magnitude.

The play has

an obvious beginning, middle and end in the Aristotelian
sense.

The exposition, which initiates the beginning,
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reveals that young Sylvette and Percinet, just out of
school, have fallen in love with each other in spite of
the mutual hatred of their fathers, who because of abhor
rence for each other have separated their adjoining proper
ties by an impressive wall.

The point of attack is that

the fathers reveal that they have only pretended this aver
sion to each other and would, in fact, be quite happy for
Percinet

to marry Sylvette so that the properties could be

joined.

To hasten the betrothal, thefathers hire the

harmless strategist Straforel to stage an abduction.

The

inciting incident, Straforel1s kidnapping Sylvette and
Percinet's rescuing her, results in their betrothal.

With

the betrothal the wall is torn down and everyone is su
premely happy; the major dramatic question is:
happiness continue?

Will this

Complications, of course, occur.

The

fathers,

Bergamin and Pasquinot, findthat they do not get

along, so

well after all, and they are irritated by each

other, by Straforel's trying to collect his fee, and by
the lovers who are too blissfully in love.

They allow

first Sylvette and then Percinet to discover that the kid
napping was staged.

This discovery results in Sylvette's

breaking the engagement, in Percinet's leaving home to
seek adventure, and in the rebuilding of the wall.

The

climax occurs when the mason who is building the wall dis
closes that he is a penniless Marquis in disguise who has
come to take Sylvette away to a life of romantic adventure.

Sylvette does not want to go and is quite happy to see that
Percinet has returned just at that moment.

The obligatory

scene follows, in which Percinet admits that his adventures
were foiled and that he would be very happy to marry Syl
vette.

The situation is brought back to normal in the de

nouement with Sylvette and Percinet's rebetrothal, Straforel's collecting his fee and advising Bergamin and Pasquinot to allow the wall to stand.
In considering the plot structure it is noted that
the rise and fall of events is divided into three acts.
The beginning comprises the first act, the middle takes up
the second and part of the third acts, and the end comes in
the last part of the third act.

That is to say, the action

rises until approximately the middle of the third act; the
climax occurs there, and the action falls.

It is note

worthy, too, to observe that the division of acts show that
elapses of time have occurred.

Rostand seems to employ

the modern interpretation of scene, that is, as a unit of
action.

He does not show a change of scene simply to show

the change of time, place or character, but he indicates a
new episode in each scene.

A case in point is the third

scene of the first act, which is a short scene of only
fifteen lines.

Sylvette is alone near the wall; her father

finds her there and strongly cautions her against the danger
of coming alone to the perilous place where the wall di
vides his property from that of Bergamin, warning that one
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never knows what those people are capable of.

He considers

reinforcing the wall, but Sylvette says, in an aside, that
he will never do it because it would be too expensive.
The scene ends with Pasquinot's ordering Sylvette back to
the house, quickly.

As the scene opens, the stage is occu

pied by one character who is soon joined by another.

Its

purpose is to present Pasquinot's hatred for Bergamin and
to allow him to caution Sylvette about the nature of the
neighbors, as Bergamin had done with Percinet earlier in
scene two.

Thus the scenes mark divisions of dramatic

units.
Les Romanesques moreover is interesting for its
symmetry:

a wall divides two lovers and two men; both

Percinet and Sylvette have experiences of adventure to
varying degrees, and Straforel produces two •chemes.

The

plot is simple in Aristotle's terms, the reversal of for
tune being only temporary.
La Princesse lointaine also adheres to Aristotle's
principles.

The beginning of the plot story is inaugurated

by the exposition which depicts half-dead sailors who have
experienced a long, difficult voyage from Provence to
Tripoli to take their master, the dying Joffroy Rudel to
his love— a beautiful princess whom he has never seen.
Upon their arrival at Tripoli Rudel is too weak to go to
the princess, and the point of attack is Joffroy's sending
Bertrand D'Allamanon in his stead to bring the princess to
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his deathbed.

The first complication occurs when it is

learned that Melissinde, the princess of Tripoli, is
scheduled to marry the Emperor of Byzantium and is kept
under the guard of the "Chevalier aux armes vertes."

The

inciting incident presents itself when Melissinde, thinking
the young warrior who has just overpowered the Chevalier
surely must be Rudel, immediately falls in love with him
(Bertrand).

Her great beauty renders Bertrand nearly help

less against the forces of love, but he identifies himself
and insists that she go to the dying Rudel.
flatly refuses.

Melissinde

The major dramatic question is:

Will

Bertrand be able to persuade Melissinde to go to Rudel?
The complication of Bertrand and Melissinde's mutual love
and the conflict of betraying Joffroy in Bertrand's con
science dominates the middle of the plot story.

The climax

is effected when, in the luxurious comfort of each other,
Bertrand and Melissinde hear voices outside discussing a
black flag which has been raised on a ship in port.

Be

lieving Rudel to be dead, each suffers violent remorse.
The denouement, which originates the end of the plot story,
reveals that the black flag is for the "Chevalier aux armes
vertes," and that Rudel's white flag still flies.
and Melissinde rush to Joffroy's ship.

Bertrand

The obligatory scene

occurs upon Melissinde’s arrival at the ship.

She is even

more beautiful and ethereal than they had imagined, and
Rudel emerges from his death coma to tell her of his love
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before dying in her arms.

The plot terminates with Melis-

sinde's vow to retire to a convent and her command to Ber
trand to fight in the crusades.
The plot structure is divided into four acts; the
beginning requires the first two acts, the middle the third
act, and the end the fourth act.

More than a division of

time, the acts in La Princesse lointaine seem to be pri
marily to allow fora change in setting.

The

element of

time is used as a device for tension in that it suggests
urgency in reaching Rudel before he dies.
represent dramatic units.

Again the scenes

This is illustrated by the

second scene of the second act,

Sorismonde, Melissinde's

confidente, announces to the French pilgrims who wish to
see Melissinde that she will graciously appear.
arrives, they marvel at her great beauty.

When she

She tells them

of her love for Provence and France and gives each of them
a lily to take back with his palms.

They promise to re

call their hard journey by the palm and her greaty beauty
by the lily.

The purpose of the scene is to reveal that

Melissinde's great beauty is known in France, that she loves
France, and that her fate is to love without knowing her
lover or having any

memories.It seems obvious that the

scene is an entity.
The plot is complex, having both reversal and tragic
experience.

The magnitude seems probable and proper.

Rostand called La Samaritaine an "evangile en trois
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tableaux" rather than piece as he called La Princesse
lointaine or comedie as he called Les Romanesques.

This

was either a purposefully accurate or fortunate assessment,
for it is weak in dramatic elements.

The plot story's

beginning launches the exposition with the spirits of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob who predict a forthcoming super
natural event, and by the men of Samaria who reveal their
present plight.

Once the great Jewish patriarchs Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob honored their land; now the Samaritans are
insulted by the Jews and oppressed by the Romans.

The

spirit of revolt is in the air, but a priest calms them
with the promise that the Christ is soon to come.

The

point of attack is the arrival of Jesus and the disciples,
tired, hungry and thirsty but scorned by the Samaritans.
While the disciples try to buy food, the inciting incident
occurs when Photine encounters Jesus at the well.

After

her religious conversion, Photine sets out to bring all
her people to see the Messiah and to hear his teachings.
The dramatic question is:

Will Photine be successful in

getting the people to come to Jesus?

The middle section of

the plot story concerns the complications of Photine's
reputation and the Samaritan's hatred of the Jews.

The

climax is reached when the Roman soldiers, suspecting a
revolt, threaten to arrest Jesus.

In the denouement the

soldiers, realizing that it is the harmless Jesus, withdraw
their threats.

The drama contains no real obligatory scene;
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after the threat of the Romans is removed, the setting
shifts back to Jesus and the disciples for parabolic in
struction.

The Samaritans arrive singing psalms and the

play ends with J e s us ' teaching them to pray and Photine's
leading them in the Lord's Prayer.
La Samaritaine is not easy to fit into the struc
tural form which is common to the other plays of Rostand.
With effort one can assign dramatic elements to portions
of the plot; even with that, it is difficult to see the logi
cally developing rise and fall of action.

After the climax

the play seems to degenerate into a didactic spectacle.
Insofar as the plot structure is concerned, the
tableaux -division seems primarily to indicate change of
decor.

Rostand continues to use the scene as a unit of

action for the purpose of dividing episodes.

The plot is

complex in that it shows reversal, and the magnitude seems
of proper proportions.
The dramatic movement of La Samaritaine gives one
the unhappy feeling of a heavy earth-bound fowl who tries
desperately, to fly, is never quite successful in getting
off the ground, then sinks back into and takes advantage
of his milieu, which in reality complements him.
Cyrano de Bergerac, Rostand's most successful play,
continues to manifest the Aristotelian structure; it has
the obvious beginning, middle, and end.
play has a complex plot.

In addition, this

The exposition dominates the plot
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story up to the major dramatic question.

Rostand carefully

sets the scene in a typically seventeenth century milieu
with soldiers, lackeys, bourgeois, thieves, pages, and
nobility who have come to witness a popular seventeenth
century event, a theatrical performance.

The point of

attack is the interest the newly arrived soldier, Christian
de Neuvillette, shows in the beautiful Roxane.

Cyrano

then appears on stage, and the exposition continues
elaborately to establish his character and to develop his
personality.

The daring hero is afflicted with one tragic

characteristic, a hideously big and ugly nose.

The most

significant thing about Cyrano is that he is in love with
the beautiful Roxane, but he rejects Le Bret’s advice to
approach Roxane with his love.

The inciting incident is

the arrival of Roxane’s Duenna with the message that
Roxane wishes to see Cyrano.

Cyrano’s soaring hopes raise

the major dramatic question:

Will Cyrano really be able

to win Roxane’s love?
The complications produced in the middle of the
plot story are quickly evident:

Roxane is in love with

Christian and asks Cyrano to protect him, and Cyrano begins
to write love letters and even discourses poetically to
Roxane in the dumb-struck Christian's stead.

An initial

crisis occurs with the marriage of Roxane and Christian.
A further complication arises when Christian discovers
that Cyrano has written letters to Roxane twice a day and
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realizes that Cyrano is in love with her.

The climax is

precipitated just as Cyrano prepares to confess his love
to Roxane by Christian's untimely death.

Cyrano's fate is

sealed; he can never tell Roxane that it was he who had
written the letters which had moved her to such deep emo
tion .
The denouement, taking place fourteen years later,
reveals the fates of Roxane, who has entered a convent in
mourning for Christian, and of Cyrano, who has continued,
usually unsuccessfully, to combat the hypocrisy, lies, and
dishonesty of the world.
him the death blow.

His foes win, however, and deal

Although he is dying, he keeps his

weekly appointment with Roxane.

The obligatory scene fol

lows in which Roxane discovers the secret that Cyrano had
kept for so many years, that he loves Roxane and wrote the
letters for Christian.

The situation is resolved with

Roxane's awareness of Cyrano's love just as he dies.
The plot structure consists of five acts or large
divisions of action.

The act serves to indicate a change

of time and of decor as well as dramatic episode.

As

usual, the scene represents a complete dramatic thought.
Rostand shows particular skill in this play in the arrange
ment of scenes so that each logically follows the preceding
one, and builds on it to contribute to the total under
standing of the play.

A brief examination of the arrange

ment for the first act shows that scene one sets the mood
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of seventeenth century characters and situation; scene two
introduces the principal and secondary characters:

Cyrano

by reputation and Christian, Le Bret, Ragueneau and the
Comte de Guiche in person.

The intrigue begins in scene

two with the foreboding complication that if Cyrano ap
pears at Montfleury's performance, there will surely be
trouble.

Scene three introduces Cyrano, first as a mys

terious unseen voice which orders the star Montfleury from
the stage and then in person.

Scene four establishes the

picture of Cyrano’s many-faceted personality and scene five
reveals that he is in love with his cousin Roxane.

The

inciting incident occurs in scene six with Roxane's Duenna
arranging a meeting between Cyrano and Roxane; scene seven
shows Cyrano's jubilation and sends him to a battle, pre
paring the way for his attempted recital of his exploit and
the subsequent interruptions by Christian in scene nine of
the second act.

Thus each scene in the first act con

tributes to the audience’s understanding of and interest
in the play, and at the same time, advances the action.
The plot structure of Cyrano de Bergerac can fit
very neatly into Gustav Freytag’s formula for the structure
of a five-act drama.

Establishing the five-act structure

as a modern form with origins in Roman drama, Freytag then
places the exposition and inciting incident in Act I, as
cending action in Act II, climax in Act III, descending
action in Act IV, and catastrophe in Act

V

£9

This
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arrangement of incidents is somewhat different from the one
proposed in this study, but it seems equally valid.

Within

Freytag's structural pattern, Christian and Roxane's mar
riage would be the climax, and Cyrano’s death would be the
catas trophe.
As Rostand's dramatic career progressed,
became more complicated.

the plays

L 1Aiglon is so complex that it

almost gives the appearance of a contrived play.
lows the beginning, middle, and end formula.

It fol

The beginning

originates the exposition, which is set at the gay Austrian
court of Emperor Franz in 1830.

The gaiety is contrasted

and often threatened by the presence of the listless and
frail son of Napoleon, the Due de Reichstadt.

The nature

of the young duke is established before his appearance on
stage, and the point of attack is his entrance on the
scene.

His burning desire is to return to France and reign

as Napoleon II.

The inciting incident is the arrival of a

young French republican disguised as a tailor, who urges
him to return to France at that moment.
question is:

The major dramatic

Will the duke be able to return to France to

reign as Napoleon II?
In the middle section of the plot story Rostand in
cludes at least five major episodes in which he brings the
dramatic action to a precipitous crisis, then rescues it,
with either a new complication or a discovery.

The first

complication is the duke's close surveillance by the
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Austrian government.

Just when the situation looks secure

for the Austrians, the duke breaks his tutor Marmont1s
allegiance to the latter, and Marmont reveals his true sym
pathies for Napoleon while defending his alliance with the
Austrians.

At this point one of the Austrian guards identi

fies himself as Flambeau, a Frenchman and one of Napoleon's
former infantrymen.
escape to France.

He has elaborate plans for the duke's
Subsequently, the Emperor Franz's ar

rival is announced, and this launches the next episode.
The duke pleads with his grandfather to allow him to return
to France to reign.

The old Emperor is almost convinced

when his Chancellor Metternich appears and crushes the en
tire scheme.

This event leads Metternich to increase the

surveillance of the duke.

That night, as Metternich

musingly compares the frail eaglet to the mighty eagle who
was his father, Flambeau seizes the opportunity to project
him into the hallucinatory experience of thinking that the
Emperor Napoleon I is there in the castle.

The tension is

heightened considerably until the frail duke appears and
destroys the illusion.

The audience is allowed to relax

after this intense scene but not to lose interest.

Rostand

frames the next major episode, the duke's escape by means
of exchanging places with the Comtesse Camerata who is
dressed in identical fashion.

Capitalizing on this new

curiosity which he obviously provokes in the audience,
Rostand sets the next scene on the battlefield at Wagram.
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As the conspirators urge the indecisive duke to leave for
France, the Austrian guard arrives to prevent the departure
and to arrest the participants.
Flambeau commits suicide;

Rather than be captured,

the action completely stops while

the duke comforts the dying Flambeau with reports of vic
tories of an imaginary Napoleonic battle.

The climax takes

place with the duke's feverish and fantastic vision of the
Frenchmen sacrificed for his father's military glory; he
fancies the sacrifice of himself as payment to the sons of
his father's men.

The approach of his own Austrian regi

ment momentarily symbolizes the enemy to him in his delu
sion, and he rushes forth to attack it.

With the denoue

ment , the Austrian guards stop him, reminding him that this
regiment is hiw own; the duke regains control of himself
and realizes that he is, in fact, nothing more than an
Austrian prince.

The obligatory scene shows the duke

dying and the sentimental reactions of all who were in
volved in his life; the one exception is Metternich's lack
of emotion.

The resolution shows that since the duke can

not take his father's place, at least he can join him in
d eath,
The major divisions of dramatic action are six acts.
Each act represents a change in decor and time.

The begin

ning comprises the first act, the middle takes up acts two
through part of five, and the denouement begins at the end
of act five and continues in act six.

Rostand continues to
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use scenic division as units of dramatic action.

The scenic

progression is smooth; the last scene of the act carefully
provides anticipation for the next act, usually by announc
ing what will follow.

For example, in the last scene of

the second act it is announced that the duke's grandfather,
the Emperor of Austria is arriving.

Act III, therefore,

begins with the interview between the Emperor and the duke,
L 'Aiglon is the longest of Rostand's plays, and has
been severely criticized for its length.

Premsela states

that "la piece est trop longue et en meme temps trop
touffue; il y a trop de personnages,
trop de spectacle.

trop de hors-d'oeuvres,

On peut en louer la noblesse mais non

la clarte scenique."^

Admittedly the play is extremely

long; however, Rostand handles the construction very neatly.
While it abounds in details, each one contributes signifi
cantly to the interest and advancement of the action.
In addition to observing Aristotle's requirement for
wholeness, completeness and proper magnitude (for Napoleon's
son is invested with a certain greatness), L 'Aiglon is a
complex plot; it contains both reversal of fortune and
tragic experiences.
Chantecler, Rostand's most polished play, is whole,
complete, and of proper magnitude, just as Aristotle sug
gests.

The beginning is set in motion by the prelude,

which informs the audience of the barnyard setting and the
enlarged size of the characters.

The exposition continues
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in the first act with the introduction by reputation of
Chantecler as master of the barnyard.

The poin-t of attack

is Chantecler's entrance on stage, and he clearly indi
cates that he aspires to no more than calling forth the
sun each morning.

The inciting incident and perhaps the

first complication is the arrival of the exotic and beauti
ful faisane d'or, who unpremeditatedly decides on two ob
jectives:

to find out the secret of Chantecler's song and

to make him love her more than his work.
matic question is:

The major dra

Will La Faisane succeed in making

Chantecler love her more than he loves his task of causing
the sun to rise?
The middle section of the plot story contains a
series of discoveries.

Chantecler reveals the secret of

his song to La Faisane, discovers Le Merle has overheard
him, and fears he will be ridiculed.

Le Merle is somewhat

mocking, but he does inform Chantecler that the nocturnal
birds have engaged a warrior cock, Le Pile blanc, to chal
lenge Chantecler to a duel and to kill him.
meets the challenge.
his young charges.

Chantecler

He finds that his worse taunters are
Appearing to lose the battle, Chante

cler learns that when L TEpervier threatens the flock, it is
he, not the "brave" warrior cock nor the taunters, who must
protect the feathered tribe; thus, he gains the strength
and confidence to defea^ Le Pile Blanc.

Disillusioned by

his own flock, Chantecler goes with La Faisane to the
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forest, where he nearly becomes involved in a similar plot
against Le Rossignol.

The climax occurs at Le Rossignol's

accidental death; the grieving Chantecler allows La Faisane
to comfort him by putting his head beneath her wing.

She

purposely prevents his noticing the coming dawn, and the
sun rises without his song.

The discovery that his work

was not so vital as he had thought further disillusions
Chantecler.

The denouement reveals that his devotion to

his work and to his flock in the barnyard causes Chantecler
to decide to return to his duties.

La Faisane discovers

that she can have a place in Chantecler's life only as
second to the sun; she refuses these terms.

When Chante-

cler's life is threatened by the hunter, however, she flies
up to divert the hunter's attention and gets caught in the
latter's trap.
The act division consists of four units of dramatic
action.

The first comprises the beginning; the second,

third and part of the fourth acts incorporate the middle,
and the end is placed in the last part of the fourth act.
The division of acts accounts for changes in decor and time,
and each act is a complete dramatic episode.
consists,

Scene division

as usual, of small units of dramatic action.

Aristotelian standards the plot is complex, containing
scenes of recognition, reversal and tragic experience.
La Derniere.nuit de Don Juan, classified by J. W.
Grieve as a "piece i n a c h e v e e ,"21 somewhat awkwardly fits

By
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the Aristotelian requirement of wholeness, completeness and
a certain magnitude.

Insofar as magnitude is concerned,

the figure of Don Juan shows greatness not in nobility but
in turpitude.

The play Is whole, with a beginning, middle,

and end in the plot story.

The beginning broaches the ex

position, which discloses Don Juan's situation, that he has
gained ten extra years in his pact with the devil, and that
the ten years are now spent.
arrival of a puppet show.

The point of attack is the

Through his conversation with the

puppets, more information is gained about Don Juan.

The

inciting incident is the puppeteer's unmasking and revela
tion that he is the devil.

The major dramatic question is:

How will the devil conquer Don Juan?
The middle of the plot story consists of complica
tions and discoveries.

The first complication is the ar

rival of the ghosts of Don Juan's victims, and he discovers
that he cannot identify any of them.

The second is the ar~

rival of 1 'Ombre blanche, whom he cannot identify either.
Next a series of discoveries, which Don Juan does not
really make for himself but which are rather facts that are
forced upon him, are exposed.

It is divulged that Don Juan

was able to seduce his victims only because they wished it
and permitted it.

Next it is revealed that Don Juan's at

tempts to relate to society are ineffectual both for him
and for society.

Thirdly, he admits that seduction is

inherent in his nature, and so long as there is a new woman
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to conquer, he can think of nothing else.

This provokes

the climax in which, realizing his undisciplined nature,
he begs for punishment and suffering in hell.

The denoue

ment shows the devil’s triumph, for instead of sending Don
Juan to the hell of great criminals, he condemns him to a
puppet stage.
The plot structure consists of a prologue and two
parts.

These divisions indicate a change in time.

divisions represent dramatic units as before.

Scenic

The play has

_a .complex role in that there are recognition and reversal
elements.
The unfinished quality of this play is not glaringly
apparent when it is considered alone.

In comparison with

the earlier plays, however, it is not smoothly constructed.
The transitions in episodes are sometimes abrupt, and prepa
ration for coming events is not as well done as in previous
plays.

Yet the play is enough an entity that it is logical

and can be performed.
In general it can be concluded that Rostand care
fully arranged the structure of the plots of his plays-,
according to both story and form.

His adherence to Aris

totelian precepts, whether intentional or not, indicates
that the plays were constructed soundly and with genuinely
good dramatic technique.

His arrangment of incidents in

the plots shows artistically logical developments in the
plays.

From this examination of the arrangement of plot
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one notices a progressive complexity in episodes with each
play up through 1 TAiglon.

Rostand skillfully arranges

these episodes so that they logically follow each other.
He carefully prepares the audience for what is coming next,
and the rise of action is consistent up to the climax.

In

the longer plays, Cyrano de Bergerac. L 1Aiglon. and Chante
cler , an initial crisis occurs approximately two-thirds of
the way to the climax; to sustain interest Rostand offers
a new setting, a different and somewhat unrelated activity
to provoke curiosity, after which he approaches the climax.
To illustrate this, consider Cyrano de Bergerac.

The ini

tial crisis, Roxane and Christian's marriage, is followed
in the fourth act by the scene change to the battlefield
where the action, after the intense emotion of the third
act, shows the calm despair of the weary, hungry soldiers.
Suddenly the beautiful and gay Roxane arrives like an angel
to bring them food and good cheer.

Curiously the audience

watches as Cyrano reveals to Christian his past letterwriting.

The interest grows with Cyrano's preliminary ef

fort to tell Roxane of his love when the climax, Christian's
death, occurs.

The falling action in the denouement is

equally tranquil and emotionally moving.
It may also be noted that the middle section of the
plot stories of the plays from Les Romanesques through
Cyrano de Bergerac consists primarily of complications
which lead to discoveries.

The last three plays tend to
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reveal discoveries to a greater degree than complications.
From the examination of the plot structure it can be
ascertained which plays would be more successful on stage.
At the risk of supporting the notion of a well-made play,
it seems that the careful structure of the beginning,
middle, and end plus the undeniably logical arrangment of
events in Les Romanesques, Cyrano de Bergerac, and L 1Aiglon
contribute to the successful performances of these plays.
Insofar as plot is concerned, the ending seems weak in La
Princesse lointaine. which ends in declamatory fashion, and
in La Samaritaine, which falls into didacticism.

Both the

middle and the end appear to ,be somewhat weak in Chantecler.
The discoveries do not follow each other quite so smoothly
as in the earlier plays.

In the end, Chantecler's recovery

from what would seem to be grave disillusionment about his
work is too rapid.

The final scene in which La Faisane

sacrifices herself in order to save Chantecler appears to
have been placed there to present her sympathetically and
to show that she really loved Chantecler and was not simply
a vain selfish woman.

In La Derniere nuit de Don Juan, the

prologue contributes very little to the later exposition.
It could easily have been left out and that information in
corporated in the first part.

Rostand seems to rely heavily

on shock effect in this play instead of preparing the
audience for coming events.

Generally speaking, it is ef

fective up to the appearance of the beggar in scene two of
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the second part.

This maneuver is almost too abrupt, and

it sharply projects the play onto a different plane.

Ros

tand successfully rescues the end with the condemnation of
Don Juan to the hell of a puppet stage.

The defects of

this play, however, are, for the most part, lost in its
thought provoking content.
Rostand has successfully divided the large dramatic
units into acts or tableaux, as in La Samaritaine, or into
parties, as in La Derniere nuit de Don Juan.

Each act is

a complete dramatic episode and is perfectly organized.
There are no misplaced events.

He has consistently used

scenes to indicate smaller dramatic units within the acts.
On
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTER
In the development of characters, Rostand's tech
nique of dramatic construction seems also to continue to
follow the pattern set forth by Aristotle.

The examination

of plot structure revealed that Rostand had given very close
attention to the arrangement of incidents of the action.
It can, therefore, be logically assumed that he considered
plot the most important element.

This is very much in keep

ing with Aristotle's ideas, for he says that "dramatists do
not employ action in order to achieve character portrayal,
but they include character because of its relation to
action.
In presenting criteria for characters Aristotle lists
four necessary qualities:

the character should be good,

fitting, and exhibit likeness and consistency.^

He states

that "a character will be good if the choice made evident
is a good o n e , a n d

he explains fitting in these terms:

"there is such a thing as manly character, but it is not
fitting for a woman to be manly or c l e v e r . P r e s t o n H.
Epps in his translation The Poetics of Aristotle notes
that by likeness Aristotle "seems to mean:

likeness in

character to the traditional character p o r t r a y e d .
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S. H. Butcher in Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art
simply translates this third quality as "true to life ."6
To elucidate consistency Aristotle avers that "even if the
person portrayed in the imitation is inconsistent and has
been given that type of character, he must be consistently
inconsistent."^

He further stipulates that "it is also

necessary in character portrayal, just as it was in ar
ranging the incidents, to aim always at what is necessary
or what is probable in such a way that when a certain type
of person says or does a certain type of thing he does so
either from necessity or probability."®
Since Aristotle's era, drama has evolved to the ex
tent that theorists look for more than the traits of being
good and fitting, and likeness and consistency in charac
ters.

In his chapter entitled "Character"^ in An Introduc

tion to D r a m a. Tennyson discusses several points which are
useful in analysing the manner in which a playwright de
velops characters.

He points out that the "first concern

is how character is r e v e a l e d . N e x t ,

it should be con

sidered whether the character is static, that is, flat and
unchanging, or developing, indicating that he is changing
and dynamic.-^

Credibility and motivation are important

aspects of characters.

Tennyson explains that a character

is credible if he is convincing and consistent in his be
havior.

He affirms that "motivation... is really a specific

aspect of credibility," and that it "especially applies to

J
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significant drives and deeds” to show that "a character has
adequate reason in his nature to do what he does."-^

He

suggests further that characters be classified as either
type or individual characters, and that it be ascertained
how the character is manifested through the total events in
the play.
The purpose of this phase of the investigation of
Rostand's dramaturgy is to examine the manner in which he
develops his characters.

Points of consideration will be

how the character is revealed, whether he is static or de
veloping, type or individual, and whether he is credible,
the validity of his motivations, how he is manifested
through the total events of the play, and whether he is
good, fitting, true to life, and consistent.

The scope of

this study does not permit close examination of all of the
characters Rostand created.

Therefore, only the principal

characters and a few of the more interesting or colorful
secondary ones will be considered.
Les Romanesques opens with both the hero, Percinet,
and the heroine, Sylvette, on stage.

That they are in love

is immediately perceived by the fact that they are reading
Romeo and Juliet and making analogies between it and their
own situation:

that of being in love in the face of paren

tal objection.

Their personalities are revealed throughout

the play primarily by their own dialogue.

The scenes be

tween Percinet and his father, Sylvette and her father, and

the two fathers supplement the information about the per
sonalities of Sylvette and Percinet.
type characters portraying first love.

They are obviously
Grieve describes

Percinet as "la Jeunesse sincere, orgueilleuse et charm a n t e , " ^ and Sylvette is described by Harassti as "figure
de porcelaine de Saxe,.,.une gamine etourdie et spirituelle
doublee d'une jeune fille tres reveuse, tres delicate.
Thus both Grieve and Haraszti see Percinet and Sylvette
more as symbols of innocent youth than as dramatic person
ages.

Antoine Benoist in Le Theatre d *aujourdThui more or

less agrees but says that:
ni Sylvette ni Percinet n'ont de caractere; ce sont des
ombres pueriles et jolies qui echangent de gracieux
propos; or bien encore ce sont de vivants symboles de
la jeunesse, qui a le delicieux presentiment de l ’amour
avant d 'en eprouver les joies et les souffrances.^
These interpretations seem valid; however, it must be noted
that Rostand endows Sylvette and Percinet with the proper
features necessary to be dramatic characters.

It has been

established that their personalities are revealed through
dialogue.

Their own actions also contribute to the total

understanding of their personalities.

The young lovers,

upon finding the basis for parental consent to be a con
trived kidnapping, refuse to be taken in by such measures,
and each is motivated to decide that he needs more ex
perience with life and adventure before settling down.

The

disillusionment which follows provides the credibility
necessary for the characters to be convincing.

In addition
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to being types, both Percinet and Sylvette are static
characters.

Their experiences really have little effect

other than a superficial maturing on their part; very
little,

if any, change occurs.

Grieve's statement appro

priately shows how Percinet and Sylvette are manifested
throughout the total action of the play; he says, "c'est
la jeunesse encore, non pas triste ni abattue, mais aussi
enthousiaste, aussi forte que jamais, car elle a passe par
une experience qui lui a donne la vision de quelques grandes
verites." 16
By Aristotle's standards Percinet and Sylvette are
good, in that they make the right decisions; fitting, for
Sylvette's behavior is natural for young ladies and Percinet's is typical for young men; insofar as likeness or true
ness to life is concerned, they are not exa$&tly realistic,
but they are probable, and are obviously consistent.
Four characters of La Princesse lointaine will be
discussed to examine character portrayal in this play:

the

two^ heroes, Joffroy Rudel and Bertrand d'Allamanon; the
heroine, Melissinde; and Sorismonde, lady of honor to
Melissinde.

Melissinde and Bertrand have the dominant

roles; Joffroy and Sorismonde are important secondary char
acters .

Although none of the principals is presented be

fore the third scene of Act I, the audience receives infor
mation about them from the minor characters.

For example,

that Melissinde is very beautiful is revealed thus:
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Trob aldo:
Le drole, apres tout 5 a, seralt qu'elle fut laide!
Tous les mariniers:
Oh! non, elle est tres belle! - Elle l'est! (Act I, scene 1)-^
Next it is disclosed that Joffroy is near death:
Le Patron de la N e f :
II faut d'abord, pour les voir, qu'on arrive,
Et que Joffroy Rudel, notre bon prince, vive!
(Act I, scene 1)
That Bertrand supports Joffroy in the endeavor to sail to
Tripoli to find his beautiful unseen love is also clearly
shown:
Erasme:
Et ce sire Bertrand d'Allamanon, qui, seul,
Lorsque tous a Rudel faisaient des remontrances,
Louangea son amour, approuva ses souffrances,
Declara ce depart admirable beau,
Et voulut s'embarquer aussi sur le bateau!
(Act I , s cene 2)
Bertrand is the first of these four characters to be
seen on stage.

He appears in the third scene of Act I.

From this point on his personality is developed by his
dialogue but primarily through his action.

He says he has

embarked upon this voyage because his life in Provence
lacked purpose.

Because of Joffroy’s inability to go to

his princess, Bertrand agrees to bring the princess to him.
He exhibits his bravery in fighting his way into the palace
to sing Joffroy’s poem to Melissinde.

In the face of an

almost overpowering attraction to Melissinde, Bertrand
pleads Joffroy's case and withstands the temptations of
Melissinde's love for him.

For a brief moment he almost
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succumbs to her charms and is fraught with remorse when the
false information of Joffroy's death is disclosed.

He re

covers his purpose, quickly fulfills his promise to bring
Melissinde to the dying Joffroy, and heeds Melissinde's
request that he take up the cross.
This brief account of the personnage Bertrand in re
lation to the action of the play bears out the fact that
Aristotle's qualities can be applied to the personages in
Rostand's plays.
right choice:

Bertrand is good in that he makes the

to deliver Melissinde to Joffroy when he

wanted very much to have her for himself.

He is fitting

and true to life in that he is true to the standards of a
twelfth century nobleman.

Throughout the play he is con

sistently a brave, noble, loyal poet.

If one accepts the

medieval setting of La Princesse lointaine, then in light
of the situations in extant medieval literature, this situa
tion can be called probable.
Bertrand is a developing character rather than a
static one; that is, his personality takes on greater dimen
sion as the play progresses.

He is first seen as a loyal

friend; then his prowess in battle is inferred; next he is
portrayed in love; finally he accepts a purpose for his
life— to fight in the crusades.

This writer cannot, there

fore, agree with Grieve, who says of Bertrand, "II n'a pas
de caractere: c'est un troubadour curieux, assez brave et
devoue, mais un troubadour dans 1'amour comme dans la vie.
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Still, he is a type character, the typical medieval
hero.

Suberville describes him as "un idealiste que le

vent du large a enleve au vain passe-temps des cours
d 'amour,"^
Throughout

the play Bertrand is the moving force;

it is he who brings Joffroy's love to Melissinde and who
brings Melissinde to Joffroy.

In other words, within the

framework of the plot he moves from extreme (Joffroy) to
extreme (Melissinde), overcoming the obstacles which pre
vent the merging of the extremes.

Without Bertrand, La

Princesse lointaine would be as Frank W. Chandler in The
Contemporary Drama of France describes the play, "a dream
rather than a drama",

9n

Bertrand, however, gives the play

dramatic dimension.
Even though Bertrand is the most active of the
characters, he is only a vehicle for the force of Joffroy
Rudel.

As was mentioned previously, the audience is in

formed of Joffroy's situation through dialogues among the
minor characters; it is known that he is a dying troubadour
who has made a difficult journey in search of his ideal
love, the Princess Melissinde.

He is carried on stage on

a pallet at the end of the third scene of Act I; his ap
pearance and his first words,
Plus nous nous approchons, plus je sens que je meurs.
(Act I, scene 3)
convince the audience that they had not been misinformed.
Gathering all his strength, he sings his final song of his
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love for the faraway princess.
land is sighted:

His strength fails him as

he is too weak even to be moved.

In

great urgency he bids Bertrand to represent him, to take
gifts, and to sing his love song to the princess and to
bring her to see him before he dies.
Joffroy does not appear in Act II or in Act III, but
the force of his character is evident.

Pilgrims know of

his love for the princess; Melissinde herself has heard the
story of his love for her, and he is often in her thoughts.
For a time she mistakes Bertrand for Joffroy.

Bertrand

offers Joffroy's song and gifts to her and his eloquent
plea, which intensifies Melissinde's feeling toward him, is
all in support of Joffroy.

Thoughts of Joffroy prevail

even in Bertrand and Melissinde's almost uncontrollable
mutual attraction to each other.

The false supposition of

Joffroy's death stirs remorse in the hearts of both Bertrand
and Melissinde, and learning that he is still alive provides
the salvation they feel they need.

Quickly they depart for

the ship .
In Act IV Joffroy lies motionless until Melissinde
arrives.

His dying completely dominates the entire act,

and Melissinde yields to his every wish.

Even after his

death, the force of his personality reigns as Melissinde
vows to become a Carmelite and directs Bertrand and the crew
to take the cross to honor the memory of Joffroy.
According to Aristotle's prerequisites, Joffroy is
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good:

the choice to make the difficult journey to find his

ideal was right; the entire play justifies the voyage.

He

is fitting and true to life in that he represents well the
idealized conception of a Provengal troubadour.

Joffroy

is a static character, manifested throughout the play as a
dying troubadour, and he is consistent.

It appears that he

is a type character, and that he is revealed through the
actions of others.
The immovable force of Joffroy Rudel focuse's atten
tion on the ideal beauty of the Princess Melissinde of
Tripoli.

The character Melissinde is revealed primarily

through dialogue; first the dialogue of others about her,
then her own words reveal her personality.
ning her physical beauty is emphasized.

From the begin

Bertrand sings of

her beauty to keep up the morale of the sailors, and Joffr o y ’s dying words are spent in praise of her.

The entire

first act is a preparation for her appearance on stage.
Suspense is heightened in Act II by pilgrims, who, wishing
to see her before departing, admit,
Oui, pour que son image enchante notre errance!
(Act II, scene 2)
When she appears, she is even more lovely than they had
imagined.

Immediately it is learned that she is wealthy,

that she is quite bored, that she is kind out of selfinterest.

She declares:

Non, c'est par interet qu'aux pelerins je donne
Mes plus beaux lys avec de touchantes fagons
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Sorismonde:
Et qu 1attendez-vous d'eux, Madame?
Melis s inde:
Des chansons!
C'est grace a la chanson d ’un de ces pauvres heres
Que je suis aujourd'hui la plus chere des cheres,
Celle q u ’aime Joffroy Rudel le Troubadour,
D Tun si miraculeux et si celebre amour!
(Act II, scene 3)
Although she is betrothed in a marriage of state to the king
of Byzantium, Melissinde does not love him.

In fact, she

is in love with love, with a dream, in which she imagines
the figure of Joffroy Rudel.

She affirms to Bertrand:

J ’aimais cet amour! ...Si souvent
Dans le bruit de la vague arrivant sur le sable
La voix de cet amour me parut saisissable,
Si souvent dans le bleu d Tune fuite de jour
J ’ai senti pres de moi 1 1ame de cet amour!..,
(Act II, scene 7)
Assuming that Bertrand is Joffroy, she is in love with him;
learning that he is not, she refuses momentarily to go to
the dying Joffroy.

For a while Melissinde wavers between

duty and passion.
The sensuous aspect of her character is revealed as
she tries to persuade Bertrand to forget Rudel and love her.
She tells him:
II y a des parfums dans 1'air, respirons-les!
De ce palais jamais, jamais plus tu ne bouges.
Pour me plaire,
Tu n'avais quTa venir dans ton justaucorps brun
Souille, troue, sentant la bataille et l'embrun,
Avec ton air de jeune aventurier farouche,
Et ton col aurait eu pour agrafe ma bouche.
Ne te recule pas.
Donne tes yeux charmants.
Quand ton regard me fuit, tu sais bien que tu mens.
(Act III, scene 7)
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At her false assumption of Joffroy's death, Melis
sinde no longer wavers.

She chooses the dream,

the ideal.

Upon learning that Joffroy still lives, her choice is
strengthened.

She is completely convinced, when she sees

his dying smile, that it is he whom she truly loves.

Her

personality is now transformed into the ideal Joffroy be
lieved her to be.

She sweetens his death with her love, her

kisses, and her words.

She admits:

Mon ame sut enfin s'occuper d'une autre ame,
Et je suis differente;
(Act IV, scene 2)
Renouncing the world, she promises to retire to Mont-Carmel.
It is clear that Melissinde's character is best re
vealed through dialogue.

She is a developing character;

Grieve sees a miraculous development of her soul and at
tributes it thusly:

"C'est Bertrand qui l'a faite, et

autrement que par les vers de Joffroi.
qui n'etait qu'une infatuation.

C'est par son amour

Elle avait goute un amour

inferieur, et par depit elle fait oublier 1'amour ideal qui
1 'attendait."21
In regard to Aristotle's qualifications, she is good
in that finally she made the right choice, to go to Joffroy.
She is fitting and true to life in the sense that she repre
sents well the idea of an Eastern princess; as Haugmard
says, "elle est femme, mais elle est aussi un etre irreal;
c'est une Circe etrange, pure et quelque peu perverse.
It would seem that Melissinde is not a completely
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consistent character.

Premsela observes that "au cours des

quatre actes, elle est censee passer de la coquetterie la
plus raffinee au raysticisme le plus sublime, sans toutefois
atteindre a une metamorphose complete."^

His criticism

that she did not attain a complete metamorphosis seems
valid.

A character can undergo a change and remain consis

tent so long as the change is convincing.

Rostand attempted

to prepare for the change in Melissinde with the false re
port of Joffroy's death; in view of her sensuous nature,
however, the change does not completely convince us that
she will remain forever true to her vow to be a Carmelite.
She is manifested throughout the total events in the play
as an ideal, a dream, and a great beauty, sometimes given
to human capriciousness.
Rostand incorporates several stock characters of
tragedy in this play; one of them is the confidante Soris
monde, the first lady-in-waiting to Melissinde.

It is she

who underlines the important aspects of Melissinde's charac
ter.

For example, after the visit of the pilgrims she

says to Melissinde:
Quelle amenite fine!
Quelle condescendance!... Elle fut, la divine,
Bonne plus joliment que jamais aujourd'hui!
(Act II, scene 3)
When Melissinde refuses to visit Joffroy, she herself is
confused by her feelings and actions.
what their significance is.

She asks Sorismonde

Sorismonde replies:
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Rassurez-vous. Voici celle que je devine;
Celui qui vous fut cher dans la splendeur divine
D 1un reve, vous avez un recul naturel
Au penser de le voir affreusement reel,
Quand ses yeux sont hagards, violettes ses levres,
Moites ses maigres mains, de la moiteur des fievres.
Vous avez done voulu, gardant pour 1 1avenir
De votre noble amour un noble souvenir,
Ignorer quel objet funeste on enlinceule.
(Act III, scene 2)
Upon learning that Melissinde is in love with Bertrand and
is torn between desire and what she feels is her duty to
Joffroy, Sorismonde advises:
Faites done sur la nef une apparition,
Et vous pourrez apres.,.
(Act III, scene 4)
Given no personality of her own, this confidante
serves only to bring more sharply into focus the character
of Melissinde, and Rostand skillfully uses this device to
bring Melissinde to life.
From La Samaritaine the characters Jesus and Photine
will be considered to note the development.
Rostand relies heavily upon what the audience already
knows about Jesus, for he is hardly developed at all.

Ex

cept for the encounter with Photine at the well, Jesus’
dialogue is little more than a paraphrasing of Biblical ac
counts.

He is seen primarily as a divinity; only in private

does he assume human characteristics of fatigue and a
rather sensual observation of the attractive woman who is
approaching the well.

Rostand seems to use the established

notion of Jesus, and of Jesus' dialogue to reveal his charac
ter.

The Biblical paraphrasings reinforce the popular
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concept.

He is a static character, cautiously drawn.

He

fits Aristotle’s rules as good, fitting, true-to-life--for
he represents the notion of a saviour.

He is consistent,

always seen from the same point of view.

He is a type

character and is manifested throughout the play as a super
natural/divine force with a touch of the human element.
Rostand has received a great deal of criticism for
attempting to make Jesus the hero of a play.

H a r a s z t i ^

and G r i e v e ^ point out that Jesus is not involved in any
activity except preaching, and note that he remains seated
during almost all of the first tableau.

Haraszti sees

Jesus as a completely weak character, evaluating him thus:
d'autant moins qu'il n'est guere divin; c'est une fi
gure pas assez sublime et point mysterieuse: il manque
meme de l'energie des grands reformateurs et inspire si
peu de respect absolu a ses apotres maussades que
ceux-ci osent lui adresser des c r i t i q u e s . 26
S u b e r v i l l e ^ 7

further notes as an objection to Jesus that he

is not true to the Biblical portrait; he is too much a poet;
he dreams, and he sighs.

Hugh A. Smith in Main Currents of

Modern French Drama also reproaches the character Jesus as
being too much a romantic

p o e t .

28

Chiari severely admonishes

Rostand for this characterization, saying:
Rostand certainly did not seem to understand anything
about religion, or he would not have produced that
cardboard mock pageantry which might perhaps grace a
village fete in Provence and bring sentimental tears to
the eyes of old matrons watching the scene, but which
has no deep echoes.
Jesus cannot be a dramatic charac
ter, even in order to partner Sarah Bernhardt.
How can
he choose, act, hesitate, suffer, since he knows all,
suffers all and transcends time and space?
To make of
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him the protagonist of a drama is to reduce him to the
husk of what he is, and to show the shallowness of o n e ’s
s e n s i t i v e n e s s . 2 9

J. Ernest-Charles in Le Theatre des poetes 1850-1910, on
the other hand, sees the character Jesus manifested in this
fashion:

"Jesus est bien bon.

tremement conciliante.
dogme.

II est d'une indulgence ex-

II ne tient pas opiniatrement au

Son sourire qui rassure ne laisse pas d'inquieter."^
The criticisms of Suberville,

Smith and Chiari seem

to stem from either the inappropriateness of Jesus as a
dramatic figure or from Rostand’s impression of the Jesus of
the Bible.

Haraszti and Grieve appear to evaluate the

character in terms of dramatic action, while Ernest-Charles
gives simply an impression of Jesus.

From the point of view

of this study, it makes little difference whether or not
Jesus is a suitable dramatic figure.

The importance lies

in how Rostand drew the character in the play.

That the

personage Jesus is weak characterization is significant;

in

terms of drama he lacks the depth of personality that Ros
tand usually gives his heroes .
Although Photine appears to be the subject of the
play, she is, in reality, little more than a vehicle for
the force of the character Jesus.

She is revealed first

through the dialogue of the Samaritan men, who relate that
she has had five lovers and is anticipating the sixth;
secondly through the song she sings as she approaches the
well, supporting the sensuous nature already applied to her;
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and thirdly through her dialogue with Jesus, which inspires
her conversion.

From this transformational point her dia

logue is little more than praise and advocacy of Jesus'
teachings and a paraphrase of Biblical accounts;

she as a

character takes on no new dimensions.
After the major reversal in Photine in the first
tableau, she is a static character.

In the framework of a

Biblical situation with miraculous conversions a commonplace,
Photine is a credible character.

Yet the audience has not

had adequate insight into the workings of her mind to accept
readily her quick conversion;
been carefully developed.

the motivation for it has not

She is an individual rather than

a type character and is manifested throughout the play as a
woman dedicated to love— first a sensual love, then divine
love.

According to Aristotle's rules, she is good, in that

she made the right choice to follow Jesus; fitting, portray
ing first a woman of pleasure then a companion of Jesus;
true to life, and consistent.
Rostand's next and of course most famous play, Cyrano
de Bergerac, shows a marked improvement over La Samaritaine
in character development.
in characterization,

To examine Rostand's technique

the hero, Cyrano de Bergerac, his rival

Christian de Neuvillette,

the confident Le Bret, and the

heroine Roxane will be discussed.
Cyrano de Bergerac is first introduced to the audience
through the dialogue of other characters.

Cuigy, one of the
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minor characters, inquires about Cyrano:
N ’est-ce pas que cet homme est des moins ordinaires?
He is answered:
Le Bret:
Ah! c'est le plus exquise de etres sublunaires!
Ragueneau:
Rimeur!
Cuigy:
Bretteur!
Brissaille:
Physicien!
Le Bret:
Musicien!
Ligniere:
Et quel aspect heteroclite que le sien!
Ragueneau:
Certes, je ne crois pas que jamais nous le peigne
Le solennel Monsieur Philippe de Champaigne;
Mais bizarre, excessif, extravagant, falot,
II eut fourni, je pense, a feu Jacques Callot
Le plus fol spadassin a mettre entre ses masques:
Feutre a panache triple et pourpoint a six basques,
Cape que par-derriere, avec pompe, l'estoc
Leve, comme une queue insolente de coq,
Plus fier que tous les Artabans dont la Gascogne
Fut et sera toujours l'alme Mere Gigogne,
II promene, en sa fraise a la Pulcinella,
Un nez!... Ah! messeigneurs, quel nez que ce nez-la!...
Sans s'ecrier:
"Oh! non, vraiment, il exagere!"
Puis on sourit, on dit:
"II va 1'enlever..." Mais
Monsieur de Bergerac ne l'enleve jamais.
(Act I, scene 2)31
This picture of Cyrano is substantiated by both his
action and his dialogue.

He audaciously orders the actor

Montfleury off the stage, cleverly challenges an agitator
to a duel, proposing to compose a ballad while dueling and
to prick the opponent on the last line, and successfully
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copes with his grotesque nose by humorously referring to
it in the famous "tirade du nez."
In a conversation with Le Bret he admits that he is
in love with his beautiful cousin Roxane but affirms that
he cannot yield to the emotion because:
Le
Ce

...Reflechis, voyons. XI m Tinterdit
reve d ’etre aime meme par une laide,
nez qui d ’un quart d ’heure en tous lieux me precede;
(Act I, scene v)

That this outwardly brash and daring man would fall victim
to love adds the dimension of sympathy to the admiration he
inspires.

Chiari observes:

"That power to see himself as

he really is, and to laugh instead of crying over what is
unchangeable gives the character a new dimension and in
creases his dramatic range."32
hope

After a moment of false

that perhaps Roxane does love him, Cyrano unhappily

learns that it is Christian she loves.
The lyrical and poetic aspects of Cyrano are empha
sized in his love poetry to Roxane.

Taking advantage of

the fact that Christian is all but speechless in the
presence of women and lacks the imagination necessary to
woo a young lady of Roxane1s preciosity, Cyrano composes
love letters to Roxane for Christian; he learns with satis
faction that "Christian's eloquence" is perhaps the thing
Roxane loves most.

He again comes to Christian's rescue

when the latter must tell Roxane of his love, rather than
write to her.

Christian had refused Cyrano's help earlier

and had been unsuccessful on his own.

Cyrano takes
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Christian's place under the balcony and poetically pours out
his own love for Roxane.

Moved, Roxane awards Christian a

kiss, which the latter climbs up to receive.

Cyrano's

heartbreak at Christian's receipt of the kiss which he had
won is salved by his reasoning that she is kissing the words
he had just spoken.

Grieve observes that "ce que Cyrano

aime si passionnement, ce n'est pas Roxane, c'est l'amour;
il aime la fantaisie qu ’il a inventee, qui est devenue son
ideal personnifie en Roxane."^3
Cyrano’s imaginative qualities are evident throughout
the play but are sharply focused on the scene with the Comte
de Guiche.

While Roxane and Christian are being married,

Cyrano detains de Guiche by pretending he has just fallen
from the moon.

With facility he tells of his adventures

through the constellations and intrigues de Guiche with
tales of his methods of ascension.

He spins imaginary

episodes for a quarter of an hour, till the marriage has
taken place.
Immediately after the marriage the cadets are sent
to battle.

Cyrano's promise to Roxane that Christian will

write to her is a happy release for his emotions; and he
secretly writes to her in Christian’s name twice a day.
When Christian learns of the letters, and discovers that
their beauty had prompted Roxane to undertake the difficult
journey to see him, he realizes that Cyrano really loves
Roxane; he is convinced that Roxane loves only the spirit
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reflected in the letters and insists that Cyrano confront
her with the truth.

In the almost paradise of anticipat

ing Roxane's love the deliriously happy Cyrano is stunned
and silenced forever by the news of Christian's death.
In Act V, which takes place fourteen years later,
Cyrano's situation is revealed by Le Bret as follows:
Tout ce que j'ai predit: l'abandon, la misere!...
Ses epitres lui font des ennemis nouveaux!
II attaque les faux nobles, les faux devots,
Les faux braves, les plagiaires - tout le tonde.
• •

•

Ce que je crains, ce n'est pas les attaques, c'est
La solitude, la famine, c'est Decembre
Entrant a pas de loups dans son obscure chambre:
Voila les spadassins qui plutot le tueront!
-- II serre chaque jour d'incran, son ceinturon.
Son pauvre nez a pris des tons de vieil ivoire.
II n'a plus qu'un petit habit de serge noire.
(Act V, scene 2)
At this point in the plot Cyrano is gravely wounded,
but courage, devotion, and love prompt him to make his
usual visit to Roxane, although he is dying.

He valiantly

attempts to make his usual jokes with the nuns and to re
count the week's events to Roxane.

Cyrano asks to be allowed

to read Christian's last letter to Roxane; in the deepening
twilight he recites, rather than reads it.

Roxane discovers

that Cyrano knows it by heart, and at the same time realizes
that it was his voice she had heard under her balcony; this
prompts her to recognize that it is he whom she loves.
Roxane's love sustains Cyrano's

courage in dying, and sym

bolically he continues to fight his lifelong foes--lies ,
prejudices,

compromises, cowardice--with a brandished
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sword, aware that he has lost all battles, even the one for
life.

In spite of all

the obstacles in life, he has main

tained, even in death, his panache.
Perhaps no better word more accurately describes the
character Cyrano than panache.

Rostand defines this term,

which is often applied to personages in his plays, in his
Discours de reception a l 1Academie Frangaise in the follow
ing manner:
Qu'est-ce que le panache?
II ne suffit pas, pour en
avoir, d'etre un heros.
Le panache n'est pas la gran
deur, et qui bouge au-dessus d'elle.
C'est quelque
chose de voltigeant, d'excessif, — et d'un peu frise.
Si je ne craignais
d'avoir l'air bien presse de travailler au Dictionnaire, je proposerais cette defini
tion:
le panache, c'est l'esprit de la bravoure.
Oui,
c'est le courage dominant a ce point la situation -qu'il en trouve le mot.... Plaisanter en face du danger,
c'est la supreme politesse, un delicat refus de se
prendre au tragique; le panache est alors la pudeur de
l'herolsme, comme un sourire par lequel on s'excuse
d'etre sublime.
Certes, les heros sans panache sont
plus desinteresses que les autres, car le panache,
c'est souvent, dans un sacrifice q u 'on fait, une conso
lation d'attitude qu'on se donne.
Un peu frivole peutetre, un peu theatral sans doute, le panache n'est
qu'une grace; mais cette grace est si difficile a conserver jusque devant la mort, cette grace suppose tant
de force (l'esprit qui voltige n'est-il pas le plus
belle victoire sur la carcasse qui tremble?) que, tout
de meme, c'est une grace... 34
Cyrano is probably the best developed character in
all of Rostand's plays.
of his personality:

Each act reveals a new dimension

in Act I he is bold, courageous, arro

gant in the face of superficiality; Act II shows him in
love, in firm control of his emotions when his love is not
returned, and generous to protect and to tolerate jibes
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from his rival; in Act III his poetic, lyric and imagina
tive facets are revealed; Act XV discloses his scorn for
cowardice, the lengths to which love has carried him, his
joy at the promise of Roxane's recognition, and his despair
at the death of Christian.

Act V maintains his sense of

humor, his devotion to and love for Roxane, and his courage
in death.
He is completely credible and his actions are moti
vated by his convictions.
life.

In this respect he is true to

He is a type character, the universal hero.

He is

portrayed consistently as an archetypic hero with a physical
grotesqueness which prevents him from allowing his passion
to develop without constraint.

Insofar as Aristotle's cri

teria are concerned, Cyrano is good, in that his choice to
defer to Christian for Roxane's attentions is noble.
Ernest-Charles describes Cyrano as:
...infatigable bretteur, matamore en litterature comme
a la taverne, terriblement independant, hardi dans ses
idees jusqu'au fanatisme, libertin disant son fait a
Dieu, et d'ailleurs d'une sentimentalite fade et d'une
galanterie quintessenciee, exuberant et fantasque,
impatient des orgueilleux et des maxtres, protecteur
infatigable des faibles, tumultuesement et superbement
b

o

n

. ^ 5

Cyrano far outshadows his handsome rival Christian
de Neuvillette.

Christian appears on stage in Act I, scene

two, as a stranger to Cyrano, but introductions are quickly
made.

The first references to him speak of his appearance.

Cuigy says:
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La tete est charmante!
(Act I, scene 2)
A Marquis notes further that:
II est assez joli, mais n'est pas ajuste
Au dernier gout.
(Act I, scene 2)
More facets of his character are revealed through his dia
logue and his actions.

Disclosing that he is in love with

a lady whom he does not know he confesses:
J'ai peur qu'elle ne soit coquette et rafinee,
Je n'ose lui parler car je n'ai pas d fesprit.
Le langage aujourd'hui q u 1on parle et qu'on ecrit
Me trouble.
Je ne suis qu'un bon soldat timide.
(Act I, scene 2)
Christian serves only as a foil and obstacle to
Cyrano.

From the moment he first learns that Roxane is in

love with him, his personality is seen from no other angle.
His speechlessness in the presence of women is emphasized
in the balcony scene but this is actually only a theatrical
device to afford an occasion for Cyrano's poetic outpouring.
Nor does Christian appear to be very perceptive.

From

Cyrano's first letter to Roxane, through the balcony scene,
and up to Roxane's arrival at the battlefield, it seems
quite obvious— at least to an omniscient audience--that
Cyrano is in love with Roxane; yet Christian accepts
Cyrano's explanations quite readily.

When Roxane arrives

unexpectedly at the battlefield and Cyrano confesses that
he had written to her twice a day in Christian's name, the
latter realizes the truth.

After learning that Roxane is
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in love with the spirit that composed the letters, Christian
nobly insists that Cyrano tell her the truth, but Christian's
dying is even more an obstacle to Cyrano than his living,
for now Cyrano can never tell Roxane of his own love for
her.
Christian is a static character, seen consistently
from only one point of view.

Like Cyrano he is, for the

most part, a credible character, true to life, and his ac
tions seem sufficiently motivated.

He, too, is a type

character— a man whose primary asset is his handsomeness—
and is manifested throughout the play as the handsome
loved man in antithesis to the grotesque unloved Cyrano,
His decisions to insist that Cyrano tell Roxane of his love
for her meets Aristotle's criterion of goodness in character.
Christian's role is more important than that of Le
Bret, who is the traditional confident.
play is two-fold:
the points made.

His function in the

to provide information and to reinforce
Early in the play Le Bret provides the

following information about Cyrano:
C'est le plus exquis des etres sublunaires!
(Act I, scene 2)
Later he voices the conclusion that Cyrano is in love with
Roxane.

After Cyrano learns that it is Christian whom

Roxane loves and is immediately confronted by de Guiche's
offer of patronage, he vehemently denounces servile obliga
tions in favor of independence.

Le Bret recognizes the
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outburst as a manifestation of heartbreak and surmises,
Fais tout haut 1'orgueilleux et l'amer, mais tout bas,
Dis-moi tout simplement qu'elle ne t'aime pas!
(Act II, scene 8)
In Act V Le Bret informs Roxane of Cyrano's poverty
and unfortunate situation.

Then from Ragueneau, he learns

of Cyrano'a accident and advises Roxane that Cyrano is
dying.

His protest of Cyrano's death as a stupid senseless

thing is the mark of a devoted friend.
Le Bret is a static, type character, generally
credible and true to life.

He has little personality of

his own and is consistently manifested as a true and loyal
friend to Cyrano.
Roxane, the heroine of the play, is painted as a
beautiful precieuse, and as an ideal of femininity.

Ros

tand's critics usually do not credit her with much depth.
In examining the

character it is noted that she appears at

the performance of Clorise in

Act I.

She does not have

one

word of dialogue to utter, yet the other characters readily
notice her.

Ligniere, explaining her situation to Chris

tian, notes that

she is fine,and precieuse.

Later Cyrano

describes her in these terms:
-- la plus belle qui soit!
■

a

•

Tout simplement, qui soit au monde!
La plus brillante, la plus fine,

,

la plus blonde!
(Act I, scene 5)

Her beauty is matched by her femininity, which is reflected
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in her conversation with Cyrano; she recalls her role as a
little mother during their childhood play; seeking Cyrano's
protection for the timid young man she loves is indication
of her maternal nature, as is her concern for the famished
soldiers in Act XV.
Roxane's preciosity is evident as she tells Christian,
who says simply that he loves her,
C'est le theme,
Brodez, brodez.
(Act III, scene 5)
But Cyrano's eloquence under the balcony provokes this re
sponse from her:
Oui, je tremble, et je pleure, et je t'aime et suis
tienne!
Et tu m'as enivree.
(Act III, scene 7)
Yet she possesses the Ingenuity common to any woman
in love.

When the object of her affection is too shy even

to speak to her, she arranges for him to find out that she
returns his interest; she asks her cousin Cyrano to protect
him in the guard, knowing that Cyrano will tell him of her
love.

Overcome by emotion at Cyrano's outpouring of love

under the balcony, she grants Christian the kiss; then she
reads the letter brought by the capucin cleverly giving the
impression that it orders her to marry Christian.

Moved by

love, Roxane undertakes the dangerous, journey through the
battle lines to see her husband.

She reports that when

stopped by the Spanish she told them impetuously that she
was going to see her lover.
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It appears, therefore, that Roxane is a developing
character within a limited scope.

She is credible, and

the motivation for all her actions is perfectly logical.
The heroine is a type character, consistently portrayed as
an ideal woman.
From L 1Aiglon the Due de Reichstadt, Marie-Louise and
Flambeau will be examined to show the manner in which Ros
tand drew the characters.

Information about the protagonist,

the Due de Reichstadt, is manifested through dialogue of
others.

His mother describes him as a solemn, grave young

ster of delicate health, and on the brink of manhood.

Next

it is disclosed that the young man has some resemblance to
his father through his aptitude for good horsemanship.
The duke’s nature
actions.

is revealed through his dialogue and

He is pale

his

and listless and shows little interest

in anything around him except curiosity about the change in
French government indicated by the change in the cockade on
the attache’s hat.
His romantic nature is presented in his conversation
with the young French tailor who is urging him to return to
France to lead the nation.

Explaining that he is not yet

ready to do so the duke says:
Donne-moi done la main...
Puisque comme un jeune arbre, ami, que 1 ’on transplante,
Emporte sa foret dans sa seve ignorante,
Et quand souffrent au loin ses freres, souffre aussi
Sans rien savoir de vou s, moi, j ’ai tout seul, ici
Senti monter
du fond de mon sang le malaise
Dont souffre
en ce moment la jeunesse frangaise!
(Act I, scene 10)^6
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Later with his mother he continues to manifest this sensi
tivity, this time describing nature:
Respirez,
Ma mere, ce parfum!
Tous les bois sont entres,
Avec lui dans la chambre...
*

•

*

Chaque bouffee apporte une branche, et prodigue
Bien plus beau que celui dont Macbeth s'effarait,
Ce n'est plus seulement, ma mere, la foret
Qui marche, la foret qui marche comme folle:
Ce parfum dans le soir, c'est la foret qui vole.
(Act I, scene 13)
He shows no interest in romantic love, which might
have been possible with Therese, favoring the making of his
tory and saying
Mais faisons de l'histoire et non pas du roman!
(Act II, scene 6)
The duke's only interest is getting back to France
and living up to his image of his father.

The events re

ported in the play support this, but his frenzy upon dis
covering the French toy soldiers is the first time it is
really exposed in the play.
The intensity of his scorn for those who would be
little his father is reflected in his verbal attack on Marmont.

His rage is suggestive of Napoleon, thus winning

Marmont's respect.

Flambeau's appearance at this precise

moment, and the support of both Flambeau and Marmont for
his hope to go to France overwhelm him.

He summarizes his

pitiful state in decorating Flambeau with the following:
Eh bien! moi, sans pouvoir, sans titre, sans royaume,
Moi qui ne suis q u 'un souvenir dans un fantome!
Moi, ce due de Reichstadt qui, triste, ne peut rien

Q u 'errer sous les tilleuls de ce pare autricien,
En gravant, sur leurs troncs, des N dans la mousse...
Passant qu'on ne regarde un peu que lorsquTil tousse!
Moi qui n'ai meme plus le plus petit morceau
De la moire si rouge, helas! dans mon berceau!
Moi dont ils ont en vain constelle 1 1infortune!
Moi qui ne porte plus que deux croix au lieu d'Une!
Moi malade, exile, prisonnier... je ne peux
Galoper sur le front des regiments pompeux
En jetant aux heros des astres!,.. mais j'espere,
J'imagine... il me semble enfin que, fils d'un pere
Auquel un firmament a passe par les mains,
Je dois, malgre tant d'ombre et tant de lendemains,
Avoir au bout des doigts un peu d'etoile encore...
Jean-Pierre-Seraphin Flambeau, je te decore!
(Act II, scene 9)
The duke's power of persuasion over his grandfather
is expertly brought out.

The young man recalls his childhood

to the old Emperor and persuades him to allow him to return
to France.

His persuasive powers are so great that the old

man gives in readily-~until Metternich appears and dashes
all his hopes.

His spirit is later completely crushed by

Metternich's cruel humiliation of him.
From this point, the events and the dialogue of the
play serve only to reinforce the character of the duke as it
has been revealed.

There is the continuing self-pity,

the

burning desire for action, the physical frailty, and the
fatal hesitation, which characterized him earlier.

His one

brilliant flowering is his imaginative report of the battle
as Flambeau dies.

Resigned to his failure in conspiring to

return to France, he quickly declines in health.
Rostand has devoted an entire act to the duke's death
agony in which all his characteristics are again emphasized.
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Dying, he asks for the account of his christening to be
read to him.
The Due de Reichstadt is a static character.

Once

his nature and his ambitions are revealed, he is seen from
no other point of view.

Rostand paints him as obsessed

with the idea of succeeding his father, and this consumes
his entire being.

Chiari sees the duke as "a cardboard

hero, an opera prince without any life of his o w n , " ^
credibility of his character borders on fantasy:
tic or poetic individual, however,

The

a roman

can readily accept the

framework of the play and find the duke quite credible.
In the light of events of the intrigue, his motivations
throughout the play are always well-founded.

He is defi

nitely a type character rather than individual, personify
ing the romantic hero of 1830:

the brave, misunderstood

young man who can take no positive action.
however,

He differs,

from the typical romantic hero in that the latter

is inactive due to his suffering from the mal-du-siecle,
while the Due de Reichstadt is held back because of physi
cal infirmities as well as powerful state protection.
Throughout the play he is manifested as a pitiable young
man whose ambition and self-expectation are rent asunder
by frailty and almost prison-like environment.

According

to Aristotle's qualifications he can be termed good in
that his choices are true to his duty, fitting in that he
accurately represents royalty, true-to-life in the terms
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of credibility described above, and be behaves consistently
throughout the play.
Dorothy Page in Edmond Rostand et la legende napoleonienne dans L'Aiglon has studied both the factual and
legendary accounts of Napoleon and the due de Reichstadt.
She emphasizes the contrast in the superhuman Napoleon and
the frail duke as follows:

"le pere imposant sa volonte a

tous les rois de l"Europe et le fils soumis aux moindres
orders de ses g eo l i e r s . " ^

There is also the antithesis

of two ideas concerning the duke.

She states:

"Pour les

uns le due de Reichstadt etait un prince autrichien, fri
vol e et sans ambition, pour les autres il etait le digne
O Q

fils de Napoleon."

Her conclusion regarding the histori

cal accuracy of the character of the duke in relation to
the napoleonic legend is that Rostand "a choisi les traits
les plus pittoresques de la legende; il y a ajoute des
traits nouveaux; il a combine le tout de faqon a faire
ressortir une figure qui est vraiment bien sa c re at io n. "^
. .

According to Maurice Ricord in Marseille Cite lit-

teraire, "Le desespoir d'une ambition toujours insatisfaite,
d'un desir sans cesse dequ, d'un reve dont aucune effort
n'arreterait la fuite, le cote pessimiste et r e v e u r " ^ is
found in the duke, as it was in Cyrano, and he attributes
it to Rostand's marseillaise spirit.
Grieve sums up the duke thus:

"...le due n'est que

le fils de Napoleon, ame mourante possedee par un grand
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reve.... Le due ne fait pas avancer l'action du drame:

il

n'agit que lorsque tout lui est prepare par d ’autres
mains .11^^
As a personage Marie-Louise is revealed through dia
logue but primarily through her actions.

She is introduced

at the beginning as a gay, charming, somewhat vain woman
always in pursuit of pleasure.

She is the exact opposite of

the sad widow of Napoleon that the young french Therese ex
pected to find.

She is casually concerned about her-son;

this is evidenced by her effort to engage him in things
that usually interest boys.

She is obviously distraught at

any reference to Napoleon; yet it is implied that she loved
the brilliant court life in Paris.
toward Napoleon are

Her precise feelings

revealed in Act IV when Bombelles,

while making amorous overtures to her, asks about Napoleon;
her attitude toward her former husband is one of apparent
indifference with traces of coquettish pleasure at the at
tention she received.
Rostand melodramatically brings Marie-Louise to see
the error of her attitude toward her son as he lies dying;
she pleads:
Parlez-moi!
Je suis la!... Qu'une parole m ’ote
Le poids de mes remords! J'etais - est-ce ma faute? Trop petite, a cote de vos reves trop grands!
Je n'ai qu'un pauvre coeur d'oiseau, je le comprends!
C'est la premiere fois, aujourd'hui, qu'il s'arrete
Cet eternel grelot qui tourne dans ma tete!
-Vous pourriez bien, de moi, vous occuper un peu...
Pardonnez-moi mon fils!
(Act VI, scene 3)
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But she disappoints the dying duke by not being able
to lull him with French songs.

Her grief rises in uncon

trollable sobs, and it is not until the duke refers to her
as the Empress that she becomes aware of the significance
of the life of the son she is about to lose.
Marie-Louise is a static, type character, portraying
the leisure and frivolity of royal life.

Although she ap

pears infrequently in the play, she as a character is de
veloped enough to show sufficient motivation for her actions.
Given the somewhat legendary framework for the play, MarieLouise is a credible character.

She is manifested through

out as frivolous, self-centered to a certain degree, and
indifferent toward the memory of Napoleon.
casual mother-figure.

She is only a

According to Aristotle's standards

she can be termed good in that she chose to recognize the
potentiality of her son, although it was too late.

She is

fitting in representing royalty and true to life in the
credibility framework mentioned earlier.
ever, altogether consistent.

She is not, how

Up to the point of the duke's

death, Marie-Louise is consistently portrayed;

as he is

dying, she demonstrates a complete reversal in attitude.
This has been seen earlier in Photine, Melissinde, and
Roxane, and will be seen again in La Faisane.

Roxane's

reversal seems convincing, but one wonders if Marie-Louise,
as well as Melissinde and Photine, will have sufficient
strength to remain true to their new convictions in the
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future.
Perhaps the most spectacular personage in the play
is Flambeau, who is revealed primarily through his dialogue
but also through his action.

He appears dramatically as a

lackey just at the end of Marmont’s recital of the horrors
for the officers of Napoleonic wars to interject vividly
the plight of the infantry.

The loyalty of Bertrand

d'Allamanon and the panache of Cyrano de Bergerac are sup
plemented by the somewhat picaresque flambouyant character
of Flambeau.

He expounds and embellishes tales of former

experiences.

His function in the play is primarily as

catalyst to the duke's plan to escape to France.

One of

his most persuasive acts in this complot is in showing to
the duke the relics of the latter’s childhood as Prince
Charles Frangois, son of the Emperor Napoleon.

His tour de

force is convincing Metternich, who is in a somewhat hal
lucinatory state, that the Emperor Napoleon is at Schoenbrun at that very moment.
Flambeau's death is, according to critics, one of
the best tragic scenes written by Rostand.

As he lies

dying on the field, the little duke reports accounts of
the fictitious combat, pretending that Flambeau is dying
heroically in battle with Napoleon at his side.
He is a developing character, with nev dimensions^
being added as the play develops.

He is consistently mani

fested throughout the play as almost arrogant, somewhat
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melodramatic, loyal and clever.

He is credible within the

framework of the play, but hardly true to life.

By Aris

totle's standards he can be called good in that the choices
he makes are proper in order to advance the action in the
manner in which the playwright intended.

He is fitting in

that he portrays reasonably well the soldier of fortune.
Flambeau is consistent and is a type character; Haraszti
calls him "le type romantique."^3
To show the development of character in Chantecler
the major figures Chantecler and La Faisane will be ex
amined; the raisonneur Patou and two of the minor charac
ters which may suggest that this play is a social satire,
Le Merle and La Pintade, will be reviewed.
As is usual in Rostand's plays, Chantecler is first
revealed through the dialogue of others.

Very early in the

action his prominent position in the farmyard and the ad
miration both of the local fowl and those farther away are
established.

His first action on stage is the singing of

a hymn in praise to the sun.
Rostand paints ChantecZer as the virile male, the
best of his profession, and in complete control of the fe
males in his flock.

Patou reveals Chantecler's apprecia

tion of ladies, saying
Quand passe une poule
Nouvelle, c'est plus fort que toi, tu perds la boule!
(Act I, scene 4)^4
Therefore, when La Faisane appears, one is prepared for the
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fact that Chantecler is fascinated by her, enchanted with
her beauty, and is helpless in the face of this bohemian
beauty to keep the secret of the excellence and purity of
his morning song.

Passionately he describes in detail the

process by which he calls forth the sun.

This extraordinary

power is then demonstrated; as Chantecler had predicted,
the sun rises to cast its golden hue on everything.

Rostand

reveals here the depths of Chantecler's soul:
Je me trouve indigne de ma gloire
Pourquoi m'a-t-on choisi pour chasser la nuit noire?
k

t

t

Comment!

Moi, si petit, j 'ai fait l'aurore immense?

Je me sens responsable.
Ce souffle que j'attends quand je gratte le sable
Reviendra-t-il?
Je sens dependre l'avenir
De ce je ne sais quoi qui peut ne pas venir!
Comprends-tu maintenant l'angoisse qui me ronge?
•

•

*

Mais moi, dont le metier me demeure un mystere
Et qui du lendemain connais toujours le peur,
Suis-je sur de trouver ma chanson dans mon coeur?
(Act II, scene 5)
Because he doesn't understand his mysterious powers, he
needs consolation and reassurance from La Faisane, which
she, now completely in love with him, gladly gives.
When Le Merle discloses to Chantecler that his
enemies, the night birds, have plotted to kill him, the
latter goes to La Pintade's jour, where the proposed as
sassination is to take place, to face the challenge.

He

arrives, mockingly apologetic for lacking the pseudo
sophistication important in such a milieu, thus revealing
his disgust with superficiality.

Quickly he denounces the
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cogs fabrigues; next he is harassed about his singing by a
group of young chicks until a warrior cock, Le Pile blanc,
emerges from the group of cocks.

The old humor and panache

of Cyrano come out when Chantecler announces to the crowd:
Pardon, cher duelliste!
Mais je veux faire, avant de me faire tuer,
Quelque chose de brave!...
• • •

Me faire huer!
Je tiens a mourir sous les rires !
(Act III, scene 3)
He reveals then that it is he who causes the sun to rise,
and the battle begins amidst the laughter of the spectators.
Rostand melodramatically makes Chantecler the hero
of the battle, first by having the crowd hurl insults at
him as he is being badly wounded; next a chicken hawk
threatens the crowd, and Le Pile blanc runs away while
Chantecler defends the flock.

He is dismayed to see that

when the danger is over the flock return to their places to
see the end of the fight.

But he has found the strength to

win the battle, declaring:
On ne me tuera plus!
Je me suis redresse
Quand l'Ennemi de tous dans le ciel a passe!
Et j'ai repris courage en tremblant pour les autres!
(Act III, scene 3)
Like Cyrano and the Due de Reichstadt when they have
suffered disillusionment, Chantecler verbally blasts all
his would-be friends who wanted to see him killed.

He

agrees to abandon his ungrateful flock and to go with La
Faisane to the forest.
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In the forest Chantecler is shown as completely sub
ject to the will of his love, la Faisane, but he still has
his strong sense of duty.

Almost becoming involved in a

conspiracy against Le Rossignol similar to the one plotted
against him, Chantecler realizes in time that Le Rossignol
is his evening counterpart, singing to the moon.

The depths

of Chantecler's emotions are again plumbed when Le Rossignol
is killed by the hunter.

La Faisane offers the comfort of

her soft wing while simultaneously preventing Chantecler
from seeing the day breaking.

When he sees that he has not

caused the sun to rise Chantecler is further disillusioned.
The news that the farmyard animals need and want him both
to keep order and to call forth the sun causes his courage
to return.

Having lost the initial dream, he is now wiser

and resolves to take up again his duty in life.

If La

Faisane will take second place to his work, he will take
her with him; when she refuses, he bids her adieu, saying:
Je t 'adore!
Mais je servirais raal 1'oeuvre qui me reprend
Pres de quelqu'un pour qui quelque chose est plus grand.
(Act IV, scene 7)
Chantecler is a developing character.

He is seen

confident and disillusioned, in love and in battle, perse
cuted and almost persecutor, grief-stricken and comforted.
If one initially accepts the basse-cour as setting and fowls
as legitimate figures of the drama, then Chantecler is a
credible character.

He is a type character, manifested as
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the virile male hero whose only conqueror is a beautiful
female.

The events of the play sufficiently motivate all

his actions.

According to Aristotle's standards, he is

good in that he makes proper choices, fitting and true to
life in that he adequately portrays the cock; he is con
sistent throughout the play.

Chantecler, as well as most

of the other characters, is developed on two planes, as a
cock and as a man.

Gassner confirms this, saying that

Rostand's "animal world is simultaneously human and animal;
the blackbird may be a cynic but he is also a bird, the
golden pheasant is both 'eternal feminine' and a fowl, and
Chantecler remains a rooster even when he is clearly a
human idealist.

The story, in short, unfolds lucidly on

both the animal and human l e v e l s . E v e n

though these two

aspects are very closely entwined, one can never forget the
dual nature of the exposition.

For example, Chantecler's

first appearance and activities establish him as a cock,
but his weakness for females seems characteristic of a cock
but more so of a man.

His scorn for social functions such

as La Pintade's jour and his deference to La Faisane are
quite humanly masculine; but the duel with Le Pile blanc,
and the love scenes when La Faisane says, "Tu pcurrais
m'embrasser, maintenant!"

(Act IV, scene 2) with the fol

lowing stage direction "Ils se becquetent" recall that
these are fowls.

This is a factor that may not be so no

ticeable at a scenic representation; however, it appears
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unlikely that modern readers will have an opportunity to
see the play on stage.

Edward Hale in Dramatists of To-Day

does not agree; he says:
It would appear at first that no poetry and no signifi
cance could render tolerable a play in which all the
actors strove to give the appearance of birds.... What
possibilities of sympathy, tenderness, love could there
be in the relations of a man dressed as a cock and a
lady clad as a golden pheasant? Here perhaps the reader
of the play might have some advantage over one who
should see the extravaganza on the stage.46
He admits, however,

that the play transcends the failure

which might have been expected from such incongruities, re
vealing that "the effect was beautiful, harmonious, artis
tic.

In the fourth act particularly Chantecler seems

most closely parallel to man.

This is evidenced in his -

stealthily going out to crow while La Faisane is asleep,
then coming back to give the last might burst near her;
thus it appears that he is adhering to her wishes of only
one crow per day.

His longing for old familiar surround

ings and his genuine grief at the death of Le Rossignol
further support his human-like qualities.
Haraszti evaluates Chantecler as "un meridiional
vaniteus, moins l'humour de Cyrano, car il se prend toujours
A Q

au serieux,"

while Smith declares that he is "the man to

whom experience and sorrow give strength and courage rather
than despair, and who returns chastened to his work and
duty, without having lost either the joy of life or the
faith.

Ernest-Charles is more effusive in his
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description of Chantecler.

He affirms that:

c'est l'homme aux prises avec la vie, la vivant avec
une sereine allegresse, la dominant parce qu'il lui
assigne un noble but.
Chantecler esprit droit, coeur
vaste, honnetete exaltee et embellie par le culte de
l'ideal.... Ses inspirations sont nettes, ses inten
tions sont genereuses, ses actes sont purs.... Largement symbolique, il est le representant d'une race, il
est le heros de notre race.
Il rassemble en son individualite surhumaine la saine simplicite, 1'ardente
sincerite, la perspicacite judicieuse, la genereuse
loyaute intellectuelle et morale, la predilection pour
tout ce qui est clair et franc, l'orgueil d'etre utile
et la gloire d'etre bon, la belle humeur, emanation
necessaire des belles ames, l'optimisme continuellement
vivifie par la certitude de l ’utilite et la bonte de
son action parmi les h o m m e s . . . 50
The somewhat philsoophical interpretation of these critics
seems well founded according to the text of the play.
The heroine, La Faisane, is revealed through her ac
tions and her dialogue, for her entrance on stage is not
prepared for in the play.

She rushes on stage asking to be

hidden because she is being pursued by a hunting dog.
Chantecler immediately notices her beauty, saying:
Qu'il est beau quand son col tombe et se developpe!
(Act I, scene 5)
Her vanity is revealed at once, for after the crisis of her
pursuit, she begins to explain her unusual beauty to the
fowls.

Then noticing Chantecler’s rising interest in her

she tells him, somewhat disdainfully:
Monsieur, j 'aime mieux vous dire tout de suite
Que si c'est pour moi...
• • •

.
L'oeil la courbe deerite,
L'aile qui prend, le "Co..."
• « •

Seulement,

C'est tres bien fait.
ga ne me fait pas le moindre effet.
(Act I, scene 6)
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Her feminine curiosity and charm are disclosed as she ca
joles Chantecler to tell her the secret of his song, then
charms him until he does.
tenderness follow;

But feminine admiration and

she loves and admires Chantecler for the

importance of his well-performed
he doubts his ability.

job and reassures him when

She discreetly departs for La Pin-

tade's jour when Chantecler discovers Le Merle has overheard
his secret.

Having decided that she loves Chantecler, she

is indignant that those for whom he works do not reciprocate
in loyalty.

After Chantecler has protected the chickens

from L'Epervier, La Faisane is quite angry that they resume
their positions and taunt Chantecler during the fight.

She

consolingly persuades him to leave these ingrates and to go
with her to the forest.

Once there, however, her jealousy

at his devotion to

hiswork emerges , and she limits him to

one song per day.

Her reasoning is that Sun does not know

or appreciate the fact that Chantecler causes it to rise
every day.

Upon learning that he goes out every morning to

sing without her knowledge, she becomes very angry.

Her

love then leads her to trickery; in an effort to comfort
Chantecler at Le Rossignol’s death, she hides his head under
her wing until the sun rises, then triumphantly shows him
that the sun can rise without him after all.
seems to be traditional "feminine logic":

Her reasoning

she truly loves

him; why should he waste his efforts on the ungrateful sun,
who, like the fowls of the farmyard, does not appreciate
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his work; she, on the other hand, sincerely loves him;
therefore, he should devote his attentions to a worthwhile
and true love.

It would seem that "feminine logic" here

does not comprehend that a man or a cock must follow his
calling, his work, his dream.

La Faisane neither under

stands nor accepts this and refuses to accompany him back
to the farm.

Her selfish love for Chantecler becomes-un

selfish, however, when she, in order to divert the hunter
from Chantecler, is caught in the trap.
La Faisane, therefore, is like so many other of Ros
tand’s characters revealed through her dialogue and her
actions.

She is a developing as well as a type character,

and is manifested throughout the play as the "eternal femi
nine," a point on which the critics agree.

The motivations

for her actions are usually selfish, but her character is
developed in such a way as to make them credible.

She is

good in that she makes usually wise although sometimes selfish
choices.

Rostand paints her consistently in the light of her

femininity.

Like Chantecler, La Faisane is developed both

on the animal and human levels.

From her entrance, pursued

by hunters, to the last scene in which she lies prey for the
hunters, one is reminded that physically she is a bird,
while her personality is almost completely feminine.

Within

this framework, she is fitting and true to life.
The minor characters also possess "human" personali
ties, but their physical forms are not so much emphasized.
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Their personalities can be comprehended without our constant
awareness of bird of animal characteristics.
Patou, the dog, is realized as being a dog on very
few occasions.

Primarily he is the raisonneur.

He warns

Chantecler of the true character of Le Merle and Le Paon.
He is aware of all happenings in the farmyard and knows
Chantecler well enough to predict his actions.

He also

notes that Chantecler has a definite weakness for females;
skeptical of La Faisane, he despairingly watches Chantecler
fall for her feminine charms.

It is Patou who summarizes

and voices the implied results of the events of the play.
For example, when L'Epervier threatens the fowls during the
duel between Chantecler and Le Pile blanc, Le Pile blanc
retreats.

Just before Chantecler begins to gather the fowls

around him to protect them Patou says:
On ne corapte pas,quand sa grande ombre passe,
Sur les Coqs etrangers
pour chasser leRapace!
(Act III, scene 5)
When the danger is over and the fowls resume their places
for the remainder of the fight, Patou remarks:
Et l'on voit se reformer le rond!
(Act III, scene 5)
In the last act it is Patou who appears to tell Chantecler
that the flock wants him to

come back.

A static character rather

than a developing one, he

is manifested throughout the play as the faithful friend of
Chantecler, and the social commentator who places little
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value on superficiality and shallowness;
he is a type character.

in these respects

Patou is rarely shown making deci

sions or doing little more than commenting;

therefore, there

is hardly sufficient basis for applying Aristotle's quality
of goodness to him, but he is fitting and true to life
within the framework of the play and is always consistent.
Chantecler is often called a satire on society.

A

probable basis for this assertion can be found in the exami
nation of two minor characters, Le Merle and La Pintade.
Le Merle is presented at the beginning of the play
and is seen throughout commenting sardonically on various
events in the drama.

It is Patou who gives the critical

appraisal of Le Merle by saying;
Ils m'ont fait que chez nous, bons et purs animaux,
Le Paon fait de I'esbroufe et le Merle des mots!
t

•

•

avec le jargon nonchalamment voyou
Qu'il dut prendre en allant trainer je ne sais ou
ambassadeur stupide de la Mode,
Charges d'eteindre ici l'amour et le travail,
Le mot qui veut toujours etre le mot d'esprit,
(Act I, scene 4)
Warning Chantecler against Le Merle Patou says:
Toi qui sus preferer le vrai grain a la perle,
Comment te laisses-tu prendre a ce...vilain Merle?
(Act I , scene 4)
Le Merle evaluates himself:
Que veux-tu?
j'ai 1'esprit que mon siecle m'insuffle,
Et tout bee un peu chic se doit d'etre un peu mufle!
(Act I, scene 4)
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Le Merle is almost always on hand, usually with frequent,
inane comments.

He emerges as a distasteful personage when

he reveals that he has overheard Chantecler's secret and
begins to jest about it.

After the duel, when Chantecler

realizes the true value of his colleagues, Le Merle is one
of the more severely reproached, being denounced as a poor
imitation of Parisian birds.
Le Merle is a static character who is revealed
through his actions, his own dialogue, and that of other
characters, principally Chantecler and Patou.

He is

credible and is motivated by his self-conception as a
fashionable precieux.

A type character, he consistently

portrays an ordinary person who affects the latest fad in
speech and manner.
La Pintade is revealed at first through the dialogue
of others.

Chantecler describes her:

Cette vieille Pintade aux cris hurluberlus
Qui se platre le bee...
(Act I, scene 4)
Her own dialogue and actions continue to reveal her charac
teristics.

Throughout the play she is manifested as the

official hostess of an exclusive salon, a "five o'clock."
Her primary concern in the play is her j our.

Many exotic

fighting cocks come to her jour for the fateful assassina
tion attempt, and La Pintade is so thrilled with their
presence at her gathering that she ignores the gravity of
the situation.

Never quite aware of the seriousness of the
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attempt on Chantecler's life, she delights that such a spec
tacular event should take place at her social hour.

As the

assemblage is breaking up, La Pintade remarks effusively:
C'est
— Au

la plus belle fete encor qu'il y ait eue!
revoir! — A lundi! -- C'est fini!
(Act III, scene 6)

She is a credible character who is motivated by reasons of
social activities and is manifested throughout the play
the

inane hostess of an insipid social group.

as

She is con

sistently portrayed and is probably fitting and true to life
both within the framework of the play as a guinea hen as
well as in the human qualities attributed to her.
La Dernlere nuit de Don Juan is the second of Ros
tand's two plays which have the main character(s) on stage
at the beginning.

Don Juan and the devil are the two charac

ters which illustrate Rostand's skill at character portrayal
in this play.
Don Juan's situation is revealed through his own dia
logue.

It is evident that women occupy his mind from his

opening line in the Prologue:
Ninon... Laure.. . Agnes... Jeanne...
(Prologue)51
He sees himself as the paramour for all ladies, especially
married ones.

Explaining his method for conquering women

to the marionette Polichinelle he says:
On ne bat pas la femme, on la fait souffrir.
(Part I, scene 3)
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Not only Is he a great lover; he is also a hero in his own
eyes.

He describes himself to the devil marionette in the

following terms:
Un heros!
Fils des Conquistadors, la Femme est ma Floride.
Car, aussi brave q u’eux, j 1ai voulu, plus avide,
Voir, de l'Inde ou je suis, toujours, l'Inde ou j'irai!
Ceux qui croient qu'en mourant je me repentirai
Ne m'ont pas regarde quand je sors d'une alcove.
Je suis le monstre avec une ame, Archange fauve
Qui laisse vivre encor son aile de dechu!
Si, quand je passe, un souffle agite le fichu,
C'est que je n'ai pas fait comme Polichinelle
Qui porte dans son dos le cercueil de son aile!
(Part I, scene 3)
He has no fear whatsoever--not even of death, and
he scoffs at the devil's resolve to vanquish him.
The decor of the chambres d'adultere further empha
sizes the personality of Don Juan.

He traces his origin to

Adam who bit the wormy fruit and lost his innocence.

Fasci

nated by woman, who had begun to dress in rustling clothing,
he, as Adam, joyfully gave up the Paradise reserved for pure
souls, preferring the multitude of paradises now revealed to
him.

Consequently, he says he is:
Le seul heros qu'admire au fond 1 ’humanite!
(Part I, scene 4)
His only possession is the list of victims he has

seduced.

Confidently he alleges as he tears up the list:

Je sais le nom, le jour, la raison, le mensonge!
Tous leurs secrets sont la!
(Part I, scene 5)
The devil conjures the torn scraps of the list into masked
ghosts and calls on Don Juan to identify them; the latter
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finds it impossible to do so.

He becomes almost frantic

but resolves to start again calmly and systematically to
try to identify the

ghosts of his former

loves. The ghosts

soon disclose that,

in reality, they had seduced

Don Juan

by their feminine artifices, and Don Juan concludes:
Je
Et

me suis cru le
je n'etais que

He assures

loup de la foret
sauvage,
le furet du Bois-Joli!
(Part XX, scene 1)

the devil, however, that his

pride is not yet

broken.
When the devil offers him the women's tears, Don Juan
is reassured until he discovers that all of them are false
except one.

This one, depicted in L'Ombre blanche, promises

salvation to Don Juan if he will truly love her.
clares his love and

He de

faithfulness to her, not because

he

wants to be saved but because of his penchant for women;
for as soon as the ghosts unmask, he finds all of them in
triguing again.
In the climactic scene, Don Juan cannot account for
any use or advancement that he has made with the women's
love.

Failing to substantiate claims of serving humanity,

liberty, reason, war, or revolution, he concludes:
A h ! des peches!
Je ne peux plus songer a servir une cause
Tant qu'une epaule est blonde et qu'une gorge est rose!
Tuez-moi!
(Part II, scene 2)
Demanding to join in hell the great monsters, Don Juan still
maintains his pride and strength.

But the devil strips him
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of all pride and self-esteem by ordering him to "un petit
enfer de toile qu’on trimbale"

(Part II, scene 2).

Bitterly

Don Juan protests:
Non, pas cette guerite!
Le grand cercle de feu que mon orgueil merite!
i

• «

Je veux souffrir!
Je n 1ai jamais souffert!
J 'ai gagne mon enfer!
J 1ai droit a mon enfer!
(Part II, scene 2)
Unsuccessful in his effort, he defiantly vows to mock his
hell, to sing and to continue to amuse girls.

The tragic

situation of his few real achievements is contrasted by
L'Ombre blanche's appraisal of his potentialities:
Toi qui pouvais remplir les destins les plus grands!
*

•

•

Toi qui pouvais tenir les plus grandes epees!
•

• •

Quel dommage!
(Part II, scene 2)
Don Juan is a developing character who is explained
from his origin to his finish.

He is convincingly drawn

and, within the fantasy framework of the play, is a credible
character.
sess women.

His actions are motivated by the desire to pos
Don Juan is a type character rather than an

individual; he not only portrays the eternal paramour, who
is called today the "Don Juan type," but also the person
with great potential who becomes so involved in worthless
pursuits that he never really visualizes the great causes
to embrace.

He is manifested throughout the total events

in the play as the personification of supreme insolent pride.
According to Aristotle’s requirement he is not a good
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character because his moral judgments are not valid in any
social framework nor are they even valid for him.

He is

fitting and true to life in that he is a good representation
of the type of person Rostand attempted to portray.

Through

out the play he is consistent with the personality which the
author conferred upon him.
Don Juan dominates the play; the devil, Sganarelle,
and the ghosts serve only to give sharper outlines to his
character.

The devil, to whom Don Juan's soul belongs, re

solves at the beginning to break his pride completely be
fore casting him into hell.

After this decision, he func

tions primarily in the capacity of a literary device:

he

either poses questions or makes comments to which Don Juan
replies at length, thus elucidating the latter's thoughts
and personality.

His position is sustained throughout the

play until he discovers Don Juan's chagrin:
by a puppet.

to be outdone

Thus his decree that Don Juan's hell shall be

a puppet stage is the only way to break his pride.

The

devil is static character, revealed through his own dialogue
and that of Don Juan.

Rostand's portrayal of the devil ap

pears credible, even though it is impossible to say whether
this portrayal would be widely accepted as such.

One must

conclude that he is an individual character, since he hardly
represents a universal concept.

He is motivated by his

purpose to break Don Juan's spirit and is manifested through
out the play as the calm victor who gives Don Juan free rein
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to destroy himself,

In view of Aristotle's pr ecepts, the

devil cannot be calle d good because his moral judgments are
projected toward evil

He seems to be as fitt ing and true

to life as might be d evised, since he actually portrays a
concept rather than a proved historical figure,

Throughout

the play he is a cons istent character with res pect to his
function in the drama
This detailed examination of character portrayal in
Rostand's dramas reve als several aspects of his dramaturgical skill.

In all of the plays except Les Romanesques he

requires a large cast

Prom the se numerous characters, how-

ever, he usually sele cts only th e hero and the heroine as
developing characters ; the other s are static, seen from only
one point of view and showing 1 ittle or no change or growth,
Thus a study of Rostand's heroe s and heroines best illustrates his skill in character d evelopment.
As indicated earlier the personalities he creates
are revealed through what others say abo ut them, through
their own dialogue, and by their own act ions.

The more

highly developed characters, Cyrano, Rox a ne, the Due de
Reichstadt and Chantecler are d epicted in precisely this,
fashion.

On the other hand, Melissinde and Fhotine, less

well developed, are revealed through the dialogue of others
plus their own speeches.

La Faisane and Don Juan are shown

only through their own dialogue and actions.

The leas t

well developed characters are depicted primarily by one
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device.

Thus, Percinet, Sylvette, and Jesus are revealed

primarily through their dialogue, while Bertrand's actions
disclose his character, and Joffroy's character is exposed
by the dialogue of others.
Although it has been established that plot is the
most important aspect in Rostand's plays, characterization
is also of great significance.

For without skillful charac

ter creation the plot's impact would be diminished.

The

characters who perform the action are credible and consis
tent because they are well developed.

Their attributes

accurately reflect the qualities of the persons they are
supposed to represent, and they are fitting because they
have the requisite traits necessary to create the personage
properly.

Their motives for action are well-founded and

clearly expressed.
The minor characters are employed primarily to pro
vide more information about, to underline the actions of,
or to bring the major characters more sharply into focus.
Often stock characters such as the confident(e) or the
rais onneur are employed.

They are usually seen from only

one point of view and have only one purpose or function in
the play.

Sometimes minor characters are used not only to

provide information but also as comic devices; the pages
and Ragueneau in Cyrano de Bergerac are good examples of
this technique.
Rostand characteristically selects various ones of
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the following traits with which to endow his heroes:

they

are young, in love, handsome, brave, self-conscious, and
victims of fate.

Thus, Percinet is young, handsome, and

in love; Bertrand is young, brave, in love, and a victim of
fate; Joffroy is young, in love, and a victim of fate;
Cyrano is brave, self-conscious, in love, and a victim of
fate.

Don Juan is a victim of fate, and his arrogance may

be called a kind of bravery.

The various heroes, therefore,

share quite similar characteristics.
A consensus of various critics’ analyses reveals a
recurring character in Rostand's plays.

The archetype is

Cyrano and the salient feature is le panache.

The begin

nings are seen in the cleverness of Straforel and the bold
ness of Bertrand; there is a continuation in the bravura of
Flambeau and the maturation of Chantecler.

While this de

velopment is not to be denied, it seems that a different
interpretation might be possible.

Each hero reflects a mag

nification of a certain phase in life; one might then in
terpret this to indicate that the heroes, taken in chrono
logical order, represent the psychological maturation
process in man.

This proposal is substantiated by seeing

Percinet as the picture of young, ideal love; Joffroy as
the youth in quest for the idea; Jesus as the manifestation
of divine love in man; Cyrano in the bravura of youth confi
dent in his convictions; the duke who represents the failure
of the impossible dream; Chantecler who portrays the
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disillusioned man who continues to have faith and to do his
best; and Don Juan who illustrates the search for awareness
and meaning in his existence through the mockery of all
that is sacred.

By treating certain critical periods in

man's life and magnifying their importance, Rostand shows
a psychological understanding of man's nature and his ef
forts to cope with the struggles of life.
Insofar as the feminine characters are concerned,
Mary Virginia Dickinson in The Plays of Edmond Rostand on
the American Professional Stage cites four chief weaknesses
in Rostand's plays; one of them is weak feminine charac
ters.^

Such a general allegation appears difficult to

substantiate completely.

Admittedly Sylvette, Photine, and

Marie-Louise are sketchily portrayed.

Melissinde shows

that Rostand gave more thought to her character, for she is
depicted as a woman faced with conflict.

Moreover, character

depth is implicit in the action, if not always in the dia
logue, of Roxane and La Faisane.

It is also apparent that

where the heroines are catalysts for the heroes’ action,
they are well developed.

It would seem, therefore, impre

cise to indict Rostand for creating weak feminine charac
ters .
In conclusion, it appears that Rostand's skill in
developing characters matches his talent in plot construc
tion.

His forte is portrayal of the hero, but the heroines

are equally well drawn when their actions have direct
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bearing on the outcome of the play.

His use of minor charac

ters shows expert handling of them as aspects of dramatic
technique.

On the whole, characterization contributes

strongly to the total effect of Rostand's dramas.
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CHAPTER III
THOUGHT:

THEMES AND IDEAS

Aristotle's third constituent element for tragedy is
thought.

He explains thought as it relates to tragedy in

this manner:
tragedy is an imitation of an action being carried out
by certain individuals who must be certain kinds of
persons in character and in thinking--the two criteria
by which we determine the quality of an action; for
character and one's thinking are "two natural causes of
action, and it is because of these that all men fail or
succeed.1
Preston H. Epps, translator of the Poetics, comments on the
difficulty of assessing precisely what was meant by the
Greek word dianoia, which he translates as thought.

He-

enumerates the five meanings of the word given in the new
Lidell and Scott Greek lexicon as follows:
(1) 'thought, i.e. intention, purpose'; (2) 'process of
thinking'; (3) 'thinking faculty, understanding';
(4) 'thought expressed, meaning of a word or passage';
and (5) 'intellectual capacity revealed in speech or
action by characters in the drama.
From his study of the Poetics and the contexts in which the
tho ught is explained, Epp s con
s to have
had in mind in his use of this 1
deli berative capacity; (2) the
and (3) the thoughts on e 8 ives
upon .3
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He emphasizes that these are the various meanings of the
word that Aristotle seems to have intended and admits that
they are not entirely satisfactory.Without Epps’ explanation, Aristotle’s further defi
nition of thought would not be completely clear.

Aristotle

says that:
The third part is the thinking ability of the characters
which is the ability to [think out and] say (1) what is
possible [within the limits of the situation] and
(2) what is fitting-~a function which is the same as
that of language when used in statesmanship and in
oratory....
Thought manifests itself in what the characters say
as they prove or disprove something or make evident
something universal.^
Thus, a study of thought necessitates an examination
of dialogue both in terms of its technical aspects and its
cognitive elements.

The technical components of the lan

guage will be examined later.

The initial consideration of

thought will deal with Oscar G. Brockett's modern interpre
tation of Aristotle’s criteria.

Brockett asserts that:

the third basic element of a play is thought. It in
cludes the Ideas, the arguments, the overall meaning
and significance of the action.... a playwright cannot
avoid expressing ideas, and his combination of charac
ter and events always projects a view of human beha
vior.^
Brockett proposes that the "subject of a play is both general
and specific,"6 and he equates these general and specific
subjects with the concepts of universality and individuality.^
He continues, "The significance or ultimate meaning of a
play's action is normally implied rather than directly
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stated.

It is to be discovered in the relationships be

tween characters, the ideas associated with sympathetic and
unsympathetic characters, and conflicts and their resolu
tions."®

He admits, however, that the play's meaning is, on

occasion, stated in the script.

This is particularly true

in propaganda or social problem plays.

Brockett indicates

that dramatists have employed differing devices in order to
project their themes and ideas.

Among those mentioned are

the Greek chorus, soliloquies, asides, direct statement,
allegory, symbol, and implication.^

It is within this con

text that the elements of thought in Rostand’s dramas will
be examined.

They will be treated in terms of both univer

sal and individual subjects.

The significance of meaning

of the action and the devices employed to project themes
and ideas will also be examined.

For the sake of total

clarity, it must be emphasized that whereas the terms for
analysis are Brockett’s , the spirit remains that of Aris
totle.

This distinction becomes necessary because of the

developments in drama that have occurred between Aristotle’s
era and the present.

Therefore, while the basis for analy

sis is that provided by Aristotle, the methods of expression
and of emphasis are those of Aristotle's modern interpreters.
The general subject of Les Romanesques is young love;
specifically it deals with the problem of how to arrange a
marriage between two young lovers who, initially, must over
come the apparent but contrived opposition of their parents.
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After becoming aware of the contrived engagement, the dis
illusioned couple must overcome their injured pride before
the marriage can take place.

Although marriage is a uni

versal subject, Rostand individualizes it by having the
fathers subtlely profess dislike for each other to intensify
Percinet and Sylvette's love for each other.

The schemers

contrive a kidnap scene which they hope will result in Sylvette's father giving her hand in marriage to Percinet, her
"rescuer."

The fathers, however, are not able to remain

silent about the scheme, thus wounding the pride of each
young lover.

It requires another contrived near-abduction

of Sylvette as well as Percinet's acceptance of disillusion
ment to resolve the stalemate and to bring about the mar
riage.

The significance or ultimate meaning of the action

may be that love often flourishes in the midst of adver
sity; but when an obstacle is found to be contrived, lovers
may lose faith in themselves, each other, and the schemers.
In such a case, success can be attained by facing and ac
cepting disillusionment and realizing that life and love
are good even without idealistic innocence and illusions.
Friendship, as displayed in the characters of the two
fathers, constitutes a minor theme.

The action reveals

that friendship is most successful when each party main
tains his individual privacy and property.

Thus the sig

nificance of the action in this play is implied and must
be discerned from the relationships existing between the
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characters.

Rostand uses the devices of implication and

direct statements by the characters to project the themes
and ideas in Les Romanesques.

Moreover,

the wall is brought

to the fore to symbolize both the obstacles faced by lovers
and the necessity for preserving privacy and individuality
in friendships.
The quest for the idea- constitutes the general sub
ject of La Princesse lointaine.

Specifically it concerns

the troubadour Joffroy Rudel's journey to Tripoli in search
of the Princess Melissinde, whom he loves but has never seen,
his impending death, Bertrand's mission to bring the prin
cess to Joffroy, Melissinde's hesitation to go to him,
stemming from her inratuation with Bertrand, and Melissinde
and Bertrand's final realization that she must meet Joffroy,
and Joffroy's satisfaction with seeing her before his death.
The universal concept of the pursuit of the ideal is indi
vidualized by Joffroy's approaching death, which forces him
to rely on his friend Bertrand to bring the object of his
search to him.

The conflict, arising from Melissinde's

early preference for a strong, physically attractive lover
before being confronted with a dying man who worships her,
intensifies the question of whether or not Joffroy's quest
will be fulfilled.
Thus the quest for the ideal, love, fidelity and
death are the themes and ideas revealed as the ultimate
meanings of this play's action.

Rostand seems to be
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asserting that it is worth investing everything one owns,
including one's life, in pursuit of an ideal.

The results

appear to indicate that one, in effect, spends his life to
achieve the ideal, and that once it is achieved, death im
mediately follows.

Rostand also indicates that one cannot

achieve his ideal alone, but must have the help of others.
In order to acquire such assistance, it follows that the
quest must be worthy enough to attract and sustain the sup
port of others, even to the extent that they jeopardize
their own lives.

The quest is bequeathed to Melissinde,

for she commits herself to search for the ideal through
prayers and meditations.

She commissions Joffroy's men to

do likewise by fighting in the crusades.

Thus it seems

that the quest for the physical ideal is projected to the
search for the divine ideal.
Rostand presents forms of both the platonic and
Ovidian concepts of love in this play.

Joffroy's love for

Melissinde, and the love which she eventually returns to
him follow the platonic concept:

that of putting the loved

one on a pedestal for worship and adoration but without in
tent of physical possession.
eulogies and encomia.

It is manifested in poetry,

On the other hand, Melissinde's

love for Bertrand and the love he would like to return to
her is Ovidian in that physical possession is the goal;
however, the physical manifestations of a maladie d'amour
are not present.

If the events of the play constitute
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Rostand's commentary on love, then one would have to con
clude that at this point in his career he pictures ideal
love as being superior to physical love.
The concept of fidelity is presented primarily
through Bertrand.

Implicit in this particular notion of

fidelity is wholehearted belief in the cause to which he
is bound.

Bertrand is responsible for bringing the prin

cess to the dying Joffroy.

In order to perform this feat,

he must literally battle his way into the palace, present
Joffroy's verses to Melissinde, and then bring her to
Joffroy's ship.

But, unforeseen obstacles such as their

mutual attraction for each other threaten to undermine his
adherence to duty.

It requires a crisis brought about by

their conviction that Joffroy was dead only to realize
that the assumption was false to place fidelity in proper
perspective again.

At this point Melissinde feels that it

is her duty to go to Joffroy.

Fidelity is also reflected

in Erasme and Frere Trophim's devotion to Joffroy and the
mariners.

Moreover, the mariners themselves exemplify the

concept of duty in their allegiance to Joffroy.

Thus

Rostand's concept of fidelity requires the devotees' whole
hearted belief in and steadfast allegiance to the cause to
which they are bound.

Where human nature places impediments

in the path of this loyalty, fate may remove them in order
that the pledge might be fulfilled.
Rostand reveals ideas about death through Joffroy.
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The playwright shows that death is accompanied by soft
music, and the presence of the woman Joffroy loves and the
latter's friends.

He implies that for the dying one death

is the release of the soul following the achievement of
life’s goals; for the friends, Joffroy's death signifies a
personal loss.
Symbols, implication, and direct statement constitute
Rostand’s methods for communicating his ideas.

Melissinde

symbolizes an ideal which Joffroy, symbolizing man, pursues.
To express love, Rostand uses both direct statement and im
plication.

Joffroy, Melissinde, and Bertrand all talk

about love and discuss their feelings.

But it is through

the implications of their actions that one discerns the con
cepts of.love with which Rostand is dealing.
true for fidelity.

The same is

Bertrand feels it is his duty to bring

Melissinde to Joffroy; Melissinde eventually feels she must
go to Joffroy; the mariners are loyal to Joffroy and his
cause.

While all of these manifestations of duty are

present in the text, one discovers by implication Rostand's
concept of fidelity.

Likewise, the conclusions concerning

death are drawn completely from implication.
The general subject of La Samaritaine is the conver
sion of the Samaritans to belief in Jesus' teachings.

Spe

cifically it involves Jesus' conversion of the prostitute
Photine and her subsequent efforts to bring the Samaritans
to hear and to accept the former's teachings.

Belief in
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the teachings of a religious prophet or savior is a univer
sal subject.

It is individualized in this case by the

Christian Messiah Jesus being the religious prophet, by the
significance of the conversion of the most evil person in
the community, by Photine's ability to convince the towns
people that the true Messiah had come, and by the undertones
of hatred between the Jews and Samaritans.
The significance of meaning in the action is disclosed
through the themes of conversion to Christianity, the humani
zation of Jesus, and love.

The play is based upon the assump

tion that Christianity is revealed through Jesus’ teachings.
The chief contention is that even the most despicable-symbolized by Photine in particular and the Samaritans in
general— have a place in Christianity.

Therefore, it is the

mission of Jesus to teach the people Christianity,

thus

bringing about their conversion.
Rostand depicts a very human Jesus:

one who gets

tired and thirsty, one who appreciates the beauty of woman.
In regard to Jesus’ somewhat sensuous thoughts of the physi
cal beauty of Photine, cannot one say that she is a creation
of God; therefore, why should not the divine as well as the
human elements of Jesus admire God's creation?

The play

wright does, however, preserve Jesus’ miraculous talents.
He seems to be announcing that man can best perceive God in
human terms.

Thus the divinity of the Messiah is highlighted

by physical, human traits.
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An interesting interpretation of love is presented
in this play.

It concerns the love of God for mankind as

revealed through Jesus.

For the sake of simplicity it will

he referred to as divine love.

Related to this is the love

that men feel for each other as a result of experiencing
the love of God.
Photine.
woman.

The prime example of this type of love is

She has been characterized as a very sensuous
Even though her loves were illicit, she sincerely

enjoyed’ the physical pleasure.

The sensuous song she sang

as she approached the well supports these assertions.

Once

she becomes converted, she bursts into the song which ap
parently best expresses her deepest emotions and joy, the
one she sang about her lover.

Since physical love has been

the only love she has ever experienced, it seems natural
that initially she should express the new-found deep joy
at conversion in the only terms she comprehends.

These

happen to be the ones she had used in the past to express
her sincere delight in physical pleasure.

The idea of

using terms descriptive of physical love to express divine
love might indicate that divine love may be considered a
projection or extension of physical or human love, and the
sincerity of Photine’s enjoyment of physical love validates
her projection of it into divine love.

With further in

struction, however, her expression of divine love takes on
the more traditional aspects of psalms and hymns.
Symbols and implication are devices used to show the
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ultimate meanings of the play.

Jesus symbolizes God, and

his teachings, the Christian doctrine.

The Samaritans sym

bolize a group hated very much by the Jews, and Photine, a
person despised by the Samaritan community.

The employment

of these symbols, therefore, discloses that there is a place
for everyone in Christianity,

The humanization of Jesus is

implied by his susceptibility to human frailties, and the
concept of love is implied by Photine's actions.
Rostand again treats the universal subject of love
in Cyrano de Bergerac.

In this play he individualizes it

by making the protagonist grotesquely unattractive and
secretly in love with his beautiful cousin, Roxane.

She

in turn loves a very handsome man, Christian, whom she asks
Cyrano to protect.

Through numerous escapades Cyrano

honors the love between Christian and Roxane, and secretly
gives vent to his own feelings by composing love letters to
Roxane in Christian's name.

Only at Cyrano's death does

Roxane learn of his love for her.
The significance of the action is revealed through
the themes of love, honor, courage, friendship, panache and
death.

It seems that the themes developed in the play are

also personality traits of Cyrano.
tersweet and unrequited.

Love in Cyrano is bit

Hampered by his physical unattrac

tiveness and Roxane's early declaration of love for Chris
tian, Cyrano resorts to the pain and joy of unrequited love.
Roxane perceives love in a manner similar to that of a
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schoolgirl.

She is in love with a handsome young man.

In

both cases, love in the play finds manifestation as roman
tic love.
Honor is idealized and involves respect, responsi
bility, loyalty, and accepting only the best.

Smith, in

Main Currents of Modern French Drama, points out that
Cyrano's honor is "the traditional and national French honor:
the point d'honneur of the Cid, feudal in its punctilious
ness; the honor of Bayard, chevalric in its delicacy; and
the honor of Roland, sublime in its hopelessness."^

His

concept of honor leads Cyrano to respect the relationship
between Roxane and Christian,

to keep his vow to protect

Christian and to see that he writes to Roxane, to refuse to
tolerate Montfleury as a poor actor or his attentions to
Roxane, to distract de Guiche during Roxane's and Chris
tian's wedding, to remain silent about his own love at
Christian's death, and to challenge de Guiche's prowess in
battle.

Courage is Cyrano's forte in battle, duels, times

of crisis, and in death.
tations with Roxane.

It fails him, however, in confron

Thus his bravery may be referred to

as heroic, except in the face of love.
Rostand pictures friendship as one of the sterling
qualities of human relationships.

The friendships between

Cyrano and Roxane, Cyrano and Le Bret, Cyrano and Ragueneau,
and Cyrano and Christian reveal unselfish and genuine in
terest in and concern for each other in varying degrees,

depending upon the closeness of the relationship.

Love and

loyalty are included in the concept of friendship.
Cyrano's actions considered as a whole constitute
the theme of panache.

Rostand's definition of panache is

quoted a b o v e , H and the bravura, pride, humor, and honor
which it connotes accurately portray Cyrano and develop a
concept found throughout Rostand’s works.
The theme of death is developed more thoroughly in
Cyrano de Bergerac than in La Princesse lointaine.

The

deaths of Joffroy, Christian, and Cyrano are similar in
that each has attained the spiritual if not physical love
of the woman he loves, and each is surrounded by his
friends at death.

Christian's demise, however, is more an

episode in the action of the play than a treatment of
death.

In La Princesse lointaine Joffroy refers to death

as a presence, saying:
Parlez, que je n'entende pas
S ?approcher, s'approcher le pas furtif, le pas...
(Act IV, scene 2)
The dying Cyrano speaks of death as an even more definite
presence.

He tells Roxane:

J'enrage,
*

*

O ui , c'est fou!
Je fus mis en retard, verluchou!

*

Par une visite assez inopportune.
Roxane:
Vous 1'avez renvoyee?
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Cyrano:
Oui, j 1ai d l t :
Excusez-ioi, mais c'est aujourd'hui samedi
Jour ou je dois me rendre en certaine demeure:
Rien ne m ’y fait manquer: repassez dans une heure!
(Act V, scene 5)
This unwelcome presence is very much in evidence in the
closing lines of the play.

Only Cyrano can see it; accord

ing to him it is staring at his nose, and it apparently
tells him that it is useless to fight.

Cyrano sees in

death everything against which he has always fought:
compromises, prejudices, and cowardice.

lies,

Moreover, he will

continue to combat these evils even in the hopeless struggle
with death.

Rostand, then, in Cyrano de Bergerac presents

death as a supernatural force possessing as much signifi
cance as some of the characters.

Cyrano assigns to it all

the dishonorable traits he finds in men around him.

It is

depicted as a force against which one must courageously
fight in order to retain honor.

Although conquered, Cyrano

manages to retain his panache, indicating that his death
was as much a coup de theatre as the adventures of his life.
Rostand's primary technique for revealing these
themes is implication derived from the action of the play.
Only in the case of death is this device supplemented,

in

fact almost replaced, by direct speech.
Many of the same thoughts are presented in L ’Aiglon,
where Rostand considers the subject of a son's duty to up
hold his father's heritage.

He provides individuality in
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that the father is Emperor Napoleon I, and the son is the
sickly, now Austrian prince, the Due de Reichstadt.

The

young duke must overcome the Austrians1 efforts to keep him
in ignorance concerning his father’s career.

He also en

deavors to escape to France in order to lead the Revolution
aries to power.

In addition to the opposition provided by

his mother's Austrian family, the young duke is burdened
with his bodily frailties which make sustained strong physi
cal activities impossible for him.
Rostand develops the themes of love, French patriotism,
ambition, loyalty, courage, and death in this play.
Love is presented in numerous aspects.

Rostand indi

cates the potential for romantic love between the duke and
Therese; there is the slightest suggestion of a similar re
lationship between the duke and his aunt, the archduchess,
although she also gives the impression that hers is a ma
ternal concern.

The Comtesse Camerata announces that she

loves the duke, and he admires her spirit and her strength.
The playwright portrays Therese as loving the duke's poetic
soul, the archduchess his Austrian nature, and the countess
his napoleonic traits and heritage.
regards them with tenderness.

In return, the duke

He has the same feeling for

his mother, who is too involved in her own frivolities to
be very concerned with her son.

For the most part, however,

the duke's heart can only embrace the cause of continuing
his father's heritage and restoring the Empire to France.
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This constitutes the play's primary theme of love, which is
the filial love of the duke for his father.

This is dis

closed by his insatiable interest in everything concerning
his father's life, his disgust at his widowed mother's flir
tations, his resentment at being reared as an Austrian
prince, his despair at the elevation of the Austrians, and
his intense efforts to revive his father's dream and to be
come the champion of the restored French Empire.
This filial love evokes the idea of French patriotism.
In the face of forced allegiance to Austria, the duke and
his supporters reveal a tenacious homage to France.

This

is shown by the_numerous and continual comparisons of the
duke to his father, his plans to escape to France in order
to lead the revolution, the mysterious wooden French sol
diers, Flambeau's loyalty to Napoleon and to the duke and
his efforts to return the latter to France, the duke's
placing mementos of France around him and imagining himself
completely French as he dies.

The death scene, in which

he requests French songs to be sung, his French cradle to
be brought to him, and the account of his French christen
ing to be read reinforces the note of French identity de
veloped throughout the play.
The idea of loyalty is related to patriotism.

In

addition to the duke's loyalty to his father and to France
there are the loyalties of Therese, the archduchess, the
countess, and of Prokesch and Flambeau to the duke.

These
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allegiances, as well as that of Metternich to Austrian Im
perialism, are at all times unwavering.

Rostand indicates

that when both mind and heart are in accord in support of a
cause the loyalties are firm; however, mind in conflict
with heart produces alterations in loyalty.

The duke's en

treaties to permit him to assume the French throne completely
win the heart of his grandfather,

the Austrian Emperor,

until Metternich reminds the latter of his duties and obli
gations.

The emperor then reverts to his former intransi

gent desire to prevent the threat to Europe posed by the
duke's return to France.

Marmont has a similar conflict.

Once one of Napoleon's field marshalls, he has now chosen
to defame him.

Selected to instruct the duke as to Napo

leon's "true" nature, Marmont depicts Bonaparte as a
despicable tyrant.

When he perceives the Bonaparte strain

in the duke, he reverts to his former fealty and assists
the duke in his endeavors to escape.
Rostand depicts the same heroic courage in L TAiglon
as he does in Cyrano de Bergerac and La Frincesse lointaine.
Each hero exhibits bravery beyond question when his cause or
duty is jeopardized.

Since Bertrand is not so fully de

veloped a character as are Cyrano and the duke, only his
courageous nature is revealed.

Cyrano, however, reflects

the human weakness of a faltering courage; he allows his
physical grotesqueness to undermine his courage in declaring
his love to Roxane.

The admirable little duke defies his
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physical frailties in order to drive himself in riding and
military drills.

In addition to this type of courage, he

also possesses one more subtle:

that of defying his op

pressors and firmly defending his father and his French
heritage.

Yet he, like Cyrano, has a flaw in his courage;

one which stems from his hesitation and indecision.

The

courage he displayed in the attempted escape to France was
virtually nullified by his hesitations, which resulted in
the plan's failure.

He does, however, face death coura

geous ly .
Death is a more prominent theme in this play than it
was in La Princesse

lointaine and Cyrano de

Bergerac.

The

deaths of Flambeau and the duke resemble those in earlier
plays in that close friends are present.
ever, in several respects:

They differ, how

their deaths are not accompanied

by music; there are no female counterparts to Melissinde
and Roxane involved; and death is not portrayed as a super
natural presence with human attributes.

Rostand preserves

the description of death's agony and its accompanying hal
lucinations.

Flambeau and the duke do attain their ideal

in death but in a purely imaginative manner.

In his own

mind, Flambeau is convinced that he dies a hero's death in
battle in the Emperor Napoleon's service.

Likewise the duke

believes that he is

approaching death as he

entered life,

the heralded son of

the Emperor of France.

Whereas Cyrano

defies death,

the duke accepts it almost gratefully in order
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to escape the horrors of existing as an Austrian.
Since death figures prominently in three plays--La
Princesse lointaine, Cyrano de Bergerac and L rAiglon— it is
interesting to speculate on Rostand's treatment of life as
reflected in the heroes and in their deaths.

Beginning

with the premise that all men must die, and therefore,

that

one may ask of what value is life, La Princesse lointaine
may indicate that life is a search for the ideal; once it
is found, life is over.

Death is likewise a creeping cold

ness, eased by the presence of loved ones.

Cyrano de Ber

gerac offers an interpretation of life as a struggle against
manifold evils, sustained only by the hope of love.

In

death these evils are combined into one powerful supernatural
being.

Cyrano must challenge this being with his last ounce

of energy.

Comfort is attained through the realization of

the hoped for love, the concern of dear friends, the promise
of new worlds, and the satisfaction of ending the struggle
with death while still retaining one's panache.

L TAiglon

perhaps presents life as a prison from which one tries des
perately but in vain to escape.

When all attempts fail

and all hope is lost, one waits calmly for death.

Thus,

death is a release from the failures and disappointments of
life.

It is welcomed because it provides the realization

of the type of life for which one had striven and which, at
the time of death, is possible only in one's mind.
velopment of the theme of death in a chronological

The de
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consideration of the plays perhaps indicates the play
wr ig ht ’s maturation on this subject; he progresses from
the idea that death follows the attainment of the ideal, to
seeing it as a foe against which one must struggle, and cul
minates in the attitude that it is a release from the disap
pointments of life and is to be waited for calmly.
The idea of personal ambition is also pronounced in
L 'Aiglon.

It is manifested in the duke's desire to rule

France in his father’s footsteps;

in Flambeau, who wants to

be top advisor to the Emperor of France; in Metternich,
whose hatred for Napoleon spurs him to suppress the son in
order to attain bargaining power with allied nations and
thereby enhance his own prestige;

and in Bombelles, who is

eager to surpass Napoleon as Marie-Louise's lover.
Rostand again relies heavily upon implication as the
device for expressing his ideas in this play.

While the

ideas on love are announced in direct statement, and ambi
tion is revealed primarily in soliloquies,

the significance

of courage, loyalty and death must be discerned by implica
tion .
The subject of Chantecler is man's transition from a
life based on illusion to one of reality and his eventual
acceptance of existence as it is.

The dramatist individual

izes this universal subject by making all of the characters
animals and assigning the universal experience to the cock
Chantecler, who thinks that his crowing makes the sun rise,
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and that his friends are honorable and true.

Being disillu

sioned on both accounts, he decides to accept life as it is
and to continue his dutiful crowing, even though the sun
can rise without it.
Rostand primarily uses symbolic devices in an almost
allegorical fashion to present the ideas of craftiness,
vanity, fidelity, treachery, superficiality, disdain, ruth
less cruelty, erudition, optimism and melancholia.

Each of

these traits is personified by one of the characters.

The

complexity of this play may be attributed to the fact that
while the traits are human, they are symbolically porjtrayed
by animals who possess both animal and human characteristics.
Craftiness is symbolized by Le Merle, who with his
artful wit is always ready to beguile the other animals.
His posture of fashionable nonchalance is peppered with
spiteful cunning.
La Faisane embodies the idea of vanity.

She is

beautiful, aware of it, and likes to be flattered.

Her

amour-propre demands that Chantecler tell her the secret of
his song, and this vainglorious fowl competes with the sun
for Chantecler's attentions.

Even so, by endowing La

Faisane with love from and for Chantecler, Rostand renders
her vanity simply an extreme coquetry.
Patou, the unpretentious dog and Chantecler's un
wavering friend, symbolizes fidelity.

He rationally analyzes

all situations as the raisonneur and informs Chantecler of
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the true nature of his colleagues.

The idea of fidelity is

presented in keeping with the usual treatment of the trait.
Treachery is personified by the night owls, who plot
to assassinate Chantecler, and the toads, who try to arrange
the murder of Le Rossignol.

Their villainy is exposed by

their jealousies of the victims, and their cunning activi
ties are fabricated within an atmosphere of treason.’
The human trait of superficiality finds expression
in the behavior of La Pintade and her flighty friends among
the hens.

Their affected social airs and the "five o'clock"

suggest artificiality and shallowness.

The gullibility of

La Pintade and her friends heightens the haughty attitude of
disdain toward all the animals which Le Paon displays.

His

supercilious pronouncements are admiringly consumed by the
foolish hens.
Le Paon's sophistry stands in direct contrast to Le
Pivert's erudition.

His knowledge of the classics and phi

lology elevate him to a scholarly position among the fowls.
Militancy is exposed in the play by the character Le
Pile blanc in particular and the fierce cocks who accompany
him in general.

Their bellicosity is evident in the fact

that they gather only for Chantecler's assassination at
tempt.

Their presence precipitates the latent cruelty and

bloodthirstiness buried within the ordinary characters.
Rostand combines both symbolism and implication to
develop the idea of optimism.

Both Chantecler and Le
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Rossignol symbolize the trait to a degree.

Chantecler is

sure of his role in society and his confidence and enthu
siasm in the value of his work is the very symbol of opti
mism.

Likewise, Le Rossignol hopefully launches his night

song in the same spirit.

Elements of optimism also arise

from the love between Chantecler and La Faisane.

After the

threat posed by L'Epervier, Chantecler's newfound courage
releases within him an optimistic determination to finish
the duel.

After his rejuvenation in the forest, Chantecler

expectantly returns home to his barnyard with hope for the
future.

In addition to optimism, Le Rossignol portrays a

note of melancholy.

It is simply in his nature to be some

what melancholic, and Rostand does not develop this concept
further.
The themes of death, love, and disillusionment de
pend entirely upon implication for their presentation.
With the accidental death of Le Rossignol, Rostand preserves
his standard milieu of dear friends.

Just as Le Bret pro

tests that Cyrano's death is senseless,- Chantecler even more
bitterly denounces the futility of Le Rossignol’s death.
In this play, however, it is the effect of the death of a
loved one upon his friends rather than upon himself that is
presented.

Chantecler's despair at the sudden demise of

one who created such beauty in song parallels the human
sense of personal loss and difficulty of accepting death.
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In terms of previous ideas expressed concerning life as re
flected in death one might speculate that life is a creative
activity which death annihilates.

Even though the meaning

of death is implicit, Le Rossignol's death seems to symbo
lize the death of Chantecler's illusion of life.

He says:

Non certe,
Je n'oublierai jamais la noble fo.ret verte
Ou j'appris que celui qui voit son reve mort
Doit mourir tout de suite ou se dresser plus fort!
(Act IV, scene 7)
Thus he shows his ability to overcome disillusionment.
The theme of disillusionment is very pronounced in
Chantecler.

It is exhibited primarily through Chantecler.

His optimistic outlook upon life and his confidence in his
comrades begin to disintegrate when he learns of the assas
sination plot.

This disappointment is amplified with the

taunting comments hurled at him by his own brood.

Their

actual bloodthirstiness and apparent desire to see him
killed compound his disillusionment.

His indignation be

comes greater when he realizes that these same derisive
chicks allow and expect him to shelter and defend them
against L'Epervier; yet when the danger is past, they re
sume their gibes.

Realizing his flock's fickle nature, he

rejects them for La Faisane's love and the solace of the
forest.

His discontent grows with the realization that he

had nearly become a party to a plot against Le Rossignol
which paralleled the one directed at him.

The senseless

killing of Le Rossignol plunges him deeper into despair, but
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he reaches the epitome of his discontent when La Faisane de
liberately prevents him from seeing the approaching dawn and
sunrise.

The full understanding that he is not at all neces

sary to the operation of the universe and that his love has
betrayed him totally disillusion the hero.

Rostand has capi

talized on the more drgmatic reasons for despair to destroy
totally the he ro ’s raison d ’etre.

Chantecler, being a hero,

overcomes his disillusionment by resolving to follow his
destiny, his life’s work, and to restore his faith.
The most complex theme in the entire play is that of
love.

Love is represented from many points of view:

Chan

tecler's love for the sun, for his work, for his flock, for
his friend Patou, for his nocturnal counterpart Le Rossignol,
for the world about him, and for La Faisane combine to
create a fairly composite picture of man's capacity for and
objects of love.

The dominant treatment of love is the ro

mantic love between Chantecler and La Faisane.

He is so

completely captivated by her beauty that he reveals to her
something that he had concealed from the entire community:
the secret of his song.

After his bloody fight with Le Pile

blanc, Chantecler finds soothing comfort and consolation in
La Faisane's love.
forest.

He then goes with her to her home, the

While he finds loving La Faisane satisfying, it is

constraining, for she allows him but one song per day.

He

seems to feel that his love is to some extent betrayed when
La Faisane, offering solace following Le Rossignol's death,
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prevents his seeing the day break,

Chantecler is then forced

to choose between his life’s work and a restraining love.
He selects his destiny.

Implicit in the choice is the idea

that his life revolves around his work, not a woman’s whims.
Perhaps he would have liked for La Faisane to go back to the
barnyard with him and to be a part of his life, but he could
not be content having her as his whole life.

It can be as

sumed that Chantecler's romantic love is a portrait of mature
love.
The same cannot be said for La Faisane's love.
the beginning La Faisane is quite coquettish.

At

It is not

until Chantecler bares his soul by revealing his secret to
her that she begins to love him.

One might suppose that at

this point she realizes Chantecler’s value as an individual
rather than just another conquest.

Compliments nurture her

love, and often she must cue Chantecler with vain-sounding
questions.

Once she has decided to grant her love to what

she formerly thought was only an ordinary cock, she remains
loyal and true.

She is one of Chantecler's few adherents

during his duel with Le Pile blanc.

It is her softness,

warmth, and love that comfort Chantecler and give him
strength after the altercation and again at Le Rossignol's
death.

Her love is so demanding that she cannot share him

even with his work, and thus had deprived him of all but
one song per day.

She is firmly convinced that she alone

loves him truly; his friends have betrayed him, and she
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suspects that even the sun is unfaithful.

Her opportunity

to prove that she is correct about the sun’s fidelity comes
with Le Rossignol’s death.

While comforting Chantecler,

with his head beneath her wing, she prevents his noticing
the sunrise in order to prove to him that everyone, even
the sun, is disloyal to him:
devotion to him.

only she is unwavering in her

Both Chantecler (and later many of the

critics) misconstrue her reasoning.

Hurt because Chantecler

does not understand and does not appreciate her devotion to
him, she orders him out of the forest and declares that she
will never submit to the sun’s supremacy in his life.
These rash actions are the results of hurt pride, heart
break and what she considers to be a rebuff by Chantecler.
But when Chantecler is in danger from the hunter, she di
verts the hunter's attention and falls into the snare.
This is the act of a woman in love, not one who finally
realizes her love nor a converted one as Premsela suggests.
While this writer will admit that her display of love is not
of the variety that Chantecler can accept, there seems to be
absolutely no question that from Act II when she first
begins to love Chantecler until her own self-sacrifice at
the end of the play, La Faisane steadfastly loves Chantecler.
One might speculate that Rostand is demonstrating a
lack of communication between a man and woman in love.

In

1900-1910 when boys and girls were more separated than they
are today, there could not have been the rapport,

the
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give-and-take, the open discussion of ideas and ideals be
tween the sexes to the extent that one finds today.

Each

probably had his conception of what love was like, and how
one behaved when in love.

Rostand seems to have prevented

this love’s being compatible from the beginning by endowing
each with extremely different backgrounds coupled with dif
ficulties in communication.

But the interpretation is de

veloped that Chantecler, rather than explaining how very
vital his life's work is to him, agrees to reject his home
and friends, gives in to La Faisane's whims, and consequently
is miserable.

If he willingly leaves his old life, agrees

to her admonitions to sing only once a day, hides his long
ing for the barnyard, and tries to make a successful place
for himself in the forest, then how can La Faisane be ex
pected to know, except by "feminine intuition",

that his

work is the most important thing in life to him?

If there

is no objection to what she asks, how can she possibly know
it is not right?

She does the most natural thing:

in the direction in which she began.

proceeds

Whether this action

was correct or incorrect is not at issue.

Rather, it should

be observed that La Faisane was behaving rationally accord
ing to her conception of love and with the tacit approval of
Chantecler.

It seems apparent that Rostand's judgment is

that communication between the two was virtually non-existent.
Moreover, the concept that while men place most of their
interest and attention on their work, and that women value
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most highly their love, including home and family, seems
applicable to this situation.
The subject of La Derniere nuit de Don Juan is the
centuries-old legend of the figure, individualized by Ros
tand's conception of him as possessing great potential only
to be so completely dominated by lust that the conquest of
women consumes all of his energies.

His delusions concern

ing his prowess as a lover are shattered when he cannot
identify the women and when it becomes apparent that he was
able to seduce them only because they allowed him to do so.
Rostand employs implicit and symbolic devices to pre
sent the ideas of death, arrogance, love as opposed to lust,
illusion as opposed to reality, knowledge and possession,
self-deception and death.

Perhaps the most striking idea is

that of the arrogance which characterizes Don Juan.
chosen hell in return for his way of life.

He has

The problem

arises as to when and how he will be transferred there.
Rostand implies that Don Juan has three alternatives:

sub

mission in fear, salvation, thus escaping hell, or stead
fastly defying the devil.

The latter is Don Juan's choice.

He continually challenges the devil and usually is success
ful,

The devil is determined that he should be frightened

at the prospect of an eternity in hell.

Thus he chooses to

wait until he has Don Juan in this frame of mind before en
snaring him.

The latter, however, consistently sustains

his claim to superiority by constantly outwitting the devil.
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His arrogance projects a coldly superior attitude.

He dis-

plays no fear or even the slightest hint of hesitation; in
fact, he is rather eager to experience the new adventure of
matching wits with the devil.

The frustration of being

unable to identify the women, the realization that the tears
are false, and the thought of having missed true love weaken
but do not completely undermine his arrogant spirit.

He

makes a haughty gesture of defiance by mentioning his sup
posed beneficent deeds.

He reverts to his natural bent, how

ever, when the unmasking of the ghosts reawakens his lusts.
Being unable to accept salvation, Don Juan insolently de
mands to go to the suffering and fiery hell of the proven
damned.

Even after being relegated to the hell of a puppet

show he vows to continue his impudence, and refuses to ac
cept defeat at the devil's hands.

The concept of arrogance

has the familiar elements, and the framework in which it is
placed is not unusual.

It is Don Juan's sustaining feature,

and in view of the manner in which he has been depicted,
arrogance in the face of death is not at all surprising.
His arrogance parallels the courage and bravura in earlier
Rostandian characters:

Straforel, Bertrand, Cyrano, the

Due de Reichstadt, Flambeau and Chantecler.

Each had an

element of haughtiness, but in sharp distinction to Don
Juan their dominant trait was tempered by a kindness miss
ing from Don Juan's personality.
Don Juan's passion for lust as opposed to love is
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related to his arrogance.

While in previous plays the hero

has exhibited either romantic, divine, filial, Ovidian or
platonic love, Don Juan simply has an inordinate desire for
sexual pleasure.
sents ideal love.

On the other hand, L'Ombre blanche repre
She symbolizes that part of each woman

who could and would have loved Don Juan had she been per
mitted to do so.

In regard to the emotion of lust Rostand

raises the question of knowledge and possession.

Don Juan

explains that:
Posseder, c'est connaitre!
Ah!
connaitre!
Et tu vois bien que c'est terrible!

ah savoir!

Le Diable:
II faut avoir
Connu pour?.,.
Don Juan:
Posseder!
Le Diable:
Et tu les as connues?
Don Juan:
J 'ai serre contre moi leurs ames toutes nues.
(Part I, scene 5)
Implicit in the subject of lust is seduction.
has a unique method of seduction.

Don Juan

He explains that:

TJn silence effrayant, c ’est ion systeme...
On ne bat pas la femme, on la fait souffrir.
(Part I , scene 3)
Complementing his seduction methods is his bachelor habita
tion with music, flowers, candles, dinner for two, and a
shrine to Venus.

But the ghosts disclose to Don Juan that

he was able to seduce them only because they allowed him
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to do so.
His lust is so immense that his interests range sym
bolically from the Adriatic sea to the blonde puppet Char
lotte.

Nothing that is female escapes his attention.

It

is interesting to note that Don Juan mentions the famous
women connected with physical pleasure in love:

Potiphar's

wife, Phaedra, Helen of Troy, Cleopatra, Venus, and Eve.
His mention of these women supports his preoccupation with
sexual pleasure.

Conversely, the ghosts remind him of and

compare him to the heroes of ideal love, Romeo and Tristram.
Ideal love is pictured as possessing the characteristics of
generosity, honesty, and faithfulness.

Other than these

meager positive portraits, ideal love is inferred to stand
in opposition to all of Don Juan’s premises.
The entire treatment of the theme of idealism is
approached most obviously through the portrayal of L ’Ombre
blanche’s ideal love.

Somewhat more subtly it is explored

through the devil's promptings of Don Juan.

Here one sees

the portrait of a protagonist not at all in keeping with
former Rostandian heroes.

Don Juan describes himself as a

hero, a Conquistador whose El Dorado is woman.

To the

devil's question of heaven, Don Juan replies that it is in
the eyes of those he has conquered; truth he envisions as
a woman coming out of a well; and glory is in victory; in
short, he is the hero all men admire.

The traditional con

cepts of heroism, heaven, truth, and glory which one would
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expect from Cyrano are not valid for Don Juan.

Thus, the

question arises, is Rostand using Don Juan as a negative ap
proach to idealism--that is, is idealism diametrically op
posed to Don Juan?— o r , has the playwright's devotion to
the ideal been tarnished?

Grieve in L'Oeuvre dramatique

d'Edmond Rostand presents the following assessment:
Voila posee la "question" de la piece.... c'est la situa
tion de Rostand lui-meme.
II avait ecrit des pieces
d'amour et d'ideal.
L'amour ideal a ete une chose
sainte; le reve est quelque chose vers quoi on se dirige toujours sans y arriver; on ne le possede point;
on ne peut pas tout a fait le connaitre.
C'est une
chose de l'ame enfin, et la chose supreme de 1'ame,
c'est l'amour; mais cet amour, c'est un reve,... Voila
justement ce que le monde n'a pas compris, n'a pas
voulu comprendre.
II s'est emu du style, de la verve,
de la preciosite, de 1'atmosphere ensoleillee de ses
pieces.
Mais cela ne 1'a pas satisfait:
"C'est tres
joli le jour, mais enfin, il faut vivre!" II y eut
quelque chose de plus solide, de plus "pratique," de
plus "reel", c'est-a-dire "qui sente un peu la chair."
Le vrai heros, c'est celui qui est arrive, celui qui a
possede, celui enfin qui a connu, qui a su, qui a pos
sede les ames toutes nues.
Pour m o i , il n'y a point
de doute que Rostand s'est attriste, parce qu'il croit
profondement a son oeuvre: done, il faut montrer ce
heros populaire dans ses propres couleurs, --sans le
romanesque qui enchante, sans le langage et la pre
ciosite qui amusent, --il faut ecrire pour les gens
solides qui n'ont pas encore de reve, qui n'ont pas
encore senti la chaleur de la L u m i e r e . H
Premsela quotes Fernand Gregh's appraisal as being:
Tous ces beaux mots,... l'amour, l'instinct de domina
tion-, la recherche du nouveau, la fuite de soi-meme, la
nostalgie de la beaute, cachent, Rostand nous le rappelle, avec l'aprete d 'un pere de l'Eglise, l'antique
libido . l'eternelle, humaine, animale, primordiale
paillardise.
En sorte que La Derniere nuit est une
protestation contre la Chair au nom de l'Ame, et que la
encore comme dans Cyrano et dans Chantecler, Rostand
qui etait bien ne, aura accompli la fonction idealiste
du poete, et bien merite de ce qu'il y a de divin dans
1'homme.14
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Premsela's own opinion is that:
nous estimons au contraire que le poete a voulu denoncer la supercherie qui utilise le romanesque pour des
fins egoistes et basses....
Pour nous, le don Juan de
Rostand est la preuve negative du respect et de la
gratitude du poete envers le veritable amour.
II est,
pour citer Emile Baumman, ..."l'homme qui a nie, pro
fane l'amour et qui est voue au non-amour eternel."
Seulement, l'Enfer chretien qui n 'appartenait pas au
materiel scenique de Rostand a ete remplace par un
guignol denue de toute apotheose... 15
Both the argument of Grieve and those of Gregh and
Premsela seem well founded and logically developed.

It

would appear to be largely a matter of personal opinion as
to which interpretation one accepts.

This writer agrees

in part with Grieve because each play shows Rostand's grow
ing comprehension of reality.

L 'Aiglon is an example of

the fact that a pure idealist cannot survive.

Since Chante

cler was not understood by a great number of theater-goers,
perhaps Rostand became convinced, as Grieve pointed out,
that he should write for a more solid, less poetic public.
Chantecler shows the poet's realization that the ideals for
which Bertrand d'Allamanon, Cyrano de Bergerac, and the Due
de Reichstadt fought are not valid in modern society; in
fact, society nearly exterminated the idealistic Chantecler.
Thus, in Don Juan, he created a hero who was equipped to
cope with the cruelties of society.

Grieve quotes Gaston

Rageot who says that "il a pris le type du seducteur et du
romanesque pour condamner le romanesque et en deceler la
vanite, le n e a n t . " ^

What happened to this vain and empty
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seducer?

Rostand placed him in a world of mockery and false<
ness where the only valid qualities are those idealistic
ones such as love and truth.

In this respect, this writer

agrees with Gregh and Premsela in the poet’s idealistic
function.
Portrayal of the ideal raises the question of reality
versus illusion.

Rostand uses concrete symbols to portray

the real and the unreal.

Don Juan and Sgnarelle represent

the real while the marble statue, the marionettes, the
devil, and the ghosts depict unreality.

It is curious to

note that Rostand seems to place reality and illusion on an
equal plane.

Thus while the marble statue and the claw

representing the devil converse on a par with Don Juan in
the Prologue, this is followed by a conversation between
the two real beings, Don Juan and Sganarelle in the First
part.

With the entrance of the puppet show, the combination

of the real and unreal continues when Don Juan engages the
puppet in conversation.

This fusion of the human world with

the theatrical world gives reality a new dimension.

At this

point one might speculate that for Rostand the theatre is a
true representation of life, and he proves it by placing Don
Juan and the marionette on an equal plane.
The world of illusion is explored through symbolism.
First, the puppeteer, the man who makes the marionettes be
have as they do, is, in reality, the devil--himself a super
natural being.

Don Juan's list of conquests, torn into one
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one thousand and three pieces becomes an equivalent number
of ghosts with L'Ombre blanche emerging as representative
of each ghost's capacity for love.

Don Juan's condemnation

to a hell of a marionette stage where he must act as the
showmaster wills, regardless of his own wit, pride and will,
constitutes the apex of unreality.

This total absorption

of reality by the unreal leads to further speculation con
cerning Rostand's conception of the concrete in contrast to
illusion.

In reference to illusion, Premsela generalizes

that:
C'est le theme eternel chez Rostand.
Le poete, comme
ses heros, croit a la precellence de 1 'illusion sur la
realite et s'adorne, corps et. ame , a cette illusion;
la vie nous desabuse; on tombe a plat sur cette terre;
on se plaint, on se tate les cotes, on voit qu'il n'y
a^-rien de casse, on se releve, on se remet en route
plus ou moins piteusement, et on tache de vivre — avec
1 'illusion d'une illusion, toujours, quand meme et
malgre tout, avec un optimisme inebranlable.17
This idealistic illusion adequately serves the Rostandian
heroes who precede Don Juan.

The new connotation of ideal

ism in La Derniere nuit de Don Juan, however, alters some
what Premsela's idea of illusion.

Illusion in this play

does not exist in the hero's mind as it did in previous
plays.

Rather it is found in concrete symbols such as the

puppet show and in the supernatural symbols of the devil
and the ghosts.

Illusion, however, dominates reality in

this play just as it has done in the others.
is coupled with optimism of a fashion.

Illusion here

This is not the

realistic optimism customarily found in Rostand's plays,

but rather a defiant vow by Don Juan to continue his way of
life insofar as it is possible in the unreal world to which
he has been sentenced.

Defying the devil he vows:

En te bravant,
Du m oins! Le marbre est mort, le patin est vivant!
II faudra la-dedans , quand meme...
*

•

•

Oui, je les ferai rire encore...
*

«

»

Les filles!
Je les amuserai sous les yeux des parents!
*

*

*

Je chanterai, frappant d'un baton des poupees. ...
*

•

•

Je chanterai:
*

"C'est m o i ..."

• •

"Le fameux Burlador! . .."
(Part II, scene 2)
While heretofore illusion has served as an escape from
reality, now illusion is. reality.
The idea of death is implicit throughout the play.
Although it is mentioned only in passing, one infers that
in order to go to hell one must die.

Don Juan says of him

self to Sganarelle:
Il naquit a Seville et mourut a Venise!
(Part I, scene 1)
At the end when he realizes he has not the strength to over
come his will he says,
Tuez-moi!
• • •

Pas d'excuse!
Je meurs, du moins, les poings fermes,
Sans t ’avoir supplie!.,, L'Enfer!
J 1en suis avide!
(Part II, scene 2)
It is possible to interpret this play on an entirely sym
bolic and speculative plane:

that of the philosophical
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view of man facing death.
sents death.

The devil symbolically repre

Death traditionally expects its victims to

be fearful and lacking in courage.

In the Prologue, Don

Juan, who is in the process of dying, is granted a few
moments reprieve in order to take care of a small matter
concerning the living.
call for his wages.

This is symbolized by Sganarelle's

The marble statue who is conducting

Don Juan to death wonders if he will return or if the
living can help him evade death.

Don Juan does return,

and the statue, impressed by his wanton fearlessness, de
cides to award him another ten years of life.

Although the

claws of death have already gripped him, Don Juan's persua
sion results in his release.
At the beginning of the First Part, Sganarelle, sig
nifying reality and reason, reminds him the ten-year re
prieve is terminating.

Don Juan ignores him and continues

his way of life until he is confronted initially by the
devil marionette and then by the actual devil--death.

Don

Juan scornfully refuses to conform to the tradition of fear
and suffering.

But death can wait for his spirit to break.

Meanwhile Don Juan gives an appraisal of himself.

The

devil, death, regards Don Juan's living quarters, his
habits, and his philosophies with interest.

He then pro

ceeds to torment Don Juan with the anguishing episode of
identifying the ghosts.

Seeing one's life's experiences

pass in review and being unable to identify them should be

t
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a terrifying experience for a dying person.

It should sug

gest that this evaporating life might have been in vain.
Don Juan refuses to be intimidated.

Rather he stubbornly

continues to fight in an effort to identify the apparitions.
Not even the realization that he is engaged in self-delusion
breaks his spirit.
L'Ombre blanche.

The one escape from death lies in
While L'Ombre blanche may represent the

church or religion, this is not a necessary condition.
Wanting to embrace the proffered salvation, Don Juan does
so momentarily.

This returns his life to focus as the mys

terious ghosts unmask.

At that juncture he is ready to

abandon his newfound salvation and to return to his former
way of life.

The objections of the ghosts, however, cause

him to realize that he has not achieved his potential.

As

death drags him away, Don Juan desperately tries to find
some meaningful act in his life.

His struggle ends when the

silk cloaks fall from the shoulders of the ghosts.

He

realizes that he cannot overcome the temptations that have
dominated his life, nor fully accept the offered salvation.
Moreover, he fails in his attempts to discover a meaningful
experience in his life.
yield to death.

Thus, his only recourse is to

But death is not so accommodating.

Juan pleads for redemption through fiery suffering.

Don
Death,

however, takes its time in selecting an eternal spot appro
priate for this victim.

Eventually finding himself in a

puppet theater, Don Juan's pride and spirit are completely
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b roken.
In earlier discussions life as reflected in death has
been examined.

In most cases, the deceased has been vic

timized by life and death functions as an end in itself.
La Derniere nuit de Don Juan presents the protagonist as
master of his fate.

While all of his activities are not

ones of which he can be proud, Don Juan assumes complete
responsibility for them.

Thus, life on this occasion can

be viewed as a total experience, for the activities of which
the character is solely responsible.

Previously, death was

portrayed as a creeping coldness, a supernatural force
against which one struggled to his last ounce of energy, or,
it constituted the release of an imprisoned soul.

In this

play, death appears in human form and is called the devil.
What occurs after death?

Joffroy Rudel and Le Ros-

signol slip away to an undefined locale.
into the solar system toward the moon.
his father in the unknown.

Cyrano is going
The duke is joining

Don Juan is journeying to hell.

In his case, it is a hell specifically created to frustrate
him eternally, a puppet stage.
life does not end with death.

Thus, in Rostand’s plays
The location of the after

life is tndi-vidualized for each person.
The foregoing examination of specific ideas in indi
vidual plays reveals that Rostand’s dramatic works consis
tently treat at least six universal themes:

love; idealism;

optimism; death; the concept of illusion versus reality,
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including disillusionment; and the concept of courage in
cluding that of le panache.

When these concepts are

viewed individually in the chronological sequence in which
the plays were written, they indicate the maturation of the
playwright's commentaries on life.

Moreover, merging the

collective heroes, one finds that each represents an exag
gerated facet of man.

Together they comprise the total man.

Young, idealistic love with the strength to weather
disillusionment permeates Les Romanesques.

La Princesse

lointaine deals with Petrarchan and Ovidian love which
merge into mystical love.

The combination of divine love

and physical love and their projection into divine love
dominate La Samaritaine.

Romantic love with heavy over

tones of idealism, illusion, and lack of fulfillment prevail
in Cyrano de Bergerac.

L ■Aiglon is primarily concerned with

filial love and patriotism, but Chantecler again embraces
romantic love along with love for work, for friends, for
familiar surroundings as well as exotic new ones, and an
enthusiastic love of life.

In La Derniere nuit de Don Juan

love is made conspicuous by its very absence in the pro
tagonist.

It is replaced by lust in contrast to the ideal

love offered by L'Ombre blanche.
The progression of complexity of love once again in
dicates a maturation of the dramatist.

Beginning with young

love, Rostand progresses to ideal love, divine love, roman
tic love, filial love for both father and fatherland, and
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love for life and work with the complexities of romance and
friendship.

His final play, La Derniere nuit de Don Juan,

indicates the effects of love's absence.
Premsela's comments support the contention of a
progressing complexity in love.

He says that:

Or, cette evolution de l ’amour sexuel a 1 1amour ideal,
evolution que 1 'on retrouvait, psychologiquement— ou
physiologiquement--expliquee et rendue acceptable dans
le corps meme des pieces anterieures, nous la rencontrons ici d'emblee et comme point de depart.
C'est
tres significatif. Rostand murit:
il comprend q u ’il
existe dans la vie, d'autres soucis que ceux, cerebralises ou brutaux, du Tendre ou de 1'alcove.
L 'amour
de l'Aiglon est la premiere etape vers I ’amour de l'individu pour le bien de l'humanite:
cet amour se desindividualise, se socialise.
Dans Chantecler, ce sera
la derniere etape atteinte; puisqu'aussi bien dans Don
Juan, nous ne trouverons des theories rostandiennes
relatives a l'amour " s e x u e l . "18
This in turn reflects the dramatist's maturation.
Each hero or heroine reflects in exaggerated form
one facet of love; thus, the collected aspects of love pre
sented by Rostand can be employed to characterize man's
capacity for love.

For example, during the maturation

process it is highly probable that one will experience a
young idealistic love, a Petrarchan love, Ovidian love,
, divine love, unrequited romantic love as well as fulfilled
love, filial love, and love for life, for work, and for
friends.

Moreover, in the course of human experience

simple sexual desire involving no bonds of love may also
occur.
Premsela presents some interesting observations on
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Rostand’s use of love.

He sees the heroine as being trans

formed through the forces of love.

He states that:

L'amoureuse de Rostand sera toujours une convertie,
Apres avoir tate de 1'amour sensuel, elle en reconnaitra--a temps, dans cette comedie, fles Romanesques]
trop tard dans le drame— la vanite ou l'indignite et
lui preferera l'amour spirituel, desinteresse, mystique
meme.
Cette idee soutient le canevas de La Princesse
lointaine. de La Samaritaine, de Cyrano de Bergerac;
dans L ’Aiglon et Chantecler elle se retrouve, transposee, des le debut du domaine sentimental dans le
domaine m o r a l e . 19
He notes that Sylvette in Les Romanesques is converted;
after having dreamed of adventures with a fiery passionate
knight, she returns to a safe and steadfast h a p p i n e s s . 20
The heroine of La Princesse lointaine serves as a
more vivid example.

Premsela affirms that:

sa Melissinde ne se convertira a l ’amour spirituel que
placee, par un cruel destin, devant 1 ’irreparable... .
Au cours des quatres actes, elle est censee passer de
la coquetterie la plus raffinee au mysticisme le plus
sublime, sans toutefois atteindre a une metamorphose
complete .21
Photine in La Samaritaine continues Melissinde’s
tradition.

In this instance sensual love is elevated to

the plane of mystical

l

o

v

e

.

22

According to Premsela, evo

lution from sensual love to ideal love announces the con
version of Roxane and La

F a i s a n e . 2 3

With Roxane, however, the transformation is more
natural.

The passage of fourteen years between Christian's

death in Act IV and her change in Act V lends credibility
to the sincerity of her conversion.

Premsela says that:
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Rostand, pour la premiere fois, a su donner l'illusion
de la realite, a su nous faire ajouter foi a cette
conversion qui est la condition psychologique de son
drame.
Morts apres le siege d'Arras, Roxane et Cyrano
n'auraient pu etre les modeles de la constance qui les
rendent sympathetiques et d'ailleurs tragiques.
Premsela indicates that La Faisane also is une convertie.

Like Roxane, who fell in love with Christian be

cause of his physical attractiveness, La Faisane was at
tracted to Chantecler's obvious superiority.

As was the

case with Melissinde, La Faisane's sensual love was greatly
purified.

Even though the transformation occurred, La Fai

sane, unlike Melissinde and Roxane,

constituted a danger

for her h e r o . ^
These observations on the converting power of love
seem to be well founded.

Since most of Rostand's critics

deal primarily with the heroes rather than with the hero
ines, Premsela's theories add a new dimension to a penetra
tive study of Rostand's work.
The theme of idealism is equally as pronounced as
that of love in Rostand's dramas.
presented as an idealistic concept.

Love itself is sometimes
Idealistic, romantic

love is the major consideration in Les Romanesques and
Cyrano de Bergerac.

In La Princesse lointaine the quest

for the ideal provides the meaning in and purpose for life,
L'Aiglon idealistically dreams about France and of restor
ing all that was good in his father's reign.

Chantecler's

idealism is found in his joyful involvement in life, love,
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and work,

Chiari in The Contemporary French Theatre notes

that:
the whole of Rostand's dramatic creation tends to prove
that he believed in the supremacy of the ideal over the
spiritual; indeed, in the end Rudel and Cyrano, the
poets, the idealists, are those whose love triumphs;
but that triumph never takes place in the world here
and now, in the world of realities.
When these heroes
fall in the arms of their beloved, it is always too
late, death is already upon them.26
Chiari's comments indicate that Rostand was aware of the
conflict existing between idealism and reality.

He suggests

that Rostand resolved this opposition with the attribute of
humor as displayed in Cyrano's ability to laugh at

h i m s e l f .

Nevertheless, the idealism permeating Rostand's plays is so
substantial that the compromises with reality are of minor
significance.
Ros.tand has inseparably entwined the themes of
idealism and optimism.

The combination is implicit in the

character traits of every hero and heroine he created.

En

thusiasm functions as a constituent part of optimism and is
likewise exhibited in the leading personages' behavior.

It

is most conspicuously prominent in Chantecler, illustrated
by his zealous activity.

I x

Grieve in L'Oeuvre dramatique d'Edmond Rostand ac
cepts these relationships between the terms optimism and
enthusiasm and adds to them purpose in or reality of life.
He refers to the resultant trait as le reve■

He envisions

Rostand's view of the reality of life as "ce qu'il appelle

^7
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le r e v e , " ^

In Les Romanesques, le reve is love; in La

Princesse lointaine, it is found in Melissinde, who repre
sents love.

There is a double reve in Cyrano de Bergerac,

corresponding to Cyrano’s dual life:
and one for personal love.
make the sun rise.
gile.

reve for everyday life

Chantecler’s reve is his duty to

In La Samaritaine the reve is the evan-

Grieve evaluates all of these as reves a vivre.

He

stipulates that le reve didn’t succeed in L ’Aiglon because
the duke didn't possess the physical or moral strength neces
sary to make it

l i v e .

29

Emile Faguet in the Avant-prop^os

des Oeuvres completes illustrees d ’Edmond Rostand elaborates
upon le reve in L 'Aiglon:
L ’AigIon est le poeme de la faiblesse heroique, du reve
de grandeur se posant sur une ame trop faible ou plutot
trop mal servie par ses organes pour le pouvoir por
ter.... un homme, c o m e tant d'autres, a un grand reve,
faire regner la lumiere sur la terre, y faire regner
la verite, la justice, la bonte et l ’amour.30
Of Don Juan, Grieve simply says, "Don Juan n'a pas
de voile autour de la chair: son enthousiasme est negatif
et s ’aneantit."21

Grieve views enthusiasm as a necessary

component for le reve.

He says that "1'enthousiasme done,

chez Rostand, est la joie de vivre qui provient du bonheur
d'avoir un reve noble.

II est la force motrice du reve,

ce qui le rend vivant et effectif."22

Thus, it would appear

that for Grieve, le reve constitutes the meaning of Ros
tand's work.

Rostand himself extracts certain elements of

optimism and enthusiasm and includes them in a special
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quality of bravura with which he endows certain of his char
acters.

He refers to this quality as le panache. ^
Le panache is a very important aspect of Rostand’s

presentation of courage.

Although le panache is a flamboy

ant bravura designated for a few selected confident heroes,
it is not itself a requisite for bravery.
lustrated by a few notable examples.

This may be il

Joffroy Rudel is

courageous in facing and succumbing to death.

Photine ex

hibits remarkable courage when, in light of her reputation,
she confronts her people and exhorts them to heed Jesus'
teachings.

The most outstanding occurrence of courage

without panache revolves around the Due de Reichstadt.
Beset by physical frailty and hampered by political con
straints, his brave spirit and determined will serve him
well.

In upholding the glory of France and the memory of

his father, the duke courageously defies his tutors, his
grandfather, Metternich, and Marie-Louise.

Thus, death

received a docile but fearless victim in th=e person of the
duke.

While La Faisane demonstrates bravery in her efforts

to distract the hunter's attention from Chantecler,
more an act of love than a display of courage,

this is

Don Juan is

not eligible for le panache because he lacks the qualities
of nobility that it requires.

Nevertheless, his arrogance

and defiance constitute a form of courage.

In view of his

misspent life and his prospects of being humiliated in hell,
Don Juan's absolute fearlessness in confronting death is
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the one admirable quality which he possesses.

In the tradi

tion of Tirso de Mo lina’s Don Juan, he also has the courage
to be authentic--to be true to himself;

thus he accepts the

responsibility for his life and refuses the deus-ex-machina
of salvation.

Therefore, both courage and panache are con

sistently found in Rostand's dramas.
Rostand treated several facets of death;

the form it

takes, the events surrounding it, what happens after death,
and the meaning of life as perceived through death.

It as

sumes the form of an unseen creeping coldness which consumes
the soul of Joffroy Rudel.
visible evil force.

Cyrano battles death as an in

It serves as a magic release for the

imprisoned Due de Reichstadt, and as the senseless striking
phantom from the hunter's gun for Le Rossignol.

Don Juan is

tormented by death in the concrete communicable form of the
devil.
Rostand typically depicts death as overtaking a vic
tim who is surrounded by his dearest ones.
soft music in the background.

Often there is

While Le Rossignol is never

aware of death's approach, Joffroy and the duke resignedly
await its coming.

Flambeau experiences an agonizing death

while Cyrano fights against it.

On the other hand, Don

Juan's confrontation with death is always on an intellectual
plane, never a physical one.
Death transports Joffroy, Flambeau, and Le Rossignol
to an undisclosed destination.

While Cyrano accompanies
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Death into the solar system, the duke goes to join his
father.

Don Juan takes his place in hell on a puppet stage.
Life as perceived through death is the quest for the

ideal for Joffroy, the pursuit of a dream for Cyrano, and a
prison for the duke.

Flambeau and Le Rossignol are not well

enough developed to reflect a view of life in this case.
Life is not treated in terms of its meaning in La Derniere
nuit de Don Juan.

Rather, the idea of an individual's accep

tance of responsibility for his activities receives treat
ment.

Rostand goes beyond the romantic use of the theme of

death in that he indicates the form that death takes, the
events surrounding it, life as reflected in death, and what
occurs after death.
The conflict of illusion in opposition to reality
appears in varying degrees of complexity in most of the
plays.

Illusion in this case is synonymous with the unreal.

Percinet and Sylvette share an unrealistic view of life and
love in Les Romanesques.

But this idyllic bliss is quickly

shattered by the forces of reality, represented by their
fathers' scheming.

Succeeding encounters with the real

world disillusion each to the extent that he can eventually
accept and adjust to life.

In La Princesse lointaine illu

sion and reality are in opposition within Melissinde.

She

visualizes Joffroy Rudel as a virile,, romantic lover, such
as she sees in Bertrand d'Allamanon.

Initially she refuses

to accept the actuality of Joffroy, who is lingering on the
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point of death, while Bertrand’s allegiance to him prevents
his loving her.

Once she accepts the reality of the situa

tion, she enters another phase removed from reality.
makes plans to retire to a convent for meditation.
sacrifices his life for the illusion of idealism.
ideal becomes reality, he dies.

She
Joffroy

Once his

Frere Trophim and Erasme

live in a world starkly contrasted to Melissinde's illusory
one.

They personify the reality of suffering and hardship.
While there is no ostensible conflict of reality and

illusion in La Samaritaine, Cyrano de Bergerac abounds in
such conflict.
plane.

Cyrano is intriguingly drawn on a double

As Grieve points out in reference to le reve,

Cyrano is well aware of the realities of the world, but he
also lives in his own private dream world in which he pas
sionately loves Roxane.

These two worlds exist side by

side, with reality perhaps being the stronger until Cyrano’s
death,

With Roxane’s recognition of Cyrano’s love, illusion

momentarily triumphs until the reality of death overtakes
Cyrano.

Although Roxane is living in an illusory world,

Cyrano's letters and his prompting of Christian lend it the
appearance of reality.

Following Christian's death she

lives entirely in an unreal situation, dwelling upon memo
ries of Christian.

Once she discovers that it was Cyrano

whom she had loved, her realm of illusion is shattered.
Both the Due de Reichstadt and Flambeau in L ’Aiglon
abide in a world that lacks the reality so apparent in the
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Austrian court as reflected through Metternich and MarieLouise.

While the duke envisions future glories, Flambeau

lives in the glories of the pa'st. ■ Their ^realization of
reality is followed by death,
Chantecler's illusion consists of his belief in the
basic goodness of his fellow man, the validity of his work
and his love.

The conspiracy against his life and his

flock's failure to support him during the duel while at
the same time accepting his protection provide his initial
disillusionment.

This is compounded by La Faisane's quasi

betrayal in preventing his seeing the sun rise.

He solves

this dilemma by returning to his work, doing his best, and
having faith in the unforeseen future.
Don Juan is enveloped by the illusion that he is a
great seducer and a great sinner.

His adversaries, who

represent reality, announce that Don Juan is suffering from
grave misconceptions.

The devil's sentencing Don Juan to

the rather insignificant hell of the puppet stage rather
than to the severe hell reserved for great sinners indicates
that his crimes are indeed rather petty.

They are, there

fore, to be paid for in a petty and humiliating manner.

Don

Juan never admits the falseness of his illusions nor does
he recognize and accept reality.
In summary, Rostand varies? his treatment of the con
flict between illusion and reality.

Les Romanesques pre

sents illusion, followed by disillusion when reality is
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recognized.

In time, Percinet and Sylvette successfully

accept reality and optimistically proceed in life.

Exist

ing primarily in an unreal situation, Melissinde can never
really come to grips with reeality.

In contrast, Joffroy

dies as soon as his illusion becomes reality.

Cyrano paral

lels Joffroy in that he also dies when he has realized his
illusion,

Roxane, however, is left in disillusionment once

she discovers reality.

One might speculate that she, like

Melissinde, will revert to an unreal world.

When their

illusions are destroyed by the awareness of reality, both
the duke and Flambeau die, not in triumph as did Joffroy and
Cyrano, but in defeat.

Chantecler exhibits reactions simi

lar to those of Sylvette and Percinet.

After his illusion

is shattered he, in time, optimistically returns to his
work with renewed enthusiasm and hope.

Since Don Juan

never admits that he has been existing in a world of illu
sion, he suffers from no inner conflict with reality.
The concept of illusion versus reality also involves
the idea of self-delusion.

All of the characters who

dwelled in an illusionary world were either consciously or
unconsciously deluding themselves in regard to the realities
of life.

In short, Rostand's commentary on illusion as op

posed to reality seems to indicate his belief that almost
everyone is subject to illusions, and secondly, that there
are several ways in which persons might react to this phe
nomenon.

Since he does not consistently choose one reaction,
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it is difficult to determine whether he ever decided which
course of action was best.

If one believes his son Maurice’s

conclusion that Chantecler is R o s t a n d , t h e n one might
safely assume that Rostand would prefer Chantecler’s solu
tion.
While Rostand’s commentaries on life may have been
tremendously valid for audiences in the fin de siecle era
of 1900, as is implicit in Dorothy Knowles’ La Reaction
idealistique au theatre depuis 1890,^

life today has be

come so complex that they may now appear to be trite.
Dorothy Nichols, however, in "Poets as Playwrights" presents
a strong argument for the validity of drama at its histori
cal moment, regardless of how demode the dramatist may be
by current standards.

She declares that:

Drama is human passion expressed, or compressed, in a
situation.
Plots go out of style, lasting only for what
was carried on them, as in grand opera, or Gilbert and
Sullivan.
Ideas, however original, of Shaw and Ibsen,
go out of date, especially when they are accepted.
Fine speeches of the poets may be taken out and memo
rized, but the great playwright's poetry expresses his
profound feeling about life through characters reveal
ing the universal passions that move them.36
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CHAPTER IV
LANGUAGE
In listing the six constituent elements of tragedy,
Aristotle mentions the element of diction.

He defines this

term as an "expression [of thought] by means o f language.. ." ^
Technically he explains that "the whole of die tion consists
of the following parts:

letters, syllables, b inding words,

joining words, nouns, verbs, inflection, and c lauses and
sentences.He

elucidates that:

the function of diction is (1 ) to make pie ar what is
said and (2 ) to lift it above the level of the ordinary.
A diction which uses familiar words is the cleares t ,
but it is also ordinary... Diction becomes stately and
removed from the common idiom by using for eign words.
And I mean by 'foreign words':
(1) rare words,
(2) words with transferred meanings, (3) lengthened
words, and (4) everything which is opposite to the or
dinary .^
He cautions, "yet if one should go too far in these matters
the result will be either jargon or riddles."^

In conclusion

he asserts:
therefore, a writer must somehow get a [proper] mixture
of rare words and of those with transferred meanings;
for a mixture of rare words, of words with transferred
meanings, or ornamental words, and of the other kinds
already mentioned will lend a tone of professional
skill and elevation to the diction, while the familiar
words will make for clarity.5
Language or diction takes the form of dialogue in
dramas.

Theorists of drama usually agree that dialogue is
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the playwright’s principal tool and primary means of expres
sion.

Tennyson in An Introduction to Drama explains that:

dramatic dialogue emerging from the conditions of the
drama may be char acterized as having economy, approEconomy means that,
priateness, pace, and artifice.
because of the pr imacy of action, stage dialogue cannot merely indica te the mood or tone or transient noThere cannot
tions; it must al so advance the action.
be any waste moti on in dialogue... it must hold the
spectator's inter est because it suits the situation at
hand, develops it , and propels it forward ,6
Appropriateness of di alogue means that it not only must suit
the nature of the cha racter speaking, but also the situation
and the person or per sons being spoken to.
pace in dramatic dial ogue is obvious

The need for

Artifi ce, Tennyson

explains, is the cunn ingly contrived factor o f dialogue, and
therefore, one may ju s tif iab ly consi der drama s on their
literary merits.

He s ay s th at "this does not mean that dia-

logue must sound cont rived 0 r artifi cial.
that it in reality is . 1,7

It merely means

He asserts that the dialogue bears

a large part of the responsibility for the success of a
play.

Tennyson continues:

"the playwright, aware of the

manifold demands made on dialogue, must sustain character,
tone, mood and action simultaneously through dialogue ."8
Brockett in The Theatre:

An Introduction contends

that dialogue must necessarily serve various functions.
lists them as:

He

to impart information, to reveal character,

to direct attention to important plot elements, to reveal
themes and ideas, to help to establish the tone and level
of probability, and to help to establish tempo and r h y t h m . "9
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Recognizing the necessary artificiality of dialogue,
Brockett contrasts its effect in realistic and non-realistic
plays.

He finds in realistic plays that "although the dia

logue is modeled after everyday usage, the characters are
more articulate and state their ideas and feelings more pre
cisely than would their real-life counterparts."^

His

application of artificiality to what he terms non-realistic
plays seems generally to characterize Rostand's plays.

He

states that:
The dialogue of nonrealistic plays may deviate markedly
from normal speech.
It frequently employs a larger
vocabulary, abandons the rhythms of everyday speech,
and makes considerable use of imagery and metrical
lines.
This less restricted vocabulary allows a more
precise choice of words, avoids the frequent repeti
tions of colloquial speech, and permits a more forceful
expression of emotions when characters must transcend
the o r d i nary.H
Within this framework of the nature and function of
language or dialogue, Rostand's plays will be considered.
The dialogue's economy in imparting information and direct
ing attention to import events will be shown.

The term

economy does not refer to merely reporting facts; it will
be used to indicate that language, while creating mood,
tone, and even transient notions, also must advance the ac
tion.

Since Rostand's use of language in creating mood and

tone is obvious, his effectiveness in employing dialogue to
advance the action will be the point of reference in the
following discussion.

The appropriateness in revealing

character, pace in establishing tempo and rhythm, artifice
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I

in vocabulary, in revealing themes and ideas, and in estab
lishing the tone and the level of probability will also be
examined.

In addition to these characteristics, poetry is

an outstanding feature of dialogue in Rostand's plays.

Its

j function will not be treated as poetry per s e , but in the
^

manner in which it affects the composition of the dialogue
and the poetic variations that lend variety to the usual
alexandrine couplet.

The scope of this chapter, however,

does not permit as thorough a discussion of language as
would be appropriate if the subject constituted the whole
of the study.

Therefore, of necessity the treatment here

will not be one of great depth.

Thus, dialogue will be

examined only to the extent necessary for a study of Aris
totle's constituent elements as revealed in Rostand's plays.
Les Romanesques is one of the least complex of Ros
tand's plays insofar as dialogue is concerned.

Generally

speaking, information is economically and succinctly con
veyed.

The circumstances of Percinet and Sylvette's love

is explained in these simple phrases:
Sylvette:
Un jour, la pres du m u r , je ramassais des noix, -Par hasard...
Percinet:
Et -- pour unir deux coeurs, vois comme tout conspire...
Sylvette:
Le vent fit envoler, psst!...chez vous, mon ruban!
Percinet:
Pour le rendre aussitot je grimpai sur le banc...
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Sylvette, grimpant:
Je grimpai sur le banc. . .
Percinet:
Et, depuis lors, petite,
Chaque jour je t 1attends, et chaque jour plus vite
Bat ion coeur, lorsqu'enfin monte, signal beni!
La, derriere le mur, ton doux rire de nid,
Qui ne s'acheve pas sans que ta tete emerge
Du fouillis fremissant de folle vigne vierge!
Sylvette:
Puisque nous nous aimons, il faut nous fiancer.
(Act I, scene 1)
Bargainin's plan to unite the two young lovers both
imparts information and directs attention to coming events:
^

Bergamin:
Ah! voila! --Mais ta fille elle-meme
Vient de me suggerer l'ultime stratageme!
Tandis qu'elle parlait, mon plan se dessinait:
Ce soir, ils ont ici rendez-vous; Percinet
Arrive le' premier; au moment ou Sylvette
Parait, des hommes noirs , surgis d 'une cachette,
L'enlevent!
elle crie!
Alors, mon jeune coq
Court sus aux ravisseurs, chamaille a coups d'estoc;
Ils font semblant de fuir; tu te montres; j'arrive;
Ta fille et son honneur sont saufs; ta joie est vive;
Tu benis, laissant choir de tes yeux un peu d'eau,
L'heroique sauveur; je m'attendris:
-- tableau.
(Act I, scene 4)

Thus, the playwright has disclosed the information necessary
to the plot in a clear, direct manner, neither meagerly nor
elaborately, but sufficiently.
Rostand announces in the play that Percinet is just
out of college, and Sylvette is just out of the convent.
He gives them dialogue to show their sheltered background
and academic training.

Thus, Percinet shows his inclination

for literature and for nature in these words:

Alors, restons-en la!
Et,-.jusques a demain refermant notre livre,
Laissons, puisqu’il vous plait, le doux Romeo vivre.
(II ferine le livre et regarde tout autour de lui.)
--Quelle adorable endroit, fait expres, semble-t-il,
Pour s ’y venir bercer aux beaux vers du grand Will!
__(Act I, scene 1)
Later he exhibits his botanical knowledge coupled with
poetic appreciation of nature;
Percinet:
Mais il est admirable,
Ce vieux m u r , crete d ’herbe, enguirlande, couvert
Ici de vigne rouge, ici de lierr'e vert,
La de glycine mauve aux longues grappes floches,
Et la de chevrefeuille, et la d 1aristoloches!
Ce vieux mur centenaire et croulant dont les trous
Laissent pendre au soleil d ’etranges cheveux roux,
Qui de petites fleurs charmantes se constelle,
Ce mur sur qui la mousse est d ’une epaisseur telle
Q u ’il fait a 1 ’humble banc scelle dans sa paroi
Un dossier de velours comme au trone d ’un roi!
(Act I, scene 2)
His impetuous youthfulness is evidenced when he realizes he
has been tricked.

He says;

Percinet:
Ah! je pars!... On me traite en enfant: bien! j ’aurai
Ma revanche!
J ’aurai du roman, et du vrai!
Je vais par des amours et des duels sans nombre
Scandaliser, o Don Juan, jusqu’a ton ombre!
--Et je vais enlever des filles d ’opera!
(Act II, scene 6 )
The pace of the dialogue in Les Romanesques is one
of graceful movement due to Rostand's lyrical use of the
alexandrine couplets.

He effectively shows the rhythm and

the change of tempo by putting the twelve syllable line
into various forms.

For example, a serene m o o d ^ s

by the regular rhythm of Sylvette's speech:

depicted
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Sylvette:
Oui, ces vers son tres beaux, et le divin murmure
Les accompagne bien, c ’est vrai, de la ramure,
Et le decor leur sied, de ces ombrages verts;
Oui, mon_sieur Percinet, ils sont tres beaux, ces vers!
Mais ce qui fait pour raoi leur beaute plus touchante,
C ’est que vous les lisez de votre voix qui chante.
(Act I, scene 1)
*
k scene is conveyed in staccato
The rapidity of the abduction

divisions of the line:
Sylvette:
Le Salut sonne II doit m ’attendre.
Ah!
Au secours !
Percinet:
Juste c i e1!
Sylvette:
Percinet, on m ’enleve!
Percinet:
J 'accours!
Riens, -- tiens, — tiens!
Straforel, aux musiciens :
Tremolo!
Per Baccho!

C'est le
/diable

Que cet enfant!
Le coup,,,est irremediable!
Percinet:
Sylvette!
Sylvette:
Mon sauveur!
Pas quinot:
Le fils de Bergamin!...
Ton sauveur!,.. ton sauveur?,., Je lui donne ta main?
Sylvette et Percinet:
Ciel!
Pasquinot, a Bergamin:
Bergamin, ton fils est un heros!... Pardonne!
Et faisons leur bonheur!
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Bergamin:
Ma haine m'abandonne!
(Act I, scene 10 ) 12
A similar device shows heightened emotions of discontent:
Sylvette:
Rien...je tournais pour voir comment me va ma robe!...
(A part.)
Je saurai bien s 'il l'a trouvee,
(Haut)
H u m ! ... Tu voulais
Dire tantot des vers sur nos amours?
Dis-les.
Percinet:
Ah! non!
-Sylvette:
Dis-les, ces vers ...
Percinet:
No n !
Sylvette:
Sur notre aventure!
Percinet;
Ils sont mauvais, tu sais ,. , Je n'ai pas...
Sylvette:
La facture?
Percinet:
Non, je n'ai pas la fact...
Pardon, m a i s ...
Sylvette:
Mais pardon...
Percinet:
Ah! mais elle sait done?...
Sylvette:
Il sait done?
Tous les deux, ensemble:
Tu sais done?
H a ! h a ! h a ! .. .
Percinet:
N'est-ce pas que c'est drole?
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gylvette:

Tres drole!

Percinet:
Non, vraiment, on nous fit jouer un role...
Sylvette:
Un role!
(Act IX, scene 5)

/

Rostand depicts this same emotion of discontent in the regu
lar twelve syllable lines with the displaced caesura, which
have already been cited:
Percinet:
Ah! je pars!... On me traite en enfant: bien! j 1aurai
Ma revanche!
J'aurai du roman, et du vrai!
Je vais par des amours et des duels sans nombre
Scandaliser, o Don Juan, jusqu'a ton ombre!
(Act II, scene 6 )
Rostand deviates from the alexandrine line three times.
The first two occasions show Percinet reciting a poem that
he has composed.

The third instance is the rondel with

which the play ends.
Rostand's artifices in Les Romanesques are skills.

fully drawn.

Romantic love as a prerequisite for marriage

is artistically and clearly presented in the following
manner:
Percinet:
Les papillons...
Bergamin:
Pendard!
Percinet:
A travers champs essaiment,
Pour aller epouser toutes les fleurs qu'ils aiment!,..
L 'A m o ur ...
Bergamin:
Bandit!

V
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Percinet:
Met tous les coeurs en floraison,
Et vous me voulez voir marie de raison!
Bergamin:
Oui, certes, garnement!
■t

Percinet:
Et bien, non, non, mon pere!
Je jure... sur ce mur -- qui m ’entend, je l'espere!-Que je me marierai si romanesquement,
Que 1 'on n'aura jamais vu dans aucun roman
Quelque chose de plus follement romanesque!
(Act I, scene 2)
Rostand occasionally returns the action from the illu
sory to the real world.

This is apparent when Pasquinot ex

plains the scheme to Sylvette in this manner:
Jadis, nous etions, nous autres , les papas,
Cassandre, Orgon, Geronte, Argante, n'est-ce pas?
Vous en etes restee a ces vieilles badernes?...
Mais on n 1en trouve plus chez les peres modernes!
Les dupes d'autrefois sont dupeurs a leur tour.
L'ordre donne par nous de vous aimer d'amour,
Ni vous ni Percinet n'eussiez voulu l ’entendre?
Ce fut done bien joue que de vous le defendre!
(Act I I , scene 4)
A similar effect is disclosed upon Percinet's return; he
says :
Je n'ai rien mange depuis hier,
Je tombe de fatigue, -- et je ne suis pas fier.
— La facheuse equipee!... Ah! j'en ai vu de dures !
Ce n'est pas amusant du tout, les aventures!
(Act III, scene 4)
Indications of a major device in dialogue which Rostand con
sistently uses later are provided through the technique of
listing the same types of things.

The passage cited earlier

concerning plants growing on the wall illustrates this
device :
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Ce vieux m u r , crete d'herbe, enguirlande, couvert
Ici de vigne rouge, lei de lierre vert,
La de glycine mauve aux longues grappes floches,
Et la de chevrefeuille, et la d 1aristoloches!
(Act II, scene 2)
The vocabulary of Les Romanesques is generally clear,
familiar and ordinary.

A few unusual words occur, such as

monoquotidiennes, elytres, and uncommon compounds like
desaveugle, decoquebiner, coquebin.

Henry LeDaum notes

that Rostand often used "words of learned origin in matters
of little import,"-^ such as simulacre de rapt, rabibochasse,
simili-rapt, and pseudo-coups.

Generally speaking, however,

the vocabulary is clear and familiar.
A few general observations concerning the poetic
structure in Rostand’s plays are in order.

As previously

established, Les Romanesques is written entirely in alexan
drine couplets except for three poems in the text of the
play.The first
and set

and second ones express lofty emotions

the mood for the ensuing romantic scene between

Percinet and Sylvette.

The first stanza of the initial one

shows the pattern for the following five stanzas:
Oui, la douce nuit s'est faite, et voici
Q u 1en l ’azur fonce du ciel obscurci,
S ’allumant partout, par la, par ici,
Et l ’une apres l'une,
The rhyme scheme aaab in the first stanza is followed by
cccb , ddde, fffe, gggh, iiih.

The fourth line has only

half as many syllables as the first three lines in each
stanza.
The second poem occurs in the third act and has seven
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quatrains, the first two of which are:
Ce leger linon
Qui vous emmitoufle,
Mais a la fagon
D'un souffle:
Ce linon l§ger
Dont la candeur frele
A le voltiger
D'une aile;
The rhyme scheme is abab, cdcd, aeae, cfcf, acac, cgcg,
/

ahah.

This constitutes an interesting combination of the

first line of the first stanza and the first line of the
second. ' The initial line appears in alternating form in
each quatrain, as quoted above.
Rostand calls the third poem a rondel, which is
decasyllabic with alternating rimes embrassees and rimes
croisees.
The playwright not infrequently displaces the cae
sura.

It usually falls after the sixth syllable, but it

is not unusual to find it in other positions.
The rhyme is varied throughout the play.

The follow

ing example shows one, two, and three elements rhyming:
Pasquinot:
*

i

»

Les dupes d ’autrefois sont dupeurs a leur tour.
L'ordre donne par nous de vous aimer d famo u r ,
Ni vous ni Percinet n ’eussiez voulu 1 ' entendre?
Ce fut done bien joue que de vous le defendre!
Sylvette:
Mais alors, vous saviez peut-etre...
Pasquinot;
Surement!
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Sylvette:
Nos duos?
Bergamin:
J'ecoutais leur.doux susurrsment!
La Princesse lointaine continues the precedent of
economical dialogue, that is, straightforwardly giving in
formation, that was set in Les Romanesques.

For example,

the audience is informed of the reason for existing situa
tions with a minimum of poetic elaboration in the following
lines:
Ah! que l ’enfer rotisse et que le diable embroche
Ces maudits pelerins arrivant d'Antioche,
Qui sont venus parler les premiers, au chateau,
Un soir, comme on soupait, a l'heure ou le couteau
De l'ecuyer tranchant attaquait une dinde,
Sont venus les premiers parler de Melissinde!
Ils chanterent, — avec quel zele inopportun!
La fille d'Hodierne et du grand Raymond Un;
Ils deliraient, parlant de cette fleur d'Asie!
J 1en vois encore un gros dont l ’oeil rond s 1extasie...
Ils en parlerent tant que soudain, se levant,
Le prince, ce poete epris d ’ombre et de vent,
La proclama sa Dame, et, depuis lors , fidele,
Ne reva plus que d'Elle, et ne rima que d ’Elle,
Et s'exalta si bien pendant deux ans q u ’enfin
De plus en plus malade et pressentant sa fin,
Vers sa chere inconnue il tenta ce voyage,
Ne voulant pas ne pas avoir vu son visage!
(Act I, scene 1)
The dialogue is appropriate for the main characters,
particularly Melissinde, and is helpful in revealing per
sonality.

Thus Melissinde tells Sorismonde that:

Oh! tu sais bien que je suis bonne par ennui!
(Act II, scene 3)
That she is in love with love is disclosed when she says to
Bertrand:
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J'aimais cet amour!... Si souvent
Dans le bruit de la vague arrivant sur le sable
La voix de cet amour me parut saisissable,
Si souvent dans le bleu d'une fuite de jour
J 'ai senti pres de moi 1.'ame de cet amour!...
(Act II, scene 7)
Melissinde's dilemma is reflected as follows:
La raison est stupide et ne croit qu'au normal,
Et n'admet que le bien tout bien, le mal tout mal!
Ah, il y a pourtant bien des melanges troubles!
II y a bien des coeurs desesperement doubles!
Celui dont si longtemps mes reves furent pleins,
Celui qui meurt pour moi, je l'aime, je le plains,
Et l'autre je l'adore!
et ma souffrance est telle
Qu'il me semble, ion. ame, entre e u x , q u ’on l'ecartele!
(Act III, scene 6 )
Her solution of the problem and its effect is avowed:
Mon ame sut enfin s'occuper d'une autre, ame,
Et je suis differente; et du bien que j 'ai fait,
Deja s'atteste en moi le merveilleux effet!
Qu 'etiez-vous, reve, amour, rose rouge ou lys bleme,
Pres de ce grand printemps qu'est l'oubli de soi-meme?
Afin que ce printemps, pour moi, soit eternel,
Je prendrai le sentier qui monte au Mont-Carmel!
(Act IV, scene 2)
Thus her dialogue effectively reveals her character.
The dialogue of the sailors, however, seems too
lofty to be appropriate.

Several of the opening lines from

the play indicate the mariners' poetic and idealistic
nature:
Bistagne:
Oui, ce q u ’on a souffert!
Pegofat;
Le ciel nous soit en aide!
Trobaldo:
Le d.role, apres tout qa, serait qu'elle fut laide!
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Tous les mariniers:
Oh! non, elle est tres belle! — Elle l'est! —
• •

•

Bistagne:
C'est toujours beau, va, sols tranquille, une princesse!
Le P ilo t e :
Vous ne parlez que d'Elle,
Pegofat:
On est si fatigue!
Regarde: on parle d'Elle, et l'on est presque gai.
• • •

Le Pilote:
Et crois-tu qu'avec nous une princesse cause?
Pegofat:
Non, mais on la verra, c'est deja quelque chose.
On ne parle que d'Elle en tous pays chretiens!
(Act X, scene 1)
The movement is more regular and flowing than that of Les
Romanesques because individual speeches are for the most
part in twelve syllable lines.

Moreover, each character

generally speaks for eight to twenty lines at a time.
There is not the frequent interchange of lines of two to
ten syllables dividing the alexandrine line among several
personages.

The strong current of dialogue is sometimes

staccato in order to show activity.

This is the case when

the mariners' corpses are disposed of in Act I.

The same

device is employed to show the excitement of the duel be
tween Bertrand d'Allamanon and le Chevalier aux armes vertes.
It is repeated to show the anger of the sailors at Squarciafico's accusations concerning Bertrand and Melissinde.
Generally speaking, however, the dialogue moves along
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smoothly and evenly.
Rostand used two poems in this play.

The first has

six octosyllabic quatrains with a regularly progressing
rhyme scheme:

abab, cdcd.

song to Melissinde.

The second is Joffroy's famous

The first stanza, quoted below, is

followed by three additional ones with the same patterns:
C'est chose bien commune
De soupirer pour une
Blonde, chataine ou brune
Maitresse,
Lorsque brune, chataine
,
Ou blonde, on l'a sans peine
--Moi, j 'aime la lointaine
Princesse!
(Act I , scene 4)
The structure of
ing three stanzas.

progresses in the follow
The excess of rounded vowels in this

poem suggests sonority and deep emotion.
Rostand continues to
and enumerations--this time

use fairly familiar vocabulary
of jewels. Melissinde

names her

jewels in the following manner:
Manteau brode, stelle, gemme, toi qui m'ecrases
De corindons, de calcedoines, d'idocrases,
De jaspes, de beryls, de grenate syriens,
De tous ces vains caillous...
(Act II, scene 3)
She repeats most of the same ones again in the fourth act.
The playwright concentrates on images of light and
dark to symbolize good and evil and life and death.

The

image of the pure lily covering dark turmoil represents
Melissinde.

Sorismonde says to her:
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Vous vivez trop partni les lys. Les lys sont blancs.
Les lys sont fiers et purs. Mais les lys sont troublants.
(Act XI, scene 3)
The most obvious image is that of the white flag represent
ing life and the black flag representing death.

Imagery is

projected on a more poetic plane when Bertrand describes
Joffroy’s conception of Melissinde:
Et c'est

1'etoile

...Car c'est
des etoiles.

la fleur des fleurs,
(Act II, scene

The dialogue

alsoreveals

ideal and death.

the themes of the quest for

7)
the

Frere Trophime expresses the quest for

the ideal and enthusiasm in this way:
Erasme:
Et puis d'ailleurs, qu'importe?
Frere Trophime:
Beaucoup.
Car tout rayon qui filtre, d'ideal,
Est autant de gagne dans l.'ame sur le mal,
Je vois dans tout but noble un but plus noble poindre;
Car lorsqu'on eut un reve on n 1en prend pas un moindre!
J'estime done ces coeurs desormais agrandis.
--Vous semblez etonne de ce que je vous dis?,,.
Oui, je suis partisan des aventures hautes!
Et pres de celle-ci, que sont les Argonautes?
Elle est lyriquement epique, cette nef,
Qui vole, au bruit des vers, un poete pour chef,
Pleine d'anciens bandits dont nul ne se rebelle,
Vers une douce femme etrange, pure et belle,
Sans aucun autre espoir que d ’arriver a temps
Pour qu'un mourant la voie encor quelques instants!.
Ah! 1'inertie est le seul vice, maxtre Erasme!
Et la seule vertu, c'est...
Erasme:
Quoi?
Frere Trophime:
L'enthousiasme!
(Act I, scene 2)
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On the other hand, death is described by Joffroy as
follows:
Je n'ai plus froid,
Mais un frisson d'angoisse horrible me traverse.
Etes-vous la?...
(Act IV, scene 2)
A little later he says:
Parlez, que je n'entende pas
S 1approcher, s'approcher le pas furtif, le pas...
Parlez, parlez sans cesse, et je mourrai sans plaintes!
(Act IV, scene 2)
Establishing the level of probability rests on
Squarciafico, who reflects the realities of the world.

Im

mediately upon seeing Bertrand, he formulated ideas which
would lead to his own profit.

These are revealed in the

following conversation:
Squarciafico:
Diavolo!
Mais tous mes beaux espoirs , alors, sont a vau-l'eau!
Bertrand:
Vos espoirs?
Squarciafico:
Oui, voyant ta fiere tete brune,
Je m'etais dit: c'est lui!
Nous tenons la fortune.
Bertrand:
La fortune?
Squarciafico:
Mais oui.
Je m'etais dit: voila
Ce poete de qui l'amour nous affola!
II arrive en vainqueur, se fait un jeu d'occire
L'affreux gardien: on va l'epouser, ce beau sire!
Bertrand:
Hein?
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Squarciafico:
Et c'etait parfait!,.,
Manuel et les siens
Detestent les Genois et les Venitiens.
Ah! s 1ils regnaient, les temps seraient durs pour les
/notres!
Pourtant, que voulons-nous? Peu de chose, nous autres!
Qu'on laisse notre ville aller comme elle allalt!
Un poete, c'etait le roi qu'il nous fallait!
Nous nous serions chacun occupees, dans nos spheres,
II aurait fait des vers; nous autres les affaires,
C'etait parfait!
Sur le trone, deux amoureux!
On se serait charge de gouverneur pour eux.
Ils n'auraient pas, feignant un zele qui redouble,
Voulu nous empecher...
(Act III, scene 4)
When he realizes that Bertrand is not going to marry Melis
sinde, his plans are foiled.

To retaliate, he exposes

Bertrand and Melissinde's love for each other to the mari
ners, strongly implying their betrayal of Joffroy.
The dialogue of La Samaritaine is simple and poetic.
Its rhythmic form creates the dramatic movement for the
play, which is more an extension of a line of progression
than of a rising-falling action.

The text is fairly short

in comparison to Rostand's later plays, and the events are
simple rather than complex.

For this reason, economy in

dialogue is not particularly vital.

Nor does Rostand al

ways adhere to this particular prerequisite.

For example,

to direct attention to Christ's visit the shepherd embel
lishes his prediction with the people's attitudes.

He

s ays :
Le Fatre:
Ah! vous ne croyez plus au Christ; car desormais
Votre croyance en lui n'est plus, ames perverses,
Qu'un vain pretexte a de steriles controverses!...
Or moi, je vous apprends qu'il vient.
L'esprit subtil
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Ne
Ce
Je
Et

voit plus; le coeur voit.
II vient!
Que sera-t-il?
que dit le marchand ou ce que dit le pretre?
ne sais.
II sera ce qu’il lui plaira d'etre!
de quel droit, d'ailleurs, vous assemblant expres,
0 les representants de vos seuls interets,
Lorsque nous esperons la fin de nos souffrances,
Venez-vous discuter, ici, nos esperances?
Je vous apprends qu'il vient!
que les Samaritains,
Les vrais, qui sont la foule obscure, en sont certains,
Et qu'il va balayer d 'un souffle de colere,
Comme le vent 1'epi reste vide sur l'aire,
Votre inutilite bavarde et votre orgueil!
II approche; il est la; nous le sentons au seuil
Des temps; et nous saurons, sans vous, le reconnaitre!
(Tableau I, scene 2)
Through appropriate dialogue the playwright shows

the dual nature of Jesus:

the human and the divine.

The

unique feature of Rostand's Jesus is his human quality.
This is revealed in a somewhat lengthy soliloquy, which is
nevertheless quite appropriate to this picture of Jesus:
•

*

•

Je suis las!...II le faut!...Il faut, sans fin, que
/ j 'aille,
Et que soit, pour mes mains, griffante la broussaile,
Et, pour mes pieds, que les cailloux soient aiguises!...
Mais le salut jaillit de mes membres brises
Comme le vin des grains ecrases de la vigne,
Et cette lassitude heureuse, elle est le signe
Qu'ici va s'accomplir quelque chose de bon:
--Un chant de flute vient dans le vent qui m'effleure.
--Une femme...Elle sort de Sichem.. .D 'un pas lent,
Elle vient.
Elle vient au puits.
L 'air est brulant...
M e m e , elle est assez pres deja pour que je voie
Le triple collier d'or, la ceinture de soie,
Et les yeux abaisses sous le long voile ombreux...
Que de beaute mon Pere a mis sur ces Hebreux!
•

•

*

Elies vont, avec un sourire taciturne,
Et
leur forme s'ajoute a la forme de l'urne,
Et
tout leur corps n'est plus qu'un vase svelte, auquel
Le
bras leve dessine une anse sur le ciel!...
(Tableau 1, scene 4)
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The numerous Biblical parables which Jesus utters are in
keeping with the idea of his divinity.
Photine is curiously portrayed.

First she is seen

as a voluptuous woman singing a sensuous song.

Later, when

she becomes converted, she uses this same sensuous song to
describe her immense joy.

Rostand skillfully illustrates

that a change of heart does not immediately alter set vo
cabulary patterns.

When she returns to the city to tell

the people of Jesus, she is still thinking in physical
terms, for she says:
PrSs du Puits de Jacob un jeune
Ses cheveux
On croit voir 1 1arc-en-ciel qui
Dans chacun

homme est assis!
ont la couleur blonde;
rassure le monde
de ses beaux sourcils,
(Tableau II, scene 3)

She relates his divinity to physical activity in the fol
lowing terms:
On saura decouvrir David dans ses ancetres
--En attendant, il sort d'entre les plus petits,
Et ses mains de prophete ont tenu des outils;
Les Anges, dans le fond d ’une boutique obscure,
Ont baise les copeaux pris dans sa chevelure!
Docile, il fabriquait des balances, des jougs;
Et lui qui travailla, quoique Dieu, comme vous,
En fagonnant des jougs pensait a vos souffrances
Et revait de justice en faisant des balances!
(Tableau II, scene 3)
Photine hails the arrival of the crowd to hear Jesus'
teachings with familiar activities:
flowers, dancing.

singing, gathering

Rostand tries to convince the audience

of Photine's sincerity by ending the play with her leading
the crowd in the Lord's Prayer.
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The rhythm of dialogue gives the play dramatic move
ment.

Near the beginning short lines divided among several

characters disclose that the Jews hate the Samaritains.
The accompanying historical commentary, however, lengthens
the exposition to forty-seven lines.
teresting variations in

Rostand employed in

line length and rhyme scheme. To

report normal conversation he uses the alexandrine couplet;
a deviation from normal dialogue is shown in different line
length.

For example, the dialogue among the ghosts in the

first scene of Tableau X is octosyllabic with an irregular
but relative rhyme scheme.

Generally speaking it is either

a form of rime embrassee or rime croisee and sometimes
rime plate.

The irregularity occurs in the combination of

rime embrassee and rime croisee.

Thus, the first eight

lines rhyme abbababba.

The playwright continues with

cddcddc, then a regular

effe, followed by ghhghhihhi. In

toxicated by the variation, he shows the next lines _jk j k .
While the groups of rhymes do not always represent the
speech of one character, they do constitute a complete
thought.
Rostand varies both the line and the rhyme in the
parable Jesus relates in the first Tableau.

The lines vary

from twelve, eight, six, to four syllables for no apparent
reason other than to indicate dramatic tension in his reci
tal.

The rhyme scheme consists of rimes croisees:

al 2bJL2 a^b.® c.®dl 2 c_l2d4 ; rime plate:

e^^e^fl2f^^l2^12

and a
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rime croisee built on an immediately preceding sound:
.

One might consider that in this last example the

repeated £ indicates that these lines belong in the same
thought.

It is clear that in this instance Rostand changes

the rhyme with each progressive thought.
Photine sings eleven strophes in her song in the
first Tableau.
is

The pattern for the first and third stanza

^.b8 b.1 2ji8jil2 while the second stanza is i^^d.^.c.'^d® •

Stanzas four through eight follow the pattern

e^J.®, and

the final three stanzas are constructed o_^2^ 12 -^1 2 ^ 4 ^ .
is noteworthy that the first group of stanzas,

it

those with

alternating line lengths, are sung as Photine comes down the
path.

They thereby indicate movement.

The next group

represents the regular action of lowering the urn into the
well, and the last groups of twelve, then four syllables,
are sung as she turns the wheel to draw up the urn of fresh
water.

Thus, Rostand has subtly composed the structure of

the poem to match the movements of the action.

The rhymes,

which are reasonably regular, euphonize and tie together
movements and melody.
The alexandrine does more than report normal conver
sation,

The groups of full twelve syllable lines show quiet

scenes, while the division of the alexandrine into short
segments allotted to different characters shows the tension
of emotion or humming activity.

This latter point is illus

trated by the disciples’ frustration when they were unable
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to buy food to satisfy their hunger and by the noise of
vendors at the market.
Since the limited scope of this study prohibits an
exhaustive treatment of language techniques, only one other
observation need be made here.

In the third scene of

Tableau 1X1 the Samaritans urge Jesus to stay with them.
The stage directions indicate that they come one by one,
kneel, and place either an olive branch or flowers before
him as each presents his argument.

These pleas are octo

syllabic quatrains with rimes croisees, preceded and fol
lowed by alexandrine couplets.

This change of line length

and rhyme scheme as well as repetition creates an obvious
ritualistic experience.
Rostand continues to use simple vocabulary as if he
were writing for the masses.

The subject is well suited

for mentioning tools which would be quite familiar to the
common people.

Thus, words such as pioche, balances, jougs

plus the ordinary names for food, mieJL, b l e , r i z , fruits .
sel are employed.

Rostand also includes several arabic

names such as Zeboud, Soukkoth-Benoth, Tharthaq, Abischouah
and L 1 Ha-Schaab.

The use of words such as these helps to

establish the level of probability.
The scene with the Roman centurions also contributes
to maximizing the level of plausibility by placing this in
cident, along with others concerning Jesus, in the proper
historical framework.
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Rostand presents Biblical themes, such as that of
the Good Samaritan simply by rephrasing the original.

He

develops the theme of love through a simple and obvious
use of language.

The images he employs also lack complexity

and are familiar.

For example, eternal thirst quenching

water represents salvation.

Photine is characterized by

one of the men with this image:
La vie est de miel pour cette libertine!
(Tableau II, scene 2)
Thus, La Samaritaine reveals simple language, poetic compo
sition, and rhythmic movement.
Cyrano de Bergerac is an extravaganza of dramatic
activity.

The first act is sheer spectacle of movement and

the episodes quickly succeed each other.

Yet these kaleido

scopic events are achieved with grace and the requisite
economy of dialogue.

For example, the scene in which Mont-

fleury appears on stage and then is expelled moves lightly
and quickly.

Yet on occasion Rostand halts the action com

pletely with soliloquies which demonstrate both the versa
tility of the character's personality and the talent of the
actor.

Most illustrative is the famous tirade du n e z .

In

directing attention to Cyrano's expected arrival, Rostand
chooses very precise words to convey a synthesis of the
hero's personality:
Premier Marquis:
Quel est ce Cyrano?

X
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Cuigy:
C'est un gargon verse dans les colichemardes.
Deuxieme Marquis:
Noble?
Suffisamment.
•

•

Cuigy :
II est cadet aux gardes.

*

Cuigy:
N'est-ce pas que cet homme est des moins ordinaires?
Le Br et :
Ah! c'est le plus exquis des etres sublunaires!
Ragueneau:
Rimeur!
Cuigy:
Bretteur!
Brissaille:
Physicien!
Le Bret:
Mus icien!
Ragueneau:
*

*

•

Mais bizarre, excessif, extravagant, falot,
l i t *

Peutre a panache triple et pourpoint a six basques,
Cape que par-derriere, avec pompe, l'estoc
Leve, comme une queue insolente de coq,
Plus fier que tous les Artabans dont la Gascogne
Fut et sera toujours l'alme Mere Gigogne,
II promene, en sa fraise a la Pulcinella,
Un n e z ! ... Ah! messeigneurs, quel nez que ce nez-la!...
(Act I, scene 2)
While the play's extensive length, the multiplicity of epi
sodes, and the soliloquies indicate extravagance in dialogue,
the precise words chosen to illustrate the events and moods
provide a balancing economy.
When considering the appropriateness of language in
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revealing character, one recognizes that all the characters,
even the soldiers, are refined persons.
correctly.

As such, they speak

As a result the play is only partially realistic

in regard to manner of speech.

Rostand, however, does make

the dialogue's content conform reasonably to realism.
Christian frankly admits he can hold his own in jesting but
has little talent for the refined manner of speech necessary
to converse with ladies.

Roxane's dialogue content supports

the precieuse personality that Rostand has drawn for her.
Since Cyrano is the most highly developed character, it is
interesting to note how fully his dialogue reveals his per
sonality.

His audacious courage is displayed when he chal

lenges anyone who objects to his banishing Montfleury from
the stage.

The famous tirade du nez soliloquy indicates

his humor, wit and his adjustment to his appearance.

The

non, merci! speech reveals his pride and independence.
Cyrano's secret dream, his love for Roxane, and the madness
he feels in being denied this dream disclose his sensi
tivity.

The hero's poetic prowess is exhibited when he

impersonates Christian beneath Roxane's balcony.

His in

ventive mind comes to the fore in the scene in which he
detains de Guiche while Roxane and Christian are married.
Just before dying, Cyrano evaluates his life in his selfappointed epitaph:
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Philosophe, physicien,
Rimeurj bretteur, musicien,
Et voyageur aerien,
Grand riposteur du tac au tac,
Amant aussi -- pas pour son bien! —
Ci-git Hercule-Savinien
De Cyrano de Bergerac
Qui fut tout, et qui ne fut rien,
(Act V, scene 6 )
The pace of dialogue is energetic and vivid.

While

Rostand generally uses the alexandrine couplet, there are
several notable exceptions;

the ballade, in its fixed form,

composed during the duel, and the epitaph, which is eight
octosyllabic lines with a rhyme scheme aaabaaba.

Ragueneau's

recipe for tartlettes amandines shows the pattern
a 7 a 3 b7c.7c3b7d7d3e7l7f3e7^7^3h7i7i3h7, with alternating rimes
plates and rimes embrassees.

This poem is typical of the

poetic license for which Rostand was somewhat notorious:
although he rhymes identical sounds such as mousseux
and oeufs

[0 ]

[0 ] , he rhymes for the ear rather than for the

eye with flan and flane,

As Verlaine had done earlier in

"Chanson d'automne,” Rostand separates the article and noun
in the last two lines;
Ce sont les
Tartelettes amandines
(Act II, scene 4)
Interesting aspects of rhyme are the subject of a
study by A. Schenk, Etudes sur la rime dans Cyrano de Ber
gerac de M. Rostand.

In this work Schenk examined the

rhymes from selected portions of the play.

Insofar as the

frequency of the types of rhymes is concerned, he lists the
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varieties in order, beginning with rimes suffisantes, fol
lowed by rimes riches, rimes simples, and so on.

He notes

that "il est remarquable encore pour la versification et le
style de l'auteur que les rimes doubles, doublement riches
et triples sont relativement nombreuses dans notre p i e c e . " ^
In examining the vowels he says, "Pour tout commentaire,
nous ferons remarquer la predominence extraordinaire des
sons aigus i_, e_, ii_ et surtout e.
•
T
les sons moyens , a., an, o i .
relativement r a r es ." ^

Puis viennent en frequence

Les sons profonds

(o^, u_) sont

In conclusion Schenk makes three

assertions ;
(1) M. Rostand ne reconnait pas les regies qui defendent
de faire rimer deux mots a consonne finale differente,
pourvu que cette consonne soit muette et que ce ne soit
pas un _s, un x, ou un z_ (terminaison plurielle) .
(2) M. Rostand n'admet pas la rime ’pour les yeux.’
La seule exception semble. etre sois;francois.
(3) M. Rostand s'est scrupuleusement conforme a la
prononciation usuelle.
La rime Phedon:done est seule
douteuse.16
Rostand employs his typical technique of dividing the
alexandrine line among several speakers in order to show
movement,

and to allow it to continue uninterrupted in order

to sustain moments of deep emotional feeling.

The lengthy

play moves at a pace calculated to maintain the spectator’s
interest.
Insofar as the vocabulary in Cyrano de Bergerac is
concerned, Rostand employs a number of somewhat uncommon
words such as colichemardes, delabyrinthez, escogriffes,
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estafilade, icosaedre, nasigere, pentacrostiche, pharami•. nieux, tyranneau.
least two words:
tanus.

Moreover, he appears to have invented at
Hippocampelephantocamelos and Regromon-

The use of these pedantic and amusing words appro

priately serves to support the precieux qualities of the
play.
Joseph Chiari in The Contemporary French Theatre
asserts that "Rostand has a definite gift of visual imagery,
of which we find many good examples in Cyrano . . . " ^

The

following scene between Roxane and Cyrano is illustrative:
Cyrano:
•

a

«

Vous voyez la noirceur d Tun long manteau qui tr.aine,
J'apergois la blancheur d 1une robe d ’ete:
Moi je ne suis qu'une ombre, et vous qu'une clarte!
•

•

•

Oui, non coeur
Toujours, de mon esprit s'habille, par pudeur:
Je pars pour decrocher l'etoile, et je m'arrete
Par peur du ridicule, a cueillir la fleurette!
•

•

*

Ah! si loin des carquois, des torches et des fleches,
• • •

(Act XXI, scene 7)
A curious feature of this play is the fact that Rostand
occasionally uses the passe simple whenever he needs it for
either syllable count or rhyme.

For example:

Gracieux: 'Aimez-vous a ce point les oiseaux
Que paternellement vous vous preoccupates
De tendre ce perchoir a leurs petites pates?'
(Act I, scene 4)
Mon faux espion
M'est venu prevenir de leur agression.
Il a jouta: 1J'en peux determiner la place
Sur quel point voulez-vous que l'attaque se fasse?
(Act IV, scene 4)
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He also exhibits a charming display of wit and images
in the tirade du nez and biting metaphorical expressions in
the non, m e r ci ! soliloquy,

Cyrano’s awareness of approach-

ing death is veiled in less grotesque images.

He explains

to Roxane why he is tardy in arriving to visit her.
Je fus mis en retard, vertuchou!
• •

.

•

Par une visite assez inopportune
r
•

4 4

l.

Oui, j'ai dit;
Excusez-moi, mais c ’est aujourd'hui samedi,
Jour ou je dois me rendre en certaine demeure
Rien ne m ’y fait manquer: repassez dans une heure!
(Act V, scene 5)
Vous voyez, le rayon de lune vient me prendre!
i

t

*

Je ne veux pas que vous pleuriez moins ce charmant,
Ce bon, ce beau Christian; mais je veux seulement
Que lorsque le grand froid aura pris mes vertebres,
Vous donniez un sens double a ces voiles funebres,
Et que son deuil sur vous devienne un peu ion deuil.
t

•

«

Elle vient.
Je me sens deja botte de marbre,
— Gante de plomb!
(Act V, scene 6 )
These quotations coupled with figures of speech referring
to wit, love, and death illustrate how language reveals
themes and ideas.

Those treating love and death are ob

vious ; the tirade du nez illustrates Cyrano’s humor while
the non, me rci! speech, as indicated above, shows his pride
and independence.

The concepts of honor,

courage, friend

ship and panache are evidenced through continuing action
and brief dialogue rather than through a sustained scene.
The level of probability is often established by
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Cyrano's physical grotesqueness.

His audacious challenge

to those viewing Clorise projects the image of his phenome
nal nose to the point of absurdity.

Thus, Rostand's con

ception of the fantastic hinges on a very comnfoil object,
’ the human nose.

When Cyrano allows himself the luxury of

dreaming of love, he quickly returns to reality by remem
bering this grotesque feature.

While it gives him courage

to fight mediocrity, it prevents his declaring his love.
Cyrano tells Le Bret:
Regarde-moi, mon cher, et dis quelle esperance
Pourrait bien me laisser cette protuberance!
Oh! je ne me fais pas d'illusion! -- Parbleu,
Oui, quelquefois, je m'attendris, dans le soir bleu;
J'entre en quelque jardin ou l'heure se parfume;
Avec mon pauvre grand diable de nez je hume
L'Avril, —— je suis des yeux, sous un rayon d'argent,
Au bras d'un cavalier, quelque femme, en songeant
Que pour marcher, a petit pas dans de la lune,
Aussi moi j'aimerais au bras en avoir une,
Je m'exalte, j'oublie... et j'aperqois soudain
L'ombre de mon profil sur le mur du jardin,
(Act I, scene 6 )
Even as he dies, there is the feeling that death is looking
^t his nose:
Je crois qu'elle regarde...
Qu'elle ose regarder mon nez, cette Camarade!
(Act V, scene 6 )
This relieves the extreme sentimentality previously evoked
by the reference to his grotesqueness when he told Roxane:
Non! car c'est dans le conte
Que lorsqu'on dit: Je t'aime! au prince plein de honte,
II sent sa laideur fondre a ces mots de soleil..
Mais tu t 'apercevrais que je reste pareil.
*

*

•

J ’ignorais la douceur feminine.

Ma mere
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Ne m'a pas trouve beau.
Je n'ai pas eu de soeur.
Plus tard, j 1ai redoute l'amante a I'oeil moqueur.
Je vous dois d'avoir eu, t o u t a u moins, une amie.
Grace a vous une robe a passe dans ma vie.
v
(Act V, scene 6 )
The language in Cyrano de Bergerac effectively sustains dramatic tension, reveals characters- and themes, and
c-% • ,
reaffirms the dramatist's skillful versifications.
L 'Aiglon does not contain the dramatic activity
found in Cyrano de Bergerac.

Rather, it is a kind of

tableau, a spectacle of Watteau type characters in an ele
gantly set but slow moving drama.

The play's lengthy

nature, the numerous episodes, and the leisure with which
Rostand develops the characters and themes almost defy the
concept of economy in dialogue.

Information is given in

detail and within the framework of episodes.

For example,

material concerning the Due de Reichstadt is given in five
of the seven scenes preceding his entrance in scene eight
of Act I.

Thus, while scene one primarily establishes

Marie-Louise's personality, when asked about her son she
chattily replies that:
Sa saute
Est bonne.
II tousse un peu. .. Mais l'air est si suave
A Baden!... Un jeune homme!
II touche a l'heure grave:
Les debuts dans le monde!
-- Et quand je pense, o ciel!
Que le voila deja lieutenant-colonel!
Mais croiriez-vous pour moi c'est un chagrin enorme! -Que je n'ai jamais pu le voir en uniforme!...
(Act I, scene 1)
It requires an entire episode involving a doctor and his
son who bring in a butterfly collection for Marie-Louise to
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explain her son’s general apathy.

She explains that:

J'etais chez ce vieillard aimable,
Ayant, sur une table,
Le m edeci n des eaux
Vu ces C O llections que son fils achevait,
si le mien pouvait
J 'ai soup ire tout h aut: "Ah!
S 'in teres ser a qa, lui que rien n ’interesse!..."
(Act X, scene 2)
It is revealed that the duke is a political pawn in Metternich’s eyes.

The latter threatens the French diplomatic

attache in the following manner:
Mais si la liberte chez vous devient trop grande,
Si vous vous permettez la moindre propagande,
Mais si vous laissez trop Monsieur Royer-Collard
Venir devant le roi deplier son foulard;
Si votre royaute fait trop la Republique;
Nous pourrons --n'etant pas d'une humeur angelique! —
Nous souvenir que Frantz est notre petit-fils...
(Act I, scene 3)
The duke's remarkable resemblance to his father when on
horseback is disclosed in an explanation of why the cry
Vive Napoleon! was heard:
Quand ils ont vu le due de Reichstadt qui rentrait;
Vous savez q u 'un fosse profond longe la rue:
Le due veut le franchir; son cheval pointe, rue,
Se derobe; le due le ramene... et, hop la!
Alors pour 1'applaudir, ils ont crie.
Voila.
(Act I, scene 6)
The presentation of the striking parallelism existing be
tween the circumstances in the selection from Andromaque
and Lamartine’s Les Meditations and the duke's actual situa
tion continues the lengthy manner in which information is
imparted.
Rostand limits the principal characters in L ’Aiglon
to the nobility or well-trained personages with the notable
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exception of Flambeau.

Thus, his refined dialogue is appro

priate for most of the characters' station in life.
finds that "on the whole he is moving,

Chiari

convincing, and his

language, sometimes bears the imprint of epic poetry."1®
Flambeau's dialogue assumes an epic quality when he recites
the Napoleonic battles and again when he presents the duke
with mementos of his childhood in France.
The Due de Reichstadt's dialogue is not only suitable
for nobility, but it also reveals his personality.

The

dreamy poetic aspect of his nature is disclosed in the
following comment to his mother:
Ma mere, regardez!
L'heure est belle de calme et d'oiseaux attardes.
Oh!
comme avec douceur le soir perd sa dorure!
Les arbres...
(Act I, scene 13)
This same conversation reveals his heritage from his mother.
He says to her:
Et devant un beau soir je sens avec effroi
Quelque chose de blond qui s'attendrit en moi.
(Act I , scene 13)
His bitterness at being kept under Austrian surveillance is
poignantly apparent in his pas prisonnier, mais speech:
Dietrichstein:
Oh! le prince n'est pas prisonnier, mais...
Le Due:
J'admire!
Ce m a i s ! Sentez-vous tout ce que ce mais veut dire?
Mon Dieu, je ne suis pas prisonnier, m a i s ... Voila.
M a i s ♦.. Fas prisonnier, m a i s ... C'est le terme.
C'est la
Formule.
Prisonnier?... Oh! pas une seconde!
Mais,... il y a toujours autour de moi du m on de .
Prisonnier!,., croyez bien que je ne le suis pas!
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M ai s... s'il me plait risquer, au fond du pare, un pas,
II fleurit tout de suite un oeil sous chaque feuille.
Je ne suis certes pas prisonnier, ma is ... qu'on veuille
Me parler privement, sur le bois de l'huis
Pousse ce champignon: l'oreille!
Je ne suis
Vraiment pas prisonnier, ma is ... qu'a cheval je sorte,
Je sens le doux honneur d'une invisible escorte.
Je ne suis pas le moins du monde prisonnier!
Mais... je suis le second a lire mon courrier.
Pas prisonnier du tout! m a i s ... chaque nuit on place
A ma porte un laquais, —
tenez, celui qui passe!-Moi, le due de Reichstadt, un prisonnier?... jamais!
Un prisonnier! ... Je suis un pas-prisonnier-mais♦
(Act II, scene 2)

1

The young duke dreams of following his father as Emperor of
France:
Empereur?... Moi?... demain!... -- Je te pardonne, traitre!
J 'ai vingt ans et je vais regner!
Ah! mon Dieu! que c'est beau d'avoir vingt ans et d'etre
Fils de Napoleon premier!
Ce n'est pas vrai que je suis faible et que je tousse!
Je suis jeune, j.e n'ai plus peur!
Empereur?.,. Moi?... demain!...
— Comme la nuit est douce!
(Act V, scene 2)
The duke possesses that quality of the romantic hero
which compels him to analyze his situations so thoroughly
that he is unable to act.

Chiari's evaluation is that:

the main character, although he has impulses and velleities of movement, remains motionless.
The words are
like the sails of a windmill gyrating without anything
to grind; they strike the air, and nothing but the air,
producing a powerful impression of fruitless effort.
The result is bombastic, swollen language, gongorism,
and long scenes placed where they are for no other pur
pose than to enable the poet to indulge in a certain
form of rhetoric.19
This assessment of language is valid only if one discounts
the possibility that Rostand intended to plumb the depths
of the duke's thoughts in order to develop his character.
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Moreover,

the famous Sarah Bernhardt was playing the role

of the duke, and she enjoyed highly emotional scenes.

On

the whole, the duke’s language reveals a sensitive, refined,
and highly romantic hero.
The play's extreme length is indicative of its
rather slow pace.

Once again Rostand composed primarily in

alexandrine couplets.
dramatic action.

Frequent soliloquies mark the lack of

The dramatist divides the alexandrine

line in order to illustrate the duke's nervousness and to
demonstrate what little movement occurs.

The only deviation

from the alexandrine couplet occurs when the duke dreams of
reigning.

Here the lines are alternating twelve and eight

syllables with rimes croisees.
Rostand does not resort to the amusingly pedantic
words in L 1Aiglon that he employed in Cyrano de Bergerac.
Occasionally he uses artifice in rhyming.

For example, he

rhymes aparte with Buonaparte. the Italian pronunciation
used scornfully in referring to Napoleon.
is the rhyming of phenix and grand X .

Another example

In at least one place

he used the passe simple verb form simply to complete the
rhyme:

perdites / dites.
Rostand's talent is such that even though he writes

in verse, the syntax is almost always in normal word order.
Two exceptions occur in L 'Aiglon:
bois"

"C'est long, d'ici les

(Act II, scene 7), and the following statement by

Marie-Louise in which the prepositional phrase inserted
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between the infinitive and its object sets up the rhyme:
Marie-Louis e :
Jusqu'a chasser Monsieur Leroy, tailleur-modiste,
Parce qu'en m'essayant un peplum, cet artiste
N'avait pu voir, sans un cri d 'admiration,
Mes epaules . .
Bombelles:
Jaloux?.., Alors , Napoleon...
(Act I V , scene 7)
These examples of poetic license seem to be typical of those
taken by Rostand.

They do not appear to occur frequently,

and when they do, the displacement of normal word order does
not seem at all stilted.
L 1Aiglon. which deals with one of the most illustrious
families of the world, interestingly contains many images of
forests and birds.

The duke describes himself to the French

tailor as a tree:
Puisque comme un jeune arbre, ami, que 1 1on transplante,
Emporte sa foret dans sa seve ignorante,
(Act I, scene 10)
He speaks of the forest at dusk in the following manner:
Ce n'est plus seulement, ma mere la foret
Qui marche, la foret qui marche comme folle:
Ce parfum dans le soir, c'est la foret qui vole.
(Act I, scene 13)
The duke describes his father to his grandfather, the Em
peror, in these words:
II me souvient d 'un homme
Qui me serrait, tres fort, -- sur une etoile.
Et comme
II serrait, je sentais, en pleurant de frayeur,
L'etoile en diamants qui m'entrait dans le coeur.
(Act III, scene 2)
Then he speaks of himself as an eagle:
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Aigle sombre,
Triste oiseau bicephale au cruel oeil d 'ennui,
Aigle de la maison d TAutriche, aigle de nuit,
Un grand aigle de jour a passe dans ton aire,
Et tout ebouriffe de peur et de colere,
Tu vois , vieil aigle noir, n'osant y croire encore,
Sur un de tes aiglons pousser des plumes d'or!
(Act III, scene 3)
Marie-Louise explains her lack of understanding for her son
using the bird image as follows:
J 'etais--est-ce ma faute?-Trop petite a cote de vos reves trop grands!
Je n'ai qu'un pauvre coeur d ’oiseau, je le comprends!
(Act VI, scene 3)
To Metternich the dying duke charges that:
J'etais votre force, et ma mort vous desarme!
L'Europe qui jamais n ’osait vous dire non
Quand vous etiez celui qui peut lacher L'Aiglon,
Demain, tendant l'oreille et reprenant courage,
Dira: 1Je n'entends plus remuer dans la cage!...'
(Act VI, scene 3)
The language Rostand uses to develop the theme of
filial love has tones of pride and images of a star and of
an eagle representing Napoleon.

Patriotism toward France

is developed by quoting French authors, mentioning places
H,

and events in France, recounting the duke's christening,
and planning the duke's return to Paris to reign as Na
poleon II.

In presenting the theme of death Rostand employs

realistic words describing its agonies.

Moreover, he incor

porates the emotional reactions of the ones close to the
dying.

Whereas the theme of loyalty is developed more by

implication than by direct speech, the idea of personal am
bition is disclosed in direct and forthright statement.
A touching speech by the Due de Reichstadt in which
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he evaluates the futility of his situation maintains the
level of probability; yet he perforins a monarchial act in
decorating Flambeau:
Eh bien! moi, sans pouvoir, sans titre, sans royaume,
Moi qui ne suis q u 1un souvenir dans un fantome!
Moi, ce due de Reichstadt qui, triste, ne peut rien
Qu'errer sous les tilleuls de ce pare autrichien,
En gravant, sur leurs troncs, des N dans la mousse...
Passant qu'on ne regarde un peu que lorsquTil tousse!
Moi qui n 'ai meme plus le plus petit morceau
De la moire si rouge, h elas! dans mon berceau!
Moi dont ils ont en vain constelle l Tinfortune!
Moi qui ne porte plus que deux croix au lieu d'Une!
Moi, malade, exile, prisonnier... je ne peux
Galoper sur le front des regiments pompeux
En jetant aux heros des astres!... mais j ’espere,
J'imagine... il me semble enfin que, fils d'un pere
Auquel un firmament a passe par les mains,
Je dois, malgre tant d'ombre et tant de lendemains,
Avoir au bout des doigts un peu d'etoile encore...
Jean-Pierre-Seraphin Flambeau, je te decore!
(Act I I , scene 9)
The author constantly reminds the audience of reality by
frequently mentioning the duke's weaknesses or his confine
ment, both of which oppose his dream.
The language of L 'Aiglon is, generally speaking,
lofty, poetic, and composed for aristocratic characters.
In Chantecler Rostand very skillfully locates the
plane of the play completely outside the realm of reality,
yet at the same time he draws his characters precisely true
to life in two dimensions.

For these reasons, the study of

of language in Chantecler reveals interesting emphases.
The dialogue is economical in imparting information
and in directing attention to important events.

For ex

ample, the audience is furnished informative material
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concerning Chantecler's background and personality in
simple, direct language.

Attention is directed toward the

scene of the fateful duel in Act III at La Pintade’s iour
by a brief discussion of the social event in Act I.
Rostand clfearly establishes the level of probability
in the Prelude with the director’s description of the scene
which is to appear and advises that:
Nos personnages sont petits mais...
«

*

•

Entre la scene et vous nous avons fait descendre
L ’invisible rideau d'un verre grossissant.
(Prelude)
Since the characters are animals it is somewhat of a prob
lem to discuss the appropriateness of the language.
highly probable, however,

It is

that from Rostand’s very careful

study and close observation of these animals he captured
their personalities and conveyed them through language.
For example, it is easy to imagine that the snobbish words
which come from Le Paon are entirely appropriate for a pea
cock; the same is true for the language and personalities
of the nightingale, Le Rossignol, and the blackbird, Le
Merle.

Rostand sees a beautiful lyricism, proud masculine

virility, a fatherly-husbandly tenderness, disillusionment,
and devotion to career in a simple farmyard cock.

He com

bines these attributes with the legendary idea of Chante
cler to form the personality of his Chantecler.

In this

instance Rostand has drawn a character too complex for the
simple analogy mentioned in connection with Le Paon.

The
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playwright set words to the cock's morning crowing in order
to create a hymn to the sun:
Je t 'adore, Soleil! o toi dont la lumiere,
Pour benir chaque front et murir chaque miel,
Entrant dans chaque fleur et dans chaque chaumiere
Se divise et demeure entiere
Ainsi que l ’amour maternel!
(Act I, scene 3)
Chantecler sputters at the idea of La Pintade's jour, preens
before La Faisane, falls in love with her, and remarks before
telling her the secret of his song that:
Oui, je sens que je vais le dire, et que j ’ai tort!
Tout qa, parce q u ’elle a sur la tete de l'or!
(Act II, scene 3)
He protects the chickens from L'Epervier's threat even though
they were taunting him unmercifully before and during the
duel.

The bitterness of his betrayal is reflected in the

anguish of its aftermath.

He says:

Arriere tous!

Je n ’ai plus rien

Que mon chant!
Co .. .
Plus rien que mon chant! Chantons bien!
Co...Tiens! prends-je ma voix de gorge, o u . . . Co...
/de tete?
Scanderai-je: Un-trois ?. ..Co . . . Et I 1accent?... Ca
/ m 1arrete, .
Tout qa! — Deux-deux... Trois-un.■.Coucour... --Depuis
/q u 'on m 1a
Fait penser a tout qa... Kikir... Et le schema?...
Co c . . .
Je suis embrouille d'ecoles et de regies!
Leur vol decompose ferait tomber les aigles,
Et .. .
Coc... je ne peux plus chanter, moi dont la loi
Fut d'ignorer comment mais de savoir pourquoi!
Je n'ai plus rien!

Ils m'ont tout pris!

Mon chant
/lui-meme!

Comment le retrouver?
(Act III, scene 6)20
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Comfort and rejuvenation come to Chantecler from La Faisane.
He reminds her that:
Je n'oublierai jamais, cependant, qu'un matin
Nous avons ete deux a croire a mon destin,
Et q u 'a l'heure heroxque ou l'amour vient d'eclore
Tu me passais ton or pour l'Aurore!
(Act IV, scene 2)
''"After learning that the sun does not need his song, the dis
illusioned Chantecler decides that:
Mon destin est plus sur que le jour que je v o i s !
(Act IV, scene 7)
He explains his reasoning in the following terms:
C ’est que je suis le Coq d ’un soleil plus lointainl
Mes cris font a la Nuit q u ’ils percent sous ses voiles
Ces blessures de jour qu'on prend pour des etoiles!
Moi, je ne verrai pas luire sur les clochers
Le ciel definitif fait d'astres rapproches;
Mais si je chante, exact, sonore, et si, sonore,
Exact, bien apres moi, pendant longtemps encore,
Chaque ferme a son Coq qui chante dans sa cour,
Je crois qu'il n'y aura plus de nuit!
(Act IV, scene 7)
Rostand has assigned to Chantecler language which is appro
priate for the mature protector of a domain; the fact that
the protector is a cock and his domain a farmyard is a
tribute to Rostand's creative genius.
note Le Pivert's functions.

It is curious to

He gives les trois coups to

begin the play, and in Act IV he Is shown as an expert in
the languages of the birds.

La Vieille Poule carries out

the traditional matriarchal role by issuing proverbs appro
priate for various occasions.
The pace of Chantecler is one of constant movement.
A choppy rhythm in uneven spurts, achieved through language,
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decisively captures the fluttering, squawking, startling
movements of the

feathered tribe.

Rostand achieves this

effect by his usual method, dividing the alexandrine line
among several speakers, and by the sound quality of the
words.

For example, when Chantcler's cry warns the butter

fly of impending danger, the short words, the preponderance
of stop consonants and nasals create the fowl-like sounds
and movements:
La Poule blanche:
Oh!... un filet!...
au bout d 1un bambou...
Le Merle:
Ce bambou
Se termine par un bambil a l'autre bout!
Muscadin qui toujours vers d'autres roses cingles,
Tu vas etre tire ce soir a quatre epingles!
Tout le monde:
Palpitant! --Qa s'approche! --Oui! — Poco a poco!
— Chut! — Prendra!
— Prendra pas! — Prendra!...
On Entend Tout A Coup Au Loin:
Co corico!
Plusieurs Poules:
Hein? -- Quoi? -- Qu'est-ce?
Une Poule:
II est loin deja dans la
/prairie!
Le Merle:
C'est Chantecler qui fait de la chevalerie!
(Ac t I , s cene 2)
While this episode is created primarily by sound, in scene
three of Act III he illustrates the agitated fluttering
occasioned by the arrival of the exotic cocks at La
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Pintade’s j our by division of line and by actual movement.
La Pintade, s'arretant, saisie:
Braekel?
Chez moi? C ’est une erreur!
Le Coq 'cle Braekel, s ’inclinant devant elle:
M adame...
La Pintade, suffoquee devant ce Coq blanc
aux brandebourgs noirs:
Ah! ma surprise
L ’Huissier-Pie , annonqaht:
Le Coq de Ramelslohe...
La Pintade:
0 ciel!
L ’Ruissier-Pie , achevant:
... a patte grise!
Le Paon, negligemment, a l ’oreille de la Pintade,
pendant que 1 ’eblouissant Ramelslohe salue:
C ’est un des plus recents leucotites.
La Pintade, bouleversee:
C ’est u n ...
C ’est u n ...
L ’Huissier-Pie, d ’une voix de plus eclatante:
Le Coq Wyandotte a croissants d ’acier brun!
La Pintade, affolee:
Ah! Dieu du ciel!... Mon fils!
Le Pintadezu, accourant:
Maman!
La Pintade:
Le Coq Wyandotte!
(Act III, scene 3)
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Alexandrine couplets dominate the play, but there are
variations.

Chantecler's hymn to the sun is eight stanzas

of the versification pattern

.

The chorus of

owls sing several stanzas of six lines each with the pat
tern _a®a.^b.^c.®c.®b.^ •

Le Rossignol's song, in which Les

Crapauds sing alternately,

consists of three line octosyl

labic stanzas with the rhyme scheme aba occurring throughout
the song.

The a. lines end in the [o] sound and the b^ lines

end in [£|].

This repetition of the same sounds is unusual;

Rostand tends toward variety.
These deviations from the alexandrine line increase
the lyrical quality and have the effect of-calming the agi
tation.

Chantecler1s song is a burst of enthusiastic

praise and joy.

The chorus of owls seems to present a

quieter melodic tribut to night, while Le Rossignol's song
is plaintive and melancholic.

Les Crapauds' harsh sonority

adds a discordant element which results in disquieting har
mony.
Artifices are very apparent in Chantecler.

The dia

logue is gilded with images and unusual vocabulary.

The

images deal primarily with nature and the universe.

Two

verses in Chantecler's hymn to the sun, which have been
cited before, have particularly vivid images:
Je t'adore, Soleil! o toi dont la lumiere,
Pour benir chaque front et murir chaque miel,
Entrant dans chaque fleur et dans chaque chaumiere,
Se divise et demeure entiere
Ainsi que l'amour maternel!
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Je t'adore, Soleil!
Tu mets dans 1'air des roses,
Des flammes dans la source, un dieu dans le buisson!
Tu prends un arbre obscur et tu 1 ’apotheoses!
0 Soleil!
toi sans qui les chose
Ne seraient que ce qu'elles sont!
(Act I, scene 2)
Patou, concerning his own situation, observes that:
Mais, du moins, quand la nuit on lape l'eau du lac,
Avoir -- ce qui vaut mieux que tous les os a moelles —
La fr.aiche illusion de boire les etoiles!
(Act I, scene 4)
The approaching night again becomes a figure of speech when
Chantecler notices, settling his flock for the night:
Le soir a souffle sa fumee...
(Act I, scene 7)
As Patou is falling asleep he comments:
Faisons un somme
Jusqu'a ce que le ciel soit rose comme... comme...
Un ventre de petit chien...
(Act I, scene 7)
Le Rossignol's song, which consists of the first two lines
of each stanza, as quoted below, poetically expresses the
sensuousness of the forest:
Je chante!
Car les ciels trop beaux,
Le soir qui tient, dans la venelle...
•

■

•

...De trop voluptueux propos;
L'air qui sent trop la pimprenelle. ..
•

•

«

L'amour trop sur de ses appeaux,
Forcent mon ame trop charnelle...
•

•

*

...A livrer les secrets depots
Qu'un dieu terrible a mis en elle!
• • •

J ?ai dans mon coeur tous les sanglots,
Tous les pays dans ma prunelle...
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Je vis, je meurs a tout propos:
Je suis la Chanson Eternelle!
(Act IV, scene 6 )
Images abound in the replies of the forest’s inhabitants to
Chantecler's questions about Le Rossignol's melodic sounds:
Chantecler:
Quand il chante ainsi sans parler, que dit-il,
Ecureuil?
L'Ecureuil, d'une cime:
Les elans!
Chantecler:
Toi, Lievre?
Le Lievre, dans un taillis:
Les alarmes!
Chantecler:
Toi, Lapin?
Un des Lapins:
La rosee!
Chantecler:
Et toi, Biche?
La Biche, au fond du bois:
Les larmes!
Chantecler:
Loup?
Le Loup, dans un doux hurlement lointain:
La lune!
Chantecler:
Et toi, L'Arbre a la blessure d'or,
Pin chanteur?
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Le Pin, dont une branche bat vaguement la mesure
II me dit que me resine encore
Ira sur les archets chanter en colophane!

...

Chantecler;
Toi, L'Araignee?
L'araignee, se bergant au bout de son fil;

II dit la goutte d'eau
Qui brille sur ma toile ainsi qu'un beau cadeau!
Chantecler;
Et toi, la Goutte d ’Eau qui brilles sur sa toile?
Une Petite Voix, venant de la toile:
Le ver luisant!
Chantecler:
Et toi, le Ver Luisant?
Une Petite Voix, dans l'herbe:
L'Etoile!
Chantecler:
Et vous, s 'il m'est permis de vous interroger,
De quoi vous parle-t-il, Etoile?
Une Voix, dans le ciel:
Du Berger!
(Act IV, scene 6 )
These somewhat simple images of nature and the uni
verse are supplemented by a fantastic vocabulary.
continues his standard device of listing.

Rostand

On this occa

sion he uses names of exotic cocks such as "Le Coq de
Ramelslohe," "Le Coq Wyandotte a croissants d'acier brun,"
"Le Coq de Mesopotamie, a deux cretes," "Coq Barbu de
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Varna," "Le Coq Malais a col de Serpent," "Coq Ptarmigan."
Rostand has Le Merle speak uncommon words.

The following

speech illustrates his dialogue:
Oui: mais en un plomb vil cet or peut se changer.
La grive est un oiseau si grivois qu'il s'esbigne
De peur d'etre roti dans des feuilles de vigne;
Alors , faute de grive... He!... II serait facheux
Que je fusse fauche par un vieux Lefacheux!
(Ac t I , s cene 4)
The tour de force of unusual vocabulary is found in Act III
^during the taunting and the duel,

Chantecler scornfully

appraises the exotic cocks as follows:
Je pense que tout qa c'est des coqs fabriques
Par des negociants aux cerveaux compliques
Qui, pour elucubrer un poulet ridicule,
A l ’un prennent une aile, a 1 'autre un caroncule;
Je pense qu'en ces coqs rien ne reste du Coq;
Que. tout qa c'est des coqs
faits de brie et de broc
Qui montent mieux la garde
au seuil d'un catalogue
Q u ’au seuil d'une humble cour, a cote d'un vieux dogue;
Que tout qa, c'est des coqs frisottes, herisses,
Convulses, que n'a pas apaises et lisses
La maternelle main de la calme Nature,
Et que tout qa n'est rien que de 1'Aviculture!
Et que ces papegais aux plumages discords,
Sans style, sans beaute, sans ligne, et dont les corps
N'ont pas meme de l'oeuf garde la douce ellipse,
Semblent sortir d'un poulailler d'Apocalypse! .
(Act III, scene 4)
In the taunting the frequency of stop consonants and
rounded vowels gives a harsh, sometimes piercing sound which
reflects the tone.

This is sustained in the following

speech which illustrates Rostand's prowess in meaningfully
utilizing words built on coq.

He incorporates linguistic

theories in the taunting, as shown below:
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Deuxieme Poulet:
Rythmez-vous: Un-un-deux? Un- trois? Trois-u n ? ou quatre?
--Quel est votre schema dynamique?
Le Merle, criant:
Qui n 'a
Pas son petit schema dynamique?
Chantecler:
Dyna?...
Troisieme Poulet:
Ou collez-vous l ’accent?
Sur le Co?...
Chantecler;
Si j e.r colle
Sur le Co?...
Troisieme Poulet:
Sur le ri? .,.
Chantecler:
Sur?...
Premier Poulet, s ’impatientant:
Quelle est votre Ecole?
Chantecler:
Des Ecoles de Coqs?...
Deuxieme Poulet, avec rapidite:
Mais il y en a qui
Chantent Cocorico! d'autres, Kikiriki!
Premier Poulet, de meme:
On est cocoriquiste ou bien kikiriquiste!
The playwright continues this procedure with the declension
of rosa.
The themes expressed in this play are generally
stated simply and directly, as the following citations will
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show.

La Faisane admits her vanity in choosing to be the

more outstanding of the couple:
Aimer un grand Coq, —

je ne suis pas si femme!
(Act I, scene 4)

When Chantecler has confided the secret of his song to her
and they become aware of their mutual love, his love is re
flected as he says to her:
Tu me fais mieux chanter.

Viens plus pres.
Collabore.
(Act II, scene 3)

After the disillusionment of the duel La Faisane asks
Chantecler:
Tu veux rester ici?
Chantecler:
Pas pour eux, --pour mon chant!
II jaillirait moins clair d ’un autre sol, peut-etre!
Mais pour reprendre au jour qu'il est sur de renaitre
Je vais chanter!
(Act III, scene 4)
But he soon realizes that:
Je n'ai plus rien!

Ils m'ont tout pris!

Mon chant
/lui-meme!

Comment le retrouver?
(Act III, scene 4)
Le Rossignol affirms the value of his work in the following
manner:
Je n'eveille personnel
Qu'importe!
II faut chanter!
chanter meme en sachant
Qu'il existe des chants q u 'on prefere a son chant!
(Act IV, scene 6)
The thematic climax occurs when Chantecler realizes that
he has been betrayed and that the sun had risen without
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him.

La Faisane asks:
Comment reprend-on du courage
Quand on doute de 1'oeuvre?
(Act IV, scene 7)

Chantecler's reply is that:
On se met a l'ouvrage.
(Act IV, scene 7)
His summary of his experiences in the forest reveals:
Je n'oublierai jamais la noble foret verte
Ou j'appris que celui qui voit son reve mort
Doit mourir tout de suite ou se dresser plus fort!
(Act IV, scene 7)
Thus, the ideas expressed in the play are couched in simple
straightforward terms.
Insofar as the language is concerned, one might say
that Chantecler is the most complex of Rostand’s plays.

He

has chosen words with sound qualities appropriate to de
scribe the fowls' movements and sounds.

He has also created

dialogue suited to his characters' personalities.

For ex

ample, Patou uses simple words, Le Merle affects pseudo
sophisticated language, Le Pivert is pedantic, La Faisane
is precieuse and La Vieille Poule speaks in proverbs.
guage also reflects the tone of the play.

Lan

During the

taunting of the duel harsh-sounding words and the excessive
use of uncommon words create a strained tone of bitterness.
The complexities of the language in Chantecler suggest the
need for a more detailed study than is possible within the
scope of this investigation.
The fact that Rostand did not complete La Derniere
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nuit de Don Juan is more apparent in the investigation of
language than in any other aspect.

The dialogue is simply

constructed; the poetry has little variation;
not an abundance of unusual words.

and there is

It is therefore prob

able that Rostand was so engrossed in expressing and ar
ranging his thoughts that he did not concern himself unduly
with language.
The playwright economically provides information in
the dialogue.

For example, Don Juan states his method for

seduction in plain terms:
Un silence effrayant, c ’est mon systeme.
On trompe
Sans mentir, comme fait I ’horizon.
(Part I, scene 3)
Nous differons encore dans les moy en s.
On ne bat pas la femme, on la fait souffrir.
(Part I, scene 3)
He establishes the level of probability in the Pro
logue by placing reality, Don Juan, in juxtaposition with
unreality,

the statue.

This juxtaposition of reality and

unreality is maintained throughout the play.

Rostand

skillfully arranges the unreal— the statue, the puppet, the
ghosts--side by side with realistic characters.
Don Juan— in turn penetrates unreality.

The real—

This creates a

special problem when considering appropriateness in language.
One, therefore, is obliged to observe how language reflects
and establishes personality.

An elementary example is Don

Juan's preoccupation with the sensual.
such as the following:

He makes statements
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Apprends que les beaux vers comme les belles filles
Peuvent negligemment laisser voir leurs chevilles
(Part I , scene 3)
The decor in his chambres d'adultere, the continuous reci
tal of the circumstances of seductions, and decision which
seals his fate, quoted below, corroborate the image pro
jected:
Je ne peux plus songer a servir une cause
Tant qu'une epaule est blonde et qu'une gorge est rose!
Tuez-moi!
(Part II, scene 2)
The pace of La Derniere nuit de Don Juan seems to be
rhythmically constant.
alexandrine couplet.

As is typical, Rostand employs the
In order to inject movement, he di

vides the alexandrine line among several speakers, as is
his habit.

At the very beginning he creates a processional

effect by naming the seduced victims.

This effect recurs

with the appearance of the ghosts and Don Juan's going from
one to another in an effort to establish their identities.
Rostand deviates from the alexandrine couplet on only two
occasions.

The marionette sings a song of two stanzas with

the scheme ,a^.a®b_®,

c_8c^8^8

,

in the second part the ghosts

surround Don Juan and sing a seven syllable quatrain.

The

devil contributes two similar lines and the total versifi
cation scheme is a j b j a j •

The seven and three syllable

lines suggest the unusual quality of the ghosts and the
devil.
Vocabulary was not so carefully selected in this
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play as in the earlier ones.

Rostand seemed to be more con

cerned with semantic ramifications of words rather than
with le mot juste.

This is evidenced by the discussion be

tween Don Juan and the devil on the ideas implied in the
words posseder and connaitre.
The images in this play are items upon which one can
attach sensuous meanings such as sky, water, glass, jewels,
rich materials.

For example, Don Juan says to Sganarelle:

Sur l'eau rose et brune,
Chaque bateau traine un tapis, et la lagune,
Comme une Putiphar qui voit fuir un manteau,
Semble par son tapis retenir le bateau.
Mais, dans ce coin desert, l'eau verte et plus sournoise
Sommeille sous un ciel de soufre et de turquoise,
Comme, avant mon passage, une glauque vertu.
J Tai toujours eu le gout de l ’eau qui dort.
(Part I, scene 1)
His description of Venice is implicit of woman:
Venise!... Ah! la cite du fragile, c ’est elle.
La colonne est en stuc, la pierre est en dentelle,
Le mur est en miroir, et la rue est en eau!
Et lorsque deux amants echangent un anneau,
Cet anneau, Sganarelle, a 1 ’esprit d'etre en verre!
(Part I, scene 1)
The devil describes Don Juan’s seductions:
Chacun de tes amours n'etait qu'une gondole;
(Part I, scene 6 )
At the same time Don Juan describes the gondolas in the
following way:
Chacune est un astre qui rode!
(Part I, scene 6 )
As the ghosts disembark, Don Juan makes the following ob
servation :
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Les ombres d ’argent bleu montent l ’escalier d ’eau!
(Part I, sce.ne 6 )
The hardened tears are described Ja.s jewels:
Chaque spectre d 1amour porte, au coin de .son masque,
Ce soir, comme un bijou, son plus grand ple'ur durci.
(Part II, scene 1)
Without elaboration, Don Juan makes 'references to
some of literature’s most passionate women:

Eve, Phaedra,

Helen, as well as Faust, a male counterpart.

The ghosts ?

on the other hand, compare Don Juan to famous faithful
lovers:

Romeo and Tristram.
Ideas are clearly stated.

The marionette Polichi-

nelle makes Don J u a n ’s personality quite definite, saying:
Tu dis toujours le mot qui sent un peu la chair,
(Part I , s cene 3)
The protagonist attributes the origin of his nature to the
devil’s incarnation as Eve tempting Adam.

The conversation

goes as follows:
Don Juan:
Je t ’aimais mieux en vert.
L e D iab 1 e :
Tu m ’as vu?
Don Juan:
L'Eden! Eve!
Le Diable:
Tu m ras ? . ..
Don Juan:
J'etais Adam!
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Le Diable:
Tu t'en souviens?
Don Juan:
En reve.
Je crois nous voir encor sous le pommier bossu.
Quel est ce grand secret q u ’alors nous avons su?
Nul ne l'a jamais dit... J'etais le premier homme.
Je mordais dans la pomme... et je vis, dans la pomme,
Souple et blanc, -- comme toi, dans l'arbre, souple et vert
Onduler ton affreux diminutif...
Le Diable:
Le ver?
Don Juan:
Je crache! et tu me dis: "Dans une autre il faut mordre."
Je vois dans leautre fruit le meme ver se tordre;
Je crache!
Tu dis: "Mords dans les autres!" Je mords.
Un ver!
Je mords: un ver! Je mords: un ver! A lo rs :
"Tout beau fruit, nous dis-tu, n'est qu ’un ver qui se
/cache.
Voila ce grand secret qu'il ne faut pas qu'on sache.
Essayez maintenant de vivre en le sachant!"
(Part I , scene 4)
Don Juan sees the results of his life and he says:
Je suis seul au milieu de la foret des ames.
Elies sont toutes la. J 'ai cherche! J'ai cherche!
De sorte que, ma vie ayant toujours lache
Pour 1'amour dans lequel on ne peut se connaxtre
L'amitie dans laquelle on se connaxt peut-etre,
Je mourrai sans avoir un seul etre connu!
(Part II, scene 1)
His final decision is as cited earlier:
Je ne peux plus songer a servir une cause
Tant qu'une epaule est blonde et qu'une gorge est rose!
Tuez-moi!
(Part II, scene 2)
But he prefers a destiny other than that which the devil
allots him.

He says:

Je veux souffrir!
Je n'ai jamais souffert!
J'ai gagne mon enfer!
J'ai droit a mon enfer!
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Le Diable:
L'enfer est ou je veux, c'est moi qui le situe:
Certains h o m e s fameux le font dans leur statue;
Tu le feras dans ton pantin!
(Part II, scene 2)
These references illustrate Rostand's straightforward manner
in stating the ideas he has developed through action.
The word order and transitions are not so smooth in
this play as in previous ones.

Don Juan's declaration to

the devil illustrates this:
J'ai voyage moi-meme ainsi qu'une legende.
Theatre ou j'apprenais la vie et le baton,
Vous avez toujours l'air, avec votre fronton,
D'un petit temple grec monte sur des echasses.
L'enfance!
[Au Montreur]
J'aimerais que tu te rapprochasses.
[Puis se parlant a lui-meme.]
Je crois revoir encor, pour tendre un gobelet,
--"N'oubliez pas Polichinelle, s 1il vous plait!" -Le montreur soulever cette toile eternelle...
[A Sganarelle.]
Va-t'en. Laisse-moi seul avec Polichinelle,
(Part I , scene 2)
The stage directions in brackets were provided by the edi
tors, who probably felt keenly this play's lack of polish.
For the most part the language can be categorized as
poetically stated reflections held together by the thread
of action but with unrefined language transitions.
As has been previously stated, poetry is clearly an
outstanding feature of Rostand's plays, and its function has
not been treated as poetry per se but in the manner in which
it affects the composition of the dialogue and the poetic
variations that lend variety to the usual alexandrine
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couplet.

The effectiveness of poetry as dialogue merits a

complete study; therefore, it was not treated in depth in
this investigation.

However, a very brief consideration

to show Rostand's poetic skill as revealed in the dialogue
seems in order.

The following speech by the due de Reich-

stadt in L 'Aiglon will be examined.
Eh bien! moi, sans pouvoir, sans titre, sans royaume,
Moi qui ne suis qu'un souvenir dans un fantome!
Moi, ce due de Reichstadt, qui, triste, ne peut rien
Qu'errer sous les tilleuls de ce pare autrichien,
En gravant, sur leurs troncs, des N dans la mousse...
Passant qu'on ne regarde un peu que lorsqu'il tousse!
Moi qui n'ai meme plus le plus petit morceau
De la moire si rouge, helas! dans mon berceau!
Moi dont ils ont en vain constelle l'infortune!
Moi qui ne porte plus que deux croix au lieu d'Unel
Moi, malade, exile, prisonnier. . je ne peux
Galoper sur le front des regiments pompeux,
En jetant aux heros des astres!... mais jlespere,
J 'i m a g i n e , il me semble enfin que, fils d'un pere
Auquel un firmament a passe par les mains,
Je dois, malgre tant d'ombre et tant de lendemains,
Avoir au bout des doigts un peu d'etoile encore...
Jean-Pierre-Seraphin Flambeau, je te decore!
(Act II, scene 9)
The verse form is the alexandrine couplet, and a tone of
melancholic wistfulness is evoked.

The repetition of sans

in juxtaposition with words referring to a monarch in the
first line firmly establishes the idea that he is without
monarchial powers.

The fact that he says he is only a memory

in a fantome implies that he should possess the powers that
he lacks.

While mention of his title in the third line and

the Austrian park in the fourth shows that he is included
in the Austrian royal family, his wandering under the
linden trees, drawing N's in the mossy tree trunks discloses
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that he does not really fit into the Austrian life but
rather identifies with Napoleon; the strong capital N con
trasts with the aimless, coughing, power-impoverished youth.
The repetitive moi at this point effectively reminds one of
the sadness and pitiable state of the speaker.

Its con

tinuation reinforces his evaluation of his status as well
as emphasizes the fact that he himself is preparing to take
some action.

That he no longer has the tiniest bit of the

red silk from his cradle suggests his total exile; the
cradle implies that he is exiled from his native land; the
red silk shows that he belonged to a regal family.

The

verb consteller is skillfully used here both semantically
and preparing for the images of stars and firmament to
follow.

The duke says they, presumably the fates, have

clustered misfortunes around him.

The phrase en vain may

be read to mean that he has been rendered useless, or it
may predict future overcoming of his misfortunes by imply
ing that they have burdened him in vain.

He follows the

latter interpretation when he says that he can no longer
wear two crosses instead of one.

The stage directions in

dicate that he points to two plaques on his chest.

One

might speculate that he is wearing both French and Austrian
insignias and now is ready to make his choice.

With the

words "Moi, malade, exile, prisonnier" the duke specifically
states his situation, which he had implied in the preceding
lines.

He further admits his lack of power in saying that
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he cannot lead mighty regiments, thus creating stellar
heroes, as "en jetant aux heros des astres!" might imply.
He then reveals his hesitative and indecisive nature by
saying "mais j ’espere,

j'imagine...

il me semble."

He

justifies his forthcoming action by saying that he is the
son of a father through whose hands a firmament had passed.
In spite of the shadowy past and the unknown future, he
must still have a little stardust from his father at his
fingertips.

Therefore, with courage and confidence he deco

rates Flambeau.

The sick, exiled prisoner idea, showing his

actual state, prevents his achieving his dream.

This dream

is explored in terms of horses, as galoper suggests,

and

state-ly and powerful military forces whose victories and
destinations are termed astres.

The image of a commander

on horseback leading powerful military heroes beyond the
ends of the earth and into the stars symbolizes the du ke ’s
ideal.

His admiration for his father, a prominent theme in

the play, is obvious in the reference to his possessing a
firmament, implying the empire.
This speech is significant in terms of the entire
play because it is at this point that the duke, in spite of
his infirmities, obstacles,

and hesitations takes the first

step on the long road to becoming his father's successor.
The results of the examination of Rostand’s use of
language reveals that it is a tribute to his dramatic and
poetic skill.

With the exception of two plays, L a
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Samaritaine and L 'Aiglon, he economically and clearly im
parts information concerning coming events by announcing
what is going to take place.

The dialogue is usually re

fined, poetic, and aristocratic.

For the most part, it is

appropriate because the majority of the characters are royal
or noble, if not by social position then by nature.

In

Chantecler and La Derniere nuit de Don Juan where the level
of probability is removed from reality the dialogue fittingly
reveals the personalities that have been projected.
The dramatist uses the alexandrine couplet as a point
of departure for the rhythm of the play.

Innovations with

the line inject movement; deviations into other syllable
counts and rhyme schemes provide variety and create differ
ent moods.

Rostand's poetic dialogue moves brilliantly and

easily with scarcely a trace of contrivance except in La
Derniere nuit de Don Juan.
In the realm of artifice Rostand's competence tran
scends the ordinary.

Not only has he chosen words to convey

precise meaning but also, at least in Chantecler, he has
selected them for their sound qualities.

Insofar as figures

of speech are concerned, he seems to rely heavily on images
of nature and the universe.

The ideas he develops are not

new but are concerned primarily with man's quest for the
ideal and the difficulties presented by reality.
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CHAPTER V
MUSIC AND SPECTACLE
Aristotle lists music as one of the six basic ingre
dients for drama saying, "of the remaining elements [i.e.,
music and spectacle] music has the greatest enriching
power."-*-

Rostand includes music in some form in all of his

plays.
In Les Romanesques there are two scenes in which
music contributes to the total spectacle.

In preparation

for the contrived abduction of Sylvette, Straforel directs
the musicians:
Les musiciens?- la! sur fond de clartes roses ...
De la grace, du flou!
Variez done les poses!
Debout, la mandoline!
Asseyez vous l'alto!
Comme dans le Concert Champetre de Watteau!
• •

*

Ins trumen ts , en sourdine,
'
Veuillez vous accorder,,.
(Act I, scene 8 )
Ros tand indie ates in stage di rectio ns that the musicians
are to play sof tly until the end of the first act.

Stra-

for el directs the musicians to play Amoroso! as Percinet.
while waiting for Sylvette, poetically anticipates their
meeting.

At her appearance, the Bravados seize her, and

Straforel orders the musicians to change the tempo to
Tremolo during his duel with Percinet.
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Music at this point
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intensifies the romantic feeling of Percinet until the duel,
then it heightens the melodramatic element of the struggle
between "good" and "evil” forces.
The musicians reappear near the end of Act XI when
Straforel goes to try to collect payment for his services.
At this point in the plot, Bergamin and Pasquinot appear to
have been in a fight, Sylvette has just announced that she
refuses to marry Percinet, and the notary, witnesses and
guests arrive, along with the violinists who are playing a
minuet.

The dignity and precision of the musical composi

tion of the minuet is in direct contrast to the confusion
of the guests entering and exiting, and to the annoyance of
Bergamin, Pasquinot and Straforel over the broken engagement
and the bill.

Thus, in Les Romanesques Rostand uses music

to intensify the tone of the above mentioned scenes.
In La Princesse lointaine Rostand incorporates music
to announce Melissinde's arrival at Joffroy's ship.

The

music is heard first, and then the splendor of the princess,
her jewels, her retinue and the flowers are seen.

Once

Melissinde has boarded the ship, the music is stopped until
she calls for the harp to play soft comforting music as
death overtakes Joffroy.

The music of the harp is supple

mented by Melissinde's voice, which is like music to Joff
roy, and by the chanting prayers for the dying pilgrim.
Music in La Samaritaine is rendered in the form of
the human voice.

In the first tableau Photine sings a
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sensuous love song as she approaches the well.

After she

accepts the teachings of Jesus she joyfully bursts into the
song which apparently most completely expresses depth in
her emotions.

She is chagrined to realize that it is the

same song she had sung about her lovers.
Rostand indicates in the stage directions in the
second tableau that songs are included among the sounds of
the market place.

They are simply part of the background

here, not significant renditions.

The second tableau ends,

however, with the people, having been convinced of Jesus'
power by Photine, marching off to see Jesus and singing
psalms.
It can be concluded that in La Samaritaine Rostand
uses singing to express deep emotional joy and praise.
The purposes of music in Cyrano de Bergerac are dif
ferent for each instance in which music is used in the play.
In Act I music accompanies the attempted performance of
Clorise.

This serves to establish the probability of the

play within a play, and to separate its action from that of
the actual drama.

Music in this instance seems quite na

tural and is readily accepted by the audience.

The appear

ance of musicians in Act III, however, must be explained
and justified.

Cyrano is accompanied by two pages playing

lutes at his entrance in Act III.

It is improbable that

he, a soldier, would be accompanied by pages playing lutes.
He must explain that he had made a wager with Assoucy.
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The prize for the winner was a day of music by the pages.
Assoucy lost the bet.

This justification of the presence
t*

of the musicians clears the way for Rostand to use them as
dramatic devices.

Before the balcony scene Cyrano assigns

each one to a lookout post to warn him by playing an air if
anyone approaches; he orders a joyful tune if a woman ap
proaches, a sad tune if a man is coming.

Thus, he is not

taken by surprise at the entrance of the capucin or of de
Guiche.
vices.

The page-musicians are equally useful as comic de
Their status as the prize for winning a bet as

well as their contrasting tunes--a dance from one, a dirge
from the other--to announce the capucin's arrival lend
humor to the scenes.
The drums, bugles, and fifes are natural accompani
ments to seventeenth century warfare; therefore, their
presence in Act IV is to be expected.

Rostand, however,

further employs the music of the fifer, who plays old fa
miliar tunes to relieve the m e n ’s minds of the miseries of
war.

This scene also contributes to the effectiveness of

Roxane’s arrival at camp.

The men are saddened by memories

of home and family and are quiet, sentimental, and seated
somewhat together.

Thus Roxane does not enter a camp of

bitterly complaining, miserable, perhaps even argumentative
men, but of men receptive to the gentleness, kindness, and
beauty she brings.
Rostand causes the organ to play near the end of
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Act V to call the nuns to evensong.

The music also announces

that Cyrano is dying and sweetens his last moments with
thoughts of life transcending earth.
The music in Cyrano de Bergerac has been shown to
have dual purposes:

that of an obvious literary device and

one of a more subtle nature.

In two of the four instances,

it subtly evoked emotional responses, while of the remaining
two, one was for comedy and the other shows division of
action from the actual drama and the play within the play.
Rostand seems to have used music i n .a more consistent
manner in L 1Aiglon than in any other play.

Music always ac

companies the gay Austrian court life, and it is used only
in connection with court activities.

Marie-Louise is intro

duced in the drama playing the harpsichord, and the Arch
duchess requests that a tarantella be played as soon as
she appears on stage.

The gay music always contrasts the

frivolous Austrian court life with the melancholy of the
defeated Napoleon's son.

This is particularly emphasized

near the end of Act I when the duke's tutors have informed
his mother that he has been studying French history; MarieLouise, dressed for a ball, confronts him for an explana
tion.

The waltz, heard offstage, emphasizes the spirit

which Marie-Louise portrays onstage, in contrast to her
melancholy son.

In Act IV, the orchestra is a natural part

of the masked ball.

During the promenades the music is

prominent, but it is hushed during dramatically intense
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moments.

One can assume that by 1900 Rostand had learned

to incorporate music skillfully, artistically and most
effectively in drama; it should be kept in mind, however,
that the nature of the situations in L ’Aiglon easily lend
themselves to enhancement by music.
The animals furnish the music in Chantecler.

In Act

IV an invisible chorus of birds sings a prayer to the God
of little birds.

This sets the tone of peace, quiet,

refuge and comfort for the disillusioned Chantecler.
comes the plaintive,

clear song of Le Rossignol.

Later

He joins

his song with that of the toads, who think that he destroys
their song.

Le Rossignol, however, proves that dissonance

can result in a form of harmony as he sings to the toads’
refrain.
A moot~~point for the reader insofar as Chantecler's
song is concerned is whether or not it is a song.

Rostand

uses the verb chanter for Chantecler to describe his song,
but the stage directions refer to it as cri.

One might

conclude that it was simply a cri, but that chanter is a
more poetic expression for dialogue than crier.

Thus it

most probably was a cri rather than a chant.
It can be concluded that music in Chantecler is to
set the mood of peace and harmony.

It is interesting to

note that the music comes at night rather than during the
day.

One may romanticize that just as music rejuvenates

the soul, and repose at night rejuvenates the body, the
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music in Chantecler enhances the atmosphere of rejuvenating
the disillusioned Chantecler.

This is shown first in the

form of the birds' evening prayer of thanksgiving, peti
tions for protection and forgiveness, and the promise for
new efforts tomorrow; secondly, in the song of the Rossignol
and the toads, Chantecler understands that harmony can pre
vail over discord, with each contributing his part to make
a unified whole.
The text of La Derniere nuit de Don Juan mentions
music in two planes.

First, music is heard offstage when

Don Juan is showing the devil the decor in his chambres
adulteres.

Don Juan explains that he always has an orchestra

for his amorous adventures.

The music then contributes to

the total effect of the setting Don Juan has described:

a

table for two, elegant furnishings, flowers, wine, shrine
of Venus, exquisite cuisine, art and literature.

The second

use of music concerns the devil who gets out the violin he
always carries with him.

As he plays the violin, he con

jures the bits of the torn list into the ghosts of Don
Juan's former loves.

In this case music summons the unreal.

Premsela states that Rostand had planned music to
accompany the stage performance.

He lists the titles and

composers of the thematic content reported by the Feb
ruary 10, 1922, issue of Comoedia:
Scene du Commandeur et de don Juan (Mozart); Introduc
tion d'Orphee (Gluck), Pantomime des furies (du meme);
Ouverture de don Juan (Mozart); Entr-acte du 3e acte
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de don Juan (du meme); Liebeslied (Kreisler); l'Ombre
heureuse (Gluck); Serenade de don Juan (Mozart);
Premier choeur d'Orphee (Gluck); Ballet des Sylphes,
de la Damnation de Faust (Berlioz); Finale de Sextour
de don Juan (Mozart); Course a l'Abime ( B e r l i o z ) 2
One can agree with Aristotle that music has great
enriching power.

This is proved in Rostand’s effective em

ployment of it in a variety of ways.

Music in Rostand's

plays serves primarily as natural accompaniment to action
and to create moods.
Aristotle's enthusiasm for music does not extend to
spectacle.

He says that "spectacle, while quite appealing,

is the most inartistic and has the least affinity with
poetry; for the essential power of tragedy does not depend
upon the presentation and the actors.

Moreover, for

achieving the effects of spectacle, the art of the mechanic
of stage properties is more competent than the art of
poetry.What

was true for the ancient Greeks, however,

does not necessarily remain a valid criterion for consider
ing the dramatic developments of the following centuries.
By Rostand's time dramatists had long been enhancing the
poetry as well as the tragedy of their plays with spectacle,
both in the sense of decor and of coups de theatre.
Spectacle, therefore, the next of Aristotle's con
stituent elements to be discussed, will be examined in two
areas:

the decor and the coups de theatre which contribute

to the spectacular.
Oscar G. Brockett in The Theatre:

An Introduction
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states that "the visual elements of a play are the playwright's principal means of expression."^

He indicates that

settings and costumes function to help giv e information,
and to establish mood and atmosphere.^
tions are valid for Rostand's plays.

Br ockett's observaClos e examination of

them reveals that the settings and costume s always aid in
establishing the level of probability, the mood and the atmosphere.

In some of the plays they provi de information,

Only in La Derniere nuit de Don Juan does the setting aid
in characterization.

The costumes in Rost and's plays serve

primarily to disclose that the characters are true to the
models from which Rostand has drawn them.
In Les Romanesques Rostand leaves most of the de
tails of the decor to the director or reader's imagination.
For the setting, he states that "la scene est coupee en
deux par un vieux mur mossu et tout enguirlande de folles
plantes grimpantes... De chaque cote, contre le mur, un
b a n c .

Thus, he establishes the mood and atmosphere of an

idyllic spot which, however, he does not locate; he says
that "la scene se passe ou 1 'on voudra pourvu que les cos
tumes soient jolis."^

To supplement the author's sole cri

terion that the costumes be pretty, one must peruse the
dialogue in order to discover what costume would best illu
minate the personality established by the playwright.

The

costumes often reinforce the information disclosed through
dialogue.

For example, when Percinet returns from his
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"adventures" in tatters, the audience readily believes his
tales of woe.

On the other hand, in Act II, scene eight,

while no mention has been made of a tussle between Bergamin
and Pasquinot, it is quite obvious from their disheveled
appearance that their previous irritations had led to blows.
Rostand’s major coup de theatre in Les Romanesques
is the contrived abduction scene in Act I, in which he in
volves the principal characters and adds masked bravados
and musicians.

A secondary coup de theatre is that Stra

forel, who is pretending to be a marquis disguised as a
mason, promises to take Sylvette on marvelous adventures
only to have the bedraggled Percinet reappear just in time
to convince Sylvette of his love for her.
While Les Romanesques can be called a simple play in
terms of spectacle both in the area of decor and coups de
theatre, La Princesse lointaine is more sumptuous, and
Rostand is more specific about his requirements.
IV take place on the deck of a ship.

Acts I and

Through the decor

Rostand wants to inform the audience that there have been
storms, battles, and hardships.

His stage directions state

that:
Le pont d ’une nef qui parait avoir souffert une longue
et terrible traversee.
On voit q u ’il y a eu tempete;
voiles en loques , vergues brisees, echevelement de
cordages, mat rajuste qui penche.
On voit qu'il y a
eu bataille: taches de sang, armes eparses.... Mer
violette sous des echarpes de vapeurs.®
The information disclosed by the setting is reinforced by
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the mariners’ appearance.

Rostand describes them "couches

ou assis en tous sens, des mariniers a face tragique, blemes,
decharnes; ils paraissent epuises de fatigues et de priva
tions.

Quelques-uns blesses, sont sommairement pauses de

haillons."9

The playwright’s character description does

not differentiate their economic or professional status
since he portrays the mariners in tatters, their kindred
spirit Frere Trophime in "robe rapiecee et trouee";^
Erasme is clothed in "robe de docteur en lambeaux,"^ while
Bertrand’s clothes are also "en lambeaux."^

Prince Joffroy

is described simply as "la figure terriblement defaite, le
corps perdu, tant il est maigre, en ses loques, est aporte
sur un grabat.

II grelotte la fievre, et ses yeux vivent

extraordinairement."^

It is evident that Rostand’s direc

tions for setting and costume effectively establish the
mood and atmosphere for the play.

They also buttress the

description of the difficult voyage disclosed through the
dialogue.
Rostand employs the technique of lighting in this
play although its use was not indicated in Les Romanesques.
He directs at the beginning:
grise et transparente.

"Nuit finissante.

Ciel qui palit.

rarefient,... Horizon de brumes.
l'acte, change insensiblement."14

Ombre

Etoiles qui se

L'eclairage, au cours de
This gray, misty, foggy

effect further intensifies the mood and atmosphere of
eternal despair.

Later during the act the rising light,
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the lifted fog, the golden glow of the morning sun over
Tripoli anticipate the splendor and luxury of Melissinde’s
palace, the setting for Acts II and III.

Rostand says it

is to b e :
la salle d ’un palais d'un luxe moitie roman, moitie
oriental.
Au fond, un large vitrail s'ouvre sur des
terrasses, derriere lesquelles la mer monte dans le
ciel.
A droite, second plan, une grande port ouverte
laisse apercevoir une galerie qui fuit, avec des colon
nades sveltes et des jets d'eau.
A gauche, un escalier
de porphyre descend d ’une lourde porte d ’or. Les
dalles de marbre, eblouissantes, et toutes les marches
de l ’escalier sont jonchees de lys fraichement coupes.
Sorte de divan aux nombreux coussins.
Pendue au mur,
pres de la porte, une enorme hache d ’armes, au manche
emaille, tout boussue de cabochons verts. 1 ^
He costumes Melissinde in "une lourde chape surchargee de
pierreries de toutes sortes, le front ceint d ’un tressoir
de

p e r l e s . " - ^

Such descriptions make the mood and atmos

phere of royal luxury obvious.

In Act III lighting sus

tains the brilliance of the palace and Melissinde's costume
as established in Act II,

Rostand notes that it is after

noon, "eclatante et brulante."^

It is interesting to ob

serve that while in the decor for Act II the marble steps
were strewn with lilies, assumed to be white, in Act III
they are strewn with red roses.
possible:

Two interpretations seem

lilies, symbolizing purity, could be the theme

of Act II, while red roses, symbolizing passion, could be
the theme of Act III.
seems only incidental.

This possible symbolism, however,
Rostand did not carefully construct

a progression of symbols, whereas he did employ a light and
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color scheme.

Thus a more probable explanation would stress

the progression of light through the play.
gray fog of early dawn.

Act I showed the

Act II was lighted with the gold

tones of morning, and with the lilies anticipating the
white brilliance of a middle eastern afternoon.

Act III was

lighted with the sparkling almost broiling afternoon heat,
and the red roses anticipate the sunset.

The decor in

Act IV states "jour de rose et d'or qui precede le coucher
du soleil."

As Joffroy dies, Melissinde holds him up, as

Rostand directs, "vers le resplendissement de la m e r .

Ils

sont enveloppes de la pourpre du soleil couchant," and she
says to him:
Tout le ciel est en feu!
Tu teurs...
devant un coucher de soleil sur la mer!
(Act IV, scene 2)
Thus, Rostand employs decor and costumes to inform
the audience of events taking place prior to the beginning
of the play in the case of the ship and mariners.

Decor

and costumes assist in characterization by showing the phy
sical appearances and the psychological implications of
luxury in the case of Melissinde.

Finally, the mood and

atmosphere are set by both decor and lighting effects.

The

realistic setting gives a high degree of probability and
credibility to an otherwise improbable situation in La
Princesse lointaine.
The spectacle in La Princesse lointaine is primarily
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in the decor and costumes, for most of the action which
would be considered spectacular is reported rather than
shown on stage.

The major coup de theatre in this play is

Melissinde's arrival at the ship.

She is magnificently

dressed and is wearing many jewels.

She is accompanied by

musicians, ladies-in-waiting, attendants, and her boat is
decked with flowers.
of the play occurs:

Within this framework the denouement
Joffroy meets his ideal just before

dying.
As stated earlier Rostand calls La Samaritaine an
"evangile en trois tableaux."

The entire play fits better

into the category of spectacle than of drama.

This is ob

vious from the earlier discussions of plot structure and
character development.

Rostand carefully instructs the

director to set the scene for the first and third tableaux
with a well at the intersection, a tree, a footpath and
mountains rising in the background.

With this realistic

setting he creates probability and credibility for the
situation.

The market place setting for the second tableau

is equally well described.

He does not mention costumes at

all, and he indicates lighting only in the third tableau
when he says that "le soleil couchera tout a l'heure.
ciel est j aune, avec du rose.''^^

Le

Since the decor is care

fully though not spectacularly drawn, and costuming is not
described, one concludes that Rostand employs spectacle in
volving people.
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The first scene of the first tableau sets the atmos
phere for the supernatural to follow when the ghosts of
Jacob, Isaac and Abraham appear, discussing a mysterious
thing that is to take place.

The more dramatically active

spectacle occurs in the second tableau with the bustle of
the market place, Photine's efforts to convince the people
of Jesus' divinity, and the narrow escape with the centurion.
The emotional spectacle is the crowd's confrontation with
and belief in the powers of Jesus.

Thus, the crowd spec

tacle is the moving force of the drama.
Visual effects increase in richness in Cyrano de
Bergerac.

Each of the five acts takes place in a different

setting, and Rostand states precisely how he wants the
stage set.

To illustrate his thoroughness the stage set

ting direction for the first act is quoted:
La salle de l'Hotel de Bourgogne, en 1640.
Sorte de
hangar de jeu de paume amenage et embelli pour des
representations.
La salle est un carre long; on la voit en biais, de
sorte qu'un de ses cotes forme le fond qui part du
premier plan, a droite, et va au dernier plan, a gauche,
faire angle avec la scene, qu'on aperqoit en pan coupe.
Cette scene est encombree, des deux cotes, le long
des coulisses, par des banquettes.
Le rideau est forme
par deux tapisseries qui peuvent s'ecarter.
Au-dessus
du manteau d'Arlequin, les armes royales. On descend
de l'estrade dans la salle par de larges marches.
De
chaque cote de ces marches, la place des violons.
Rampe de chandelles.
Deux rangs superposes de galeries laterales: le rang
superieur est divise en loges. Pas de sieges au par
terre, qui est la scene meme du theatre; au fond de ce
parterre, c'est-a-dire a droite, premier plan, quelques
bancs formant gradins et, sous un escalier qui monte
vers des places superieures, et dont on ne voit que le
depart, une sorte de buffet orne de petits lustres, de
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vases fleuris, de verres de cristal, d'assiettes de
gateaux, de flacons, etc.
Au fond, au milieu, sous la galerie de loges, 1'en
tree du theatre.
Grande porte qui s ’entrebaille pour
laisser passer les spectateurs.
Sur les battants de
cette porte, ainsi que dans plusieurs coins et audessus du buffet, des affiches rouges sur lesquelles
on lit: La Clorise.
Au lever du rideau, la salle est dans une demiobscurite, vide encore.
Les lustres sont baisses au
milieu du parterre, attendant d ’etre a l l u m e s . ^
His purpose in such detailed description might have
been to inform the audience of 1897, as well as the set
builder, how the theater of 1640 looked.

Thus he drew a

realistic seventeenth century scene to support the proba
bility and credibility of the play.

On the other hand,

Rostand also possessed some architectural talents, and
since the galeries, doors, and steps are incorporated in
the blocking of action, perhaps he felt the most realistic
conception of the set was his own.
Rostand’s artistic and decorative nature comes to
the fore in his description of Ragueneau’s pastry shop in
Act II.

Among the details are:

A gauche, premier plan, comptoir surmonte d ’un dais
en fer forge, auxquels sont accroches des oies , des
canards, des paons blancs.
Dans de grands vases de
faience de hauts bouquets de fleurs naives, principalement des tournesols jaunes. Du meme cote, second plan,
immense cheminee devant laquelle, entre de monstrueux
chenets, dont chacun supporte une petite marmite, les
rotis pleurent dans les lechefrites ... .
Les fours, dans l ’ombre, sous l ’escalier, rougeaient.
Des cuivres etincellent.
Des broche tournent.
Des
pieces montees pyramident, des jambons pendent.... On
apporte, sur des plaques de tole et des clayons d ’osier,
des quinconces de brioches, des villages de petits
f ours.
Des tables sont couvertes de gateaux et de plats. .,20
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The settings for \cts III and IV are not quite so elaborate.
The dramatic action is so intense in Act III that an elabo
rate scene might tend 'to distract the audience, while the
coup de theatre of Roxane's arrival provides splendid spec
tacle for Act IV.

Moreover, when one considers that Act III

takes place in the street, and Act IV on a battlefield, ex
cessive spectacle would destroy the play’s probability.

In

Act V Rostand's architectural talents are again evidenced.
This time he describes a building's exterior and its sur
rounding landscape.

From his descriptions of the settings

for each act it is obvious that each one provides a degree
of spectacle, except perhaps that for Act III,

His purpose

in providing for the elaborate settings is to establish
mood and atmosphere for the action.

One may even speculate

that they set the tone for the superman hero, Cyrano.
Rostand does not bother with costumes.
leaves them to the director's discretion.

Rather, he

One might safely

assume, however, that they would be in keeping with the
manner of dress in 1640 and in harmony with the elaborate
settings,
The coups de theatre increase in this play and con
tribute to the total spectacle.

The first four scenes of

the first act are spectacular representations of seventeenth
century life, involving numerous characters with appropriate
costumes and behavior.

Rostand heightens the total effect

with the activities of the cut-purses, the pages snatching
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wigs, Roxane's appearance, Hontfleury's performance and
Cyrano's ensuing foreclosure of the performance.

Cyrano's

duel while composing a poem constitutes the high point of
the spectacle.

Likewise the first four scenes of Act II

are spectacular with the numerous bakers and poets.

Ros

tand enhances these scenes with Ragueneau's poetic efforts
and frustrations, and the activities of the pastry cooks and
poets.

He deviates from the crowd spectacle in Act III and

uses instead individuals for coups de theatre.

This is

illustrated in the balcony scene when Cyrano assumes Chris
tian's place, and Christian subsequently ascends to Roxane's
presence.

Roxane's persuasion of the capucin to marry her

to Christian as well as Cyrano's claim to have fallen from
the moon are also dramatic coups de theatre which enter the
realm of the spectacular.
Perhaps the most spectacular scene in the play is
Roxane's arrival at the battlefield in Act IV.

The misery

of the soldiers contrasts with the sumptuousness of the
coach.

Moreover, horses on stage are always the ultimate

in theatrical spectacle,

Rostand concludes Cyrano de Ber

gerac with the greatest of theatrical devices, the death of
the hero.

Thus the coups de theatre in Cyrano de Bergerac

vary from the crowd to the individual, from the comic to
the tragic, and from duels and horses to death on stage.
The artistic decoration and spectacle in L 'Aiglon
surpass those of Cyrano de Bergerac.

It is interesting to
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note that Rostand turns his efforts from exterior structures
in Cyrano de Bergerac to interiors in L TAiglon.

After de

scribing the wall-and-doors structure for the set in Act I,
Rostand then enumerates the furnishings:
On a apporte dans cette banale villa de location un
precieux mobilier.
A gauche, pres de la fenetre, une
belle psyche en citronnier charge de bronzes; au premier
plan, une vaste table d'acajou, couverte de papiers;
contre le mur, une table etagere -1 a dessus de laque,
garnie de livres. -- A droite, vers le fond, un petit
piano Erard de l'epoque, une harpe; plus bas, une
chaise longue Recamier aupres d'un grand gueridon.
Fauteuils et tabourets en X.
Beaucoup de fleurs dans
des vases.
Au mur, gravures encadrees representant les
membres de la famille imperiale d'Autriche; portraits
de l'empereur Frangois, du due de Reichstadt enfant,
etc ...,21
Paul Faure in Vingt ans d ’intimite avec Edmond Rostand dis
closes that Rostand visited Austria in order to document
his settings for L rAiglon.22

it seems obvious that he under

took this careful documentation in order to establish the
highest degree of probability possible for a drama of such
high legendary nature.

Yet within the framework of accurate
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documentation the artist's hand is evident in the possessions
of the personalities he created.

The stage setting in Act VI

illustrates this:
...La chambre du due de Reichstadt,
sombre et somptueuse.
Au fond, la haute porte noire et doree qui donne sur
le petit Salon de Porcelaine.
A droite, la fenetre.
A
gauche, une tapisserie dans laquelle se disimule une
petite porte,
Le mobilier tel qu'il est encore aujourd'hui: fau
teuils aux bois noirs et dores,. paravent, prie-Dieu,
tables et consoles.
Deesordre fievreux d'une chambre de malade.
Des
fourrures, des livres, des fioles, des tasses, des
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oranges, et partout, sur tons les meubles, d'enories
bouquets de violettes.
Au premier plan, vers la gauche, un etroit lit de
camp.
A son chevet, au milieu d'une table basse encombree aussi de medicaments et de fleurs, un petit
bronze de Napoleon Ie r ...23
From the elaborate interior set constructed for Act I,
Rostand turns his attention to the Due de Reichstadt's room
at Schoenbrunn in Acts II and III.

He incorporates the

large windows that give a good view of the park at Schoen
brunn.

Rostand continues the same type of description--the

wall structure, furnishings, properties— and adds the land
scape of the garden as seen through the windows.
The setting itself for Act IV is not so spectacular
as the previous ones.

It consists of artificial Roman

ruins constructed in a section of the Schoenbrunn park.
This is the setting for a masked ball, and the spectacular
effect is created by the characters in costume.

The move

ment away from highly realistic settings toward the unreal,
the illusion, and fantasy in Act IV prepare the audience
for the hallucinatory Act V.
Rostand furnishes only very brief requirements for
the decor of Act V.

He emphasizes that the setting is a

plain and adds the details of a small hut, a road, and a
road sign.

Here he follows his usual pattern, that of a

simple setting for a highly emotional scene.

Thus, this

act acquires its spectacular quality from the coups de
theatre .
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Scenic transition from Act I to Act VI is progressive
and logical from the- standpoint of sets alone.

It is easy

to accept the fact that the Baden villa setting should
yield to the Palace at Schoenbrunn; likewise the drama moves
easily from the interior of the palace to the park for the
costume party and then extends farther to the plain for
Act V.

Act VI, however,

takes place in the Due de Reich-

stadt’s room at Schoenbrunn.

In this case Rostand has had

to use dramatic action to effect transition.

As Act V ends,

the Due is still in an hallucinatory state as his Austrian
regiment approaches.

Blindly he begins to attack but is

stopped by an officer who convinces him that these are his
own men.

He is then struck with full realization that his

escape to France has failed, that his visions of leading
the French nation and troops were only dreams, and that he
is, in reality,
in Austria.

an Austrian prince whose only future lies

The audience,

therefore, is fully prepared to

see the curtain rise in Act VI upon the d u e ’s room in the
palace of Schoenbrunn, a setting previously discussed.
To complement the spectacular settings Rostand de
mands costumes in kind.

For the first act he requires "un

groupe de femmes, tres elegantes.

The Austrian officer

present is costumed in "un merveilleux hussard bleu et
a rg en t. "^

The Archduchess appears "entouree d'un flot

d ’elegants et d'elegantes en costume de ville d ’eau,
Grevedon et des Deveria.-- Robes claires.

Ombrelles.

--Des
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Grands c h a p e a u x . H e
duchess’ children,

even notes the apparel of the Arch

the boy "en uniforme de hussard, une

minuscule pelisse sur I ' e p a u l e " ^ ? and the girl "dans ces
extraordinaires robes de petites filles de l'epoque."^®
The duke, as well as the other characters, is fashionably
clothed,

Rostand directs, "II est en costume de cheval, la

cravache a a la main, tres elegant, la fleur a la bouton
niere,”^

Further details of his appearance are given in

the stage directions for the children who are seated around
him and who "admirent 1 'elegance de leur grand cousin,
jouent avec sa chaine, ses breloques, contemplent sa haute
cravate.
The elegance of the characters'

costumes are further

enriched in scene nine of Act I, in which the tailor and
the Comtesse Camerata, disguised as a dressmaker, exhibit
the latest fashions while trying to persuade the duke to
come to Paris to reign as Napoleon II.

The tailor describes

his merchandise through dialogue while the countess describes
the hats she is showing to Marie-Louise.
Marie-Louise appears again in Act I, this time "dans
une superbe toilette de bal, le manteau sur les epaules."31Following her exit, Fanny Essler provides a contrast to
Marie-Louise's luxurious dress when she appears in her
comparatively simple dancing costume which Rostand says is
"splendide et r o s e . " ^
Rostand's imagination is quite fertile in creating a
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variety of costumes to lend further diversity to the spec
tacle'.

For example, in Act XI the Archduchess appears in

"costume de jardin, grand chapeau de

p a i l l e , " ^ ^

and in

Act III, the Emperor is dressed "avec une bonhomie voulue,
du costume bourgeois qu'il affectionne: redingot de drap
gris s'ouvrant sur un gilet paille; culotte de drap gris
entrant dans des bottes .
Rostand's great tour de force is the elaborateness
of the costumes in Act IV.

In the stage setting preceding

the text of Act IV he n otes;
Et ce sont des colonnades a demi ecroulees a travers
lesquelles on voit passer des masques; des escaliers
que montent et descendent tous les personnages de la
Comedie Italienne.
Car la fete est costumee, la mode
etant aux Redoutes, aux dominos, aux capes venitiennes,
aux etranges chapeaux charges de plumes, aux grandes
collerettes, aux loups noirs barbus de dentelle sous
lesquels on aime a s 'intriguer.35
Many of the guests are in costume of domino.

Tiburce, how

ever, is in a Capitan Spezzafer outfit while Therese's cos
tume is that of "une petite Source."^
her in these terras:

Rostand describes

"Therese porte une souple tunique d'un

bleu glace d'argent, sur laquelle des lis d'eau et de
longues herbes luisantes."^
cape, and a "robe
With diamonds.

d e c o l e t e e " 3 8

Marier.Louise wears a large
w ith her shoulders covered

The duke is wearing a large violet cape,

under which he wears his white Austrian uniform.

The

Countess is dressed in a black cape and a white uniform
identical to that of the duke.

The costume ball allows
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the duke and countess to exchange capes , and she imperson
ates the duke while he escapes to gather forces for his
flight to France.
For the duke's death scene Rostand says that he:
horriblenient defait, son visage aminci penche sur les
trois tours d'une cravate de batiste chiffonnee, ses
cheveux blonds, qu ’on ne coupe plus, retombant en
meches trop longues, est assis, tout frissonnant, sur
le bord du lit,
II s ’enveloppe tristement d'un grand
manteau qui lui sert de robe de chambre et sous lequel
il est en coulotte blanche, sans veste, son corps
fluet flottant dans le linge bouffant de la chemise
et ses mains amaigries perdues dans les manchettes
pliss ees.39
With the duke's death Rostand achieves what is per
haps his greatest coup de theatre through the use of costume.
The dying duke had rejected all his Austrian heritage,
claiming in death only the French heritage symbolized by
the splendors of his birth and christening.

Yet, at the

announcement of his death Metternich, unmoved, orders:
Vous lui remettrez son uniforme blanc.
(Act VI, scene 2)
One attribute of Rostand's use of spectacle in
L 'Aiglon is the massing of people on stage.

In this re

spect, nearly forty individual characters are listed in the
cast plus the ladies-in-waiting, soldiers, peasants, the
Royal family, and guests at the ball.

Rostand limits his

requirements in costume to the ladies, to men in military
uniform,

to some of the costumes at the masked ball, and

to the duke and emperor.
In such a spectacular display of settings and
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costumes Rostand incorporates a wealth of coups de theatre,
beginning with Therese's reading of portions from Andromaque
and Meditations which describe the hero's heir at the time
of the duke's entrance on stage.

The duke's disclosure of

his knowledge of French history to his tutors is over
shadowed in Act II by his discovery of French rather than
Austrian wooden soldiers among his things.

The major coup

de theatre in Act II, however, is Flambeau’s appearance and
dramatic report of the plight of the infantrymen in Napo
leon's army.

The preliminary dramatic gesture in Act III

shows the duke persuading his grandfather to support his
return to France and Metternich's opportune entrance to
prevent it.

The delusive scene in which Flambeau convinces

Metternich that it is ten years earlier and the Emperor
Napoleon is asleep in the adjoining room is the major spec}

tacular coup.

Act IV has two theatrical effects which are

of equivalent importance; first is the duke's reaction to
his mother's conversation with Bombelles about his father,
and the second is the exchange of capes between the duke
and the countess, allowing him to escape while she imper
sonates him.
The most intense dramatic effort of the entire play
occurs in Act V as the duke describes the imaginary battle,
previously discussed, to the dying Flambeau, and the for
mer's ensuing hallucinations involving battle sounds and
voices of the dying.

Adding to the spectacle is the
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arrival of the Austrian guard, presumably on horseback:
grand theatrical device.

a

Act VI is so steeped in sentimen

tality that the final action of the play, Metternich's
order that the duke be dressed in his Austrian uniform, is
a sensational coup de theatre.
The length of L 'Aiglon necessitates the inclusion of
many episodes.

Rostand generally incorporated two startling

events in each act, either to precipitate, agitate or dis
sipate a mood or activity.

These coups de theatre are

usually so sensational that they heighten the spectacular
effect already created by the settings and costumes.
L ’Aiglon supports the evidence afforded earlier by Cyrano
de Bergerac that Rostand is a veritable genius at theatri
cal spectacle.
The master craftsmanship of the playwright is fur
ther revealed in Chantecler, with its barnyard and forest
settings and animal characters.

This enigmatic drama takes

place simultaneously on both human and animal levels.

The

setting is described by the director before the curtain
rises and is supported by the appropriate sounds of animal
activities as well as the sounds of humans departin-g for
the day.

Near the end of his preparatory statements, the

director discloses that:
Nos personnages sont petits m a i s ...
•

• •

Entre la scene et vous nous avons fait descendre
L'invisible rideau d 1un verre grossissant.
(Prelude)
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The playwright poetically describes the interior of a
farmyard setting:
Les bruits nous l'ont decrit d'une faqon exacte.
Portail croulant. Mur bas fleuri d'ombelles.
Foin.
Fumier. Meule de paille.
Et la campagne au loin.
Les details vont se preciser au cours de l'acte.
Sur la maison, glycine en mauve cataracce.
La niche du vieux chien de garde, dans un coin.
Epars, tous—les outils dont la Terre a besoin.
Des poules vont, levant un pied qui se— contracte.
Un merle dans sa cage.
Une charrette.
Un puits.
Canards.
Soleil.
Parfois une aile bat, et puis
Une plume, un instant, vole, toute petite.
Des poussins, pour un v e r , se disputent entre eux.
Le dindon porte au bee sa rouge stalactite.
— Silence chaud, rempli de gloussements h e u r e u x , ^
The complete artist is at work in this play.

From the de

scription of sounds in the Prelude Rostand paints objects
and personnages in the decor for Act X.

In the description

of the decor for Act II he paints light, shadows, colors
and objects which are represented by their colors--like
smoke:

Bouquet de houx.
Jardin qui n'est plus cultive.
Lieu triste quand, la nuit, 1'ortie et l'eperviere
Tremblent sur le sentier fraye par la vouviere...
Mais ce qu'on voit de la, quand le jour est leve,
C'est le Vallon.
C'est le Vallon
Qui n'est pas en Tyrol, qui n'est
Qu'on ne trouve qu'en France avec
Et ce je ne sais quoi de noble et

par un grand V,
pas en Baviere,
cette riviere
d'acheve.

Calme horizon, bornant les voeux, mais pas le songe!
Fins peupliers. Belle colline qui s'allonge
Commie une bete ayant un village au garrot.
Le ciel est de chez nous.
Et lorsque illuminee
Fumera dans un coin quelque humble cheminee,
On croira voir fumer la pipe de Corot.41
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The description of decor returns to objects in Act III, and
Act IV sets a mood:
L'asile vert cherche par tous les coeurs degus.
L'ombre qui simplifie et la paix qui soulage.
Sous des chenes geants dont on ne sait plus l'age,
Racines ecartant leurs contreforts bossus.
Passages d'ecureuils.
Lapins entr 1apergus.
Dans des vallonnements ou croit le tussilage,
Des champignons, parfois, se groupent en village.
Des glands tombent sans bruit, sur la mousse regus
Soir.
Source.
Un liseron.
Comme on est loin du monde,
Des bouts d'une bruyere aux pointes d'une osmonde
L'araignee a tendu son piege ornemental;
Et, noire, 1 1on dirait -- car dans ses fils tombee
Une goutte de pluie est ovale et bombee -Qu'elle a pris une bete a bon Dieu de cristal.^
.The setting presented at the beginning of each act
is sustained throughout the act.

Once the objects are set

and the mood created, the spectacle then moves with the
action and characters.

Settings for the entire play serve

to establish mood, atmosphere, and the level of probability
necessary in order to accept farmyard and forest settings
for the characters who assume the form of fowls.

The set-

tings do not give any new information; each simply reaf
firms what has been previously forecast.
Rostand again uses light effectively in Chantecler.
Act I opens in full sunlight.

As the act progresses night

begins to fall until the poultry go to sleep.

With night

come the night birds and their plots to assassinate Chante
cler.

As the blackness of night begins to turn gray, La

Faisane persuades Chantecler to tell her the secret of his
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song.

He explains each aspect as he sings the sun forth to

bring day to the world.

The golden splendor continues at

La Pintade's j our until the actual confrontation between
Chantecler and Le Pile blanc.

The text of the play indi

cates no precise time for the duel, but one can, easily
speculate that the fight takes place under the intense white
heat of a southern sun.
heart of the forest.

Act IV is set at evening in the

As the act progresses, night becomes

darker, and the moonlight appears.

Dawn begins to break

just as the grieving Chantecler puts his head under the com
forting wing of La Faisane, and the sun rises without his
help.

Obviously light and darkness are as important as any

of the dramatic elements to the entire spectacle in general
and to the plot in particular.
Both Rosemonde Gerard in Edmond Rostand and Pierre
Apesteguy in La Vie Profonde d'Edmond Rostand assert that
the author exhaustively researched the appearance and be
havior of the fowls he used for characters both by study
from reference texts, and by careful personal observation.
Gerard states that the only exception to his detailed study
was the character of La Faisane, "dont Edmond Rostand ne
voulut jamais avoir la replique vivante car il disait qu'on
ne pouvait pas enfermer entre des grilles une personne aussi
independante et aussi

d o r e e . . , " ^ ^

Lautier and Keller report

that the costume and set designers for the theatrical per
formance worked painstakingly with the playwright almost all
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of the year 1908.44
The set structures are included in the text of the
play, and stage directions place the characters therein.
Tor the reader, there is little indication as to the effec
tiveness of humans disguised as animals.

Apesteguy quotes

from a New Zealand newspaper (the translation apparently is
his) which states that:
avant la representation, on croyait que les acteurs se
contenteraient d'indiquer legerement par leurs costumes
les roles excentriques qu'ils devaient remplir; mais a
la premiere on fut etonne en constatant que la personnalite des artistes disparaissait completement, et
qu'ils representaient reellement divers habitants d'une
basse-cour.45
At Arnaga,

former home of Rostand, one can see both perfect

and scale drawings of some of the animal costumes devised
for the play.

These elaborate costumes and the large v a 

riety of fowls create an aura of spectacle.

Although Chan

tecler dominates the entire play, the text provides little
description of him.

Chantecler achieves his spectacular

effect primarily through his actions.

La Faisane, on the

other hand, is not an ordinary hen pheasant but a gold and
purple one.

Thus she adds to the colorfulness of the al

ready assembled characters.

Perhaps the most spectacular

sheer parade of vivid characters is that of the exotic
cocks in Act III.

Rather than lengthy stage descriptions of

their appearance, the text simply mentions them by title.
It might be concluded, therefore,

that the very nature of

the costumes is spectacular, and that the variety of fowls
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and animals increases the total colorful effect.
Insofar as spectacular coups de theatre are concerned,
Chantecler is not so rich in them as are L A i g l o n and Cyrano
de Bergerac.
III.

The most spectacular one takes place in Act

The extravaganza of the cocks prepares the audience for

the spectacle of the fight between Chantecler and Le Pile
blanc.

This is the play’s only true spectacular coup de

theatre.

While events such as Chantecler’s demonstration of

how he calls forth the sun, his release of tension by at
tacking the superficialities of his comrades, the death of
Le Rossignol, and La Faisane's own self-sacrifice to save
Chantecler are all important and moving dramatic events ,
but they fall short of the level of spectacular coups de
theatre.
The setting for the Prologue of La Derniere nuit de
Don Juan is stated thus:

"on ne voit rien qu'un etroit

escalier vaguement eclaire, dont la spirale se perd en
haut, et qui s ’enfonce dans un gouffre.

Un reflet vert

et sulfureux eclabousse les marches du b a s . " ^

With this

abstract setting, Rostand achieves the effect of timeless
ness within an unspecified location.

The darkness pierced

only by the green sulfurous light creates a mood of mystery
and suspense with a foreboding of evil.
For the rest of the play Rostand fixes a time, ten
years later, and a place, a palace in Venice which he de
scribes as "une grande salle ouverte sur 1 TAdriatique, ou
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plongent des degres de marbre.
eclairee des flambeaux . " ^

Au milieu, une table servie,

He further elaborates on this

decor in the dialogue between the devil and Don Juan.

The

latter calls the room chambre d'adultere and mentions the
roses, the fine furniture, music, and objects of art and li
terature.

The decor is supplemented by the arrival of the

gondolas late in the First Part.

Thus the entire action of

the play, except for that of the Prologue, takes place in
one setting.

It serves to establish the level of proba-

bility--that this drama takes place in a totally unreal en
vironment,

to create mood and atmosphere of luxurious wanton

ness, and to aid in the characterization of Don Juan, for
the furnishings reflect his tastes and ideas of sophistica
tion .
Rostand gives little information about the charac
ters ' costumes.

From Don Juan's dialogue, it can be dis

cerned that he is elegantly dressed, that the devil is in
black, and that the ghosts are clad in bluish-silver cloaks,
white masks, silver shoes and each has a fan and a rose.
The one exception is L'Ombre blanche, who is whiter and
more silvery than the others.

It can thus be assumed that

Don Juan’s fashionable appearance is as spectacular as are
the bluish-silvery masked ghosts.
Within the somewhat simple and abstract decor Ros
tand completes the spectacular effect with coups de theatre.
The double plane of the play--the real and the unreal--is
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interwoven with the coups de theatre.

The prologue, with the

marble statue conducting Don Juan down the steps, presumably
to hell, and the claw’s grasp of him as the statue was about
to set him free, is a startling coup which immediately cap
tures the audience's attention.

After a brief interlude of

conversation between Don Juan and his valet Sganarelle, the
combination of the real and unreal continues in the First
Part with the entrance of the puppet show.

Don Juan imme

diately engages the puppet in conversation so that reality
takes on a new dimension and the human world is fused with
the theatrical world.

At this point one might speculate

that for Rostand the theatre is a true representation of
life, and he proves it by putting Don Juan and the marionette
on an equal basis.

The playwright achieves the next coup de

theatre by changing the puppeteer into the devil in human
form.

Since the concept of the devil is a supernatural one,

the intermingling of real and unreal continues.

Perhaps the

most spectacular coup de theatre is the devil's supernatural
transformation of the torn bits of the list into gondolas
carrying the ghosts.

The large number of ghosts, all with

the same appearance, impresses the audience with the magni
tude of Don Juan's deceits.

Out of the spectacle of numbers

emerges one striking figure, that of L'Ombre blanche, to in
tensify Don Juan's frustration at being unable to identify
any of the ghosts.

Don Juan's final struggle to outwit the

devil fails, and he is sentenced to hell as a marionette;
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stripped of pride, wit, and self-direction, he must act as
the showmaster wills.

With this last coup de theatre

reality is completely absorbed by the unreal.

The obvious

conclusion is that through spectacle— setting, costumes,
coups de theatre— Rostand presents the contrast of the real
and the unreal, resulting in triumph of the unreal in La
Derniere nuit de Don Juan.
In conclusion, the effectiveness of spectacle in
Rostand’s plays is evident in that the decor, either com
pletely or partially, assists in giving information, in aid
ing characterization, in establishing the level of proba
bility, and in creating mood and atmosphere.

The striking

coups de theatre contribute to the overall spectacular ef
fect.

Rostand demonstrates artistic as well as dramatic

talents in his plays.

It is interesting to note the progres

sion of his development insofar as decor is concerned.

From

the simple engarlanded wall and benches in Les Romanesques,
he progresses to the semi-realistic with abstract sets for
La Princesse lointaine.

Both sets, give the impression of

large empty space on stage.

With La Samaritaine the focal

point is the well, but distant landscape is painted in the
background.

Rostand moves into architectural design for

Cyrano de Bergerac; he describes buildings as well as in
teriors.

In L ’Aiglon one can see his interior decorative

ability; he adds to the wall structure, not only furnishings,
but also properties such as books and flowers.

With
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Chantecler the entire decor moves from human to animal and
to nature levels.

He constructs the barnyard and paints an

enchanted forest.

La Derniere nuit de Don Juan moves more

toward the unreal.
stract.

The Prologue setting is completely ab

The rest of the play sustains a realistic decor to

emphasize the.contract between the real and unreal that
will be apparent in the action.
Coups de theatre are of course an integral part of
spectacle.

Rostand uses the simple device of kidnapping to

stage the coup de theatre in Les Romanesques, then he pre
sents the princess’ arrival at the ship with all the trap
pings of middle-eastern luxury in La Princesse lointaine.
La Samaritaine is almost a religious spectacle with tradi
tional aspects of ritual rather than a drama.

With Cyrano

de Bergerac the coups de theatre are more active and dra
matic than in any of the preceding plays.

From the h e r o ’s

duel while composing a ballade to his tragic death, the
playwright manipulates him, as well as the heroine, through
acting devices to achieve startling effects.

The abundance

of coups de theatre in L *Aiglon involves the hero as does
Cyrano de Bergerac.

In this play, however, Rostand precipi

tates the coups de theatre with elaborate preparation's, so
that the subtlest move on the catalyst’s part achieves the
climax.

In Chantecler the playwright sets the stage with

several dramatically high points but limits himself to one
spectacular coup de theatre, the duel between Chantecler
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and Le Pile blanc.

The combination of the real and unreal

constitute the coups de theatre in La Derniere nuit de Don
Juan, and they are sufficiently spectacular.
The most effective coups de theatre are found in Les
Romanesques, Cyrano de Bergerac, and L 'Aiglon, the same
plays in which the plot structure appears to be most care
fully constructed.

Since coups de theatre and plot are in

terdependent, this observation is not surprising.

It is

evident also that the more coups de theatre in a play, the
more contrived the plot usually is.

Spectacle is usually

highly successful, and the abundance of spectacle--in decor,
costumes and coups de theatre— in Rostand's plays contributes
to their total theatrical effect.
Rostand's use of light is tremendously important in
at least two of the plays.

The total artistic effect in

La Princesse lointaine is supported and enhanced by the use
of light, and the rising of the sun and the night are vital
to Chantecler.

Effects of light and darkness usually en

hance the mood and atmosphere in the other plays.

Ob

viously Rostand harnesses spectacle to complement the action
of his dramas,
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CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study has been to investigate the
dramaturgy of Edmond Rostand as revealed through the struc
ture of his plays.

The elements considered were those set

forth by Aristotle in the Poetics as necessary constituent
elements for tragedy;

plot, character, thought, diction,

i.e., language, music and spectacle.
The total study reveals that Rostand, like Aristctle,
placed primary emphasis on plot construction.

Examination

of the plots of the plays reveals that Rostand carefully
arranged their structure according to both story and form.
The arrangement of incidents shows both artistic and logi
cal developments.

Considered chronologically, each play

from Les Romanesques through L *Aiglon shows progressive
complexities in the plots’ episodes, which are skillfully
arranged so that they logically follow each other.

The

action rises consistently to the climax; the denouement is
usually tranquil and often emotionally moving.

The middle

section of the plot stories of the plays from Les Roman
esques through Cyrano de Bergerac consists primarily of
complications which lead to discoveries.

The last three

plays tend to reveal discoveries to a greater degree than
complications.

In the longer plays, Cyrano de Bergerac.

L *Aiglon and Chantecler. an initial crisis occurs
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approximately two-thirds of the way to the climax; to sustain
interest Rostand offers a new setting, a different and some
what unrelated activity to provoke curiosity, after which he
approaches the climax.

Les Romanesques, Cyrano de Bergerac,

and L TAiglon show careful structure of the beginning, middle
and end, and an undeniably logical arrangement of events
insofar as plot is concerned.

The ending seems weak in La

Princesse lointaine, which finishes in declamatory fashion
and in La Samaritaine, which falls into didactic spectacle.
Both the middle and the end seem weak in Chantecler.

The

discoveries do not follow each other quite so smoothly as in
earlier plays, and the end is not completely convincing:
Chantecler's recovery from disillusionment is too rapid and
the final scene appears to be a sympathetic justification
of La Faisane.

In La Derniere nuit de Don Juan the Prologue

could perhaps have been effectively incorporated in the
Premiere Partie.

The playwright has not so carefully pre

pared the audience for coming events in the play; rather his
technique seems to be shock effect.

It is effective up to

the appearance of the beggar, which is too abrupt a maneuver,
thus projecting the play onto a different plane.

Rostand

rescues the end with Don Juan’s condemnation to- the hell of
a puppet stage.

On the whole, however, the plot structures

of Rostand's plays show that he had a keen sense for dra
matic intrigue and an adeptness for logical and precise
structural form.
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Skillful character creations support the prominence
of the plot in Rostand's plays.

The personages who perform

the action are credible and consistent because they are
well developed.

Their attributes accurately reflect the

qualities of the persons they are supposed to represent, and
they are fitting because they have the requisite traits
necessary to create the personages properly.

Their motives

for action are well-founded and clearly expressed.
Minor characters are employed to provide more infor
mation about, to underline the actions of, or to bring more
sharply into focus the major characters.

They are usually

seen from one point of view and have only one purpose or
function in the play; occasionally they are used as comic
devices.

Stock characters such as the confidente are also

found.
Rostand's forte is in the portrayal of the hero.
This study proposed that each hero reflects a magnification
of a certain phase in life; one might then interpret this
proposal to indicate that the heroes,

taken in chronological

order, represent the psychological maturation process in
man.

This possibility is substantiated by seeing Percinet

as the picture of young, ideal love; Joffroy as the youth
in quest of the ideal; Jesus as the manifestation of divine
love in man; Cyrano in the bravura of youth confident in
his convictions; the duke who represents the failure of the
impossible dream; Chantcler who portrays the disillusioned
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man who continues to have faith and to do his best; and Don
Juan who illustrates the search for awareness and meaning
in existence through the mockery of all that is sacred.

By

treating certain critical periods in man's life and magnify
ing their importance, Rostand shows a psychological under
standing of man's nature and his efforts to cope with the
struggles of life.
This study does not support the general allegation
that the feminine characters in Rostand's plays are weak,
for when the heroines' actions have direct hearing on the
outcome of the play, they are well drawn.

Admittedly Syl-

vette, Photine, and Marie-Louise are sketchily portrayed.
Melissinde, however, shows that Rostand gave much thought
to the development of her character.

Character depth is

implicit in the actions if not always in the dialogue of
Roxane and La Faisane.

It is apparent that where the hero

ines are catalysts for the heroes' actions, they are well
developed.

Generally speaking, characterization contri

butes strongly to the total effect of Rostand's dramas.
An examination of individual ideas in individual plays
reveals that Rostand's dramatic works consistently treat at
least six universal themes:

love; idealism; optimism; death,

and the significance of life as revealed in death; the con
cept of illusion versus reality, including disillusionment;
and courage, including the concept of le panache.

These

universal themes are individualized by the episodes of the
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plots.

Rostand uses direct statements to disclose love,

idealism and optimism.

Death and the significance of life

as revealed through death are exposed through implication
of the play's action as well as by direct statement.

Both

illusion and reality, and courage and le panache are implicit
in

the

action.

When these concepts are viewed individually

in

the

chronological sequence in whichthe plays were writ

ten, they indicate the maturation of the playwright's com
mentaries on life.

Moreover, merging the collective heroes,

one finds that each represents an exaggerated facet of man.
Together they comprise the total man.
Rostand's use of language is a tribute to his dra
matic and poetic skill.
poetic, and aristocratic.

The dialogue is usually refined,
For the most part, it is appro

priate because the majority of the characters are. royal or
noble.

In Chantecler and La Derniere nuit de Don Juan,

where the level of probability is removed from reality, the
dialogue fittingly reveals the personalities that have been
projected.
The plays are
lets.

written primarily in alexandrine coup

Innovations in the lines inject

movement; deviations

in syllable count and rhyme scheme provide variety and
create different moods.

Rostand has chosen words to convey

precise meaning, then gilded the language to create mood
and to establish tone, and at least in Chantecler, he has
selected words for their sound qualities.

He relies heavily
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on images of nature and the universe.
Rostand has employed music in each play.

Instrumen

tal music ranges from the simple music accompanying the kid
napping scene in Les Romanesques to the elaborate orchestra
at the Austrian court i n L 'Aigloa

In La Samaritaine music

is created by the human voice while in Ch^antecler it comes
from the singing of birds.

Music in Rostand's plays seems
,r

primarily to serve as a natural accompaniment to action and
to create m o ods.
•/

Spectacle has been discussed in terms of decor and
coups de theatre.

Its effectiveness is "evident In that the

decor either completely or partially assists in giving in
formation, in aiding characterization, in establishing the
level of probability and in creating mood and atmosphere.
The striking coups de theatre contributes to the overall’
spectacular effect.

The most effective coups de theatre

are found in Les Romanesques, Cyrano de Bergerac, and
L 'Aiglon, the same plays in which the plot structure ap
pears to be most carefully constructed.

The use of light

is tremendously important in at least two of the plays.
The total artistic effect in La Frincesse lointaine is sup
ported and enhanced by the use of light, and the rising of
the sun and the night are vital to Chantecler.

Obviously

Rostand harnesses spectacle to complement the action of his
dramas.
The investigation of the structure of Rostand's plays

,
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reveals that the playwright has carefully and logically con
structed the plots and skillfully drawn the characters to
convey the impact of the plot's significance.

Universal

themes with individualized episodes are exposed in poetic
but clearly-stated language with a rich vocabulary and
simple figures of speech.

Total theatrical effect is

achieved with music and spectacular decor and coups de
theatre.

Throughout his plays Rostand skillfully substan

tiates his dramaturgical, artistic, and poetic prowess.
His innate sense of the dramatic as well as his precision
in composition result in technically sound artistic crea
tions .
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